

IN THE SUPREME COURT
OF THE NORTHERN TERRITORY OF AUSTRALIA

SC No 118 OF 1980
IN THE WILL of OSCAR SCHOMBURGK
HERBERT late of Koolpinyah Station Via Darwin in the Northern Territory of Australia, Pastoralist Deceased


AND IN the matter of the Administration and Probate Act
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LAURENCE CHEONG AH TOY
and

ELDERS TRUSTEE AND EXECUTOR COMPANY LIMITED and RICHARD GILMORE HOWARD as
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and
THE PUBLIC TRUSTEE OF THE NORTHERN TERRITORY OF AUSTRALIA

and
LAURENCE CHEONG AH TOY
and
KOOLPINYAH STATION PTY LIMITED
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REASONS FOR JUDGMENT
(Delivered 24 July 1989)





These are three related suits heard together by consent.	Briefly, there are two actions brought by Laurence Cheong Ah Toy (Ah Toy), one for a decree of probate of the will of Oscar Schomburgk Herbert in solemn form of law and the other for a like decree of the will
10		of his brother, Evan Schomburgk Herbert, (118 and 119 of 1980, respectively) and an action brought by the executors of the estate of the late Alice Marie Howard and the Public Trustee of the Northern Territory to set
aside certain dispositions made by the late Oscar Schomburgk Herbert and the late Evan Schomburgk Herbert during their lifetimes (211 of 1985), and consequential orders.	Those dispositions may be compendiously referred
5		to  as the "dispositions inter vivos".	The defendants in each action oppose the granting of the orders sought.	In respect of the probate applications, the defendants
therein seek to propound earlier wills of the Herbert brothers.	The effect of their succeeding in so doing would be an intestacy upon Oscar Schomburgk Herbert's. death that would benefit the estate of the defendant as next of kin.


Oscar Schomburkg Herbert (Oscar) and his brother
15      Evan Schomburkg (Evan) were born in South Australia on 22 May 1886 arid 15 July 1904, respectively. Hereafter I may refer to them as "the Brothers".

In 1909, Koolpinyah station was acquired by the Brothers' father and one, George Sunter.	By virtue of an agreement made in June 1925, their father acquired sunter's share for the Brothers.	The agreement was in the following terms:

25
"An Agreement made the 29th day of June 1925 Between George Herbert sunter of "Koolpinyah" Pastoralist and Charles Edward Herbert of Papua Judge which parties are hereinafter mentioned by their initials)
30	Whereby it is agreed:-

	G.H.S. sells to C.E.H. who buys all the share and interest of G.H.S. in the pastoral and other

businesses now carried on by him with others in the Northern Territory.
	G.H.S. abandons the moneys lent by him to the

5	partnership aforesaid.
	c.E.H. pays to G.H.S. the following sums namely one hundred pounds now five hundred pounds (without any interest) four calendar months from now and the

10	further sum of four hundred pounds in yearly instalments of one hundred pounds each (with interest on such part of such sum of four hundred pounds as is for the time being unpaid at Five pounds per centum per annum) the first of such
15	yearly instalments of one hundred pounds to be paid one year from the date hereby fixed for the payment of the said sum of five hundred pounds.
	C.E.H. also indemnifies G.H.S. against his share of the existing partnership debts and liabilities.
	The parties will enter into and make such further documents as are reasonably necessary for

25	carrying out this agreement.
	The share purchased is to be vested in C.E.H.'s sons Messieurs Oscar and Evan Herbert (G.H.S.'s present partners in the said partnership) and/or

30	such person or persons as C.E.H. may lawfully direct."


Pastoral Lease, No.547, (PL547) Register Book Volume
33 Folio 24 (exhibit R) was the principal document of title of the Brothers to most of the land comprising Koolpinyah Station.	That instrument, issued on 31 December 1957 under the Crown Lands Ordinance 1931-1957, consolidated in effect a number of older leases: Pastoral
40		Lease No. 2244, Register Book of Crown Leases Volume 28 Folio 58; Pastoral Lease No. 2253, Register Book of Crown Leases Volume 28 Folio 62; Pastoral Lease No. 192N, Register Book of crown Leases Volume 2 Folio 49.	PL547 bears many indorsements noting instruments of dealing,
many of them executed during the lives of th'e Brothers. The Brothers also held land under freehold title.


Oscar suffered much illness during his life, for
5		which  he was admitted  to hospital several times.	Late in January 1960, he was admitted to hospital with chronic bronchitis, from which he suffered for almost the whole
of his life.	On 21 August 1962, he was admitted to hospital with pneumonia.	He was discharged 10 days later.	On 8 December 1963, he was admitted to hospital for a prostatectomy  and discharged on 28 January 1964. On 23 May 1966, he was admitted to hospital with infected, ulcerated skin; he was discharged after 5 days. On 6 May 1967, he was again admitted to hospital with
15      pneumonia and discharged after 14 days.  On 4 February he was admitted to hospital for BCC and chest and discharged on the same day. On 1 October 1969 he was again admitted for BCC and Chest and discharged after 6 days.


Oscar suffered epilepsy for most of his life, although the worst manifestation of the seizures was ameliorated or removed when appropriate drugs became available.	In the years about 1919 to 1921, the witness, Edwards (see page 256) observed Oscar suffering violent
25		epileptic seizures.	He said Oscar wore special stirrups on his saddle so that in the event of a seizure he would fall free to the ground.	Edwards said he saw that happen many times.	He said that rarely three weeks or a month
passed without Oscar having a violent seizure.	It used to take him up to a week to recover.	Edwards said that in later life Oscar no longer took violent fits but that he would occasionally drift off as though he were dozing
5	and become very quiet for 3 or 4 minutes.	This may well
have been the effect of medication.


On 23 March 1970, Laurence Cheong Ah Toy, an accountant practising in Darwin, was engaged by Evan as accountant to replace Frederick Barry who had been admitted to hospital and could no longer carry on as the Brothers' bookkeeper.	In March, Richard Charles Ward (Ward), a solicitor and senior partner in the firm of Ward Keller and Rorrison, telephoned Ah Toy and asked him
15		to act as accountant for the Brothers.	Ward was well regarded and liked by the Brothers and enjoyed a good reputation in the community in general.		He was active in politics.	He later became a judge of the Supreme Court of the Northern Territory.	His name is now integrated in the history of the Northern Territory.	A main road in Darwin has been named after him:	Dick Ward Drive.
Later, there was a time when the Brothers intended making Ward the sole residuary beneficiary under their wills.	I have no doubt that, for Ward to have commended
25		Ah Toy to the brothers, he held him in high regard both as to his ability and honesty: two qualities that Ward would have understood to be indispensable in the person who was to take care of financial matters for the
Brothers.	It is likely that this respect had been earned by Ah Toy.		Having an accountant to whom they were referred by Ward, and who came to show such interest in their affairs, would certainly have been a matter of
5		comfort and assurance to the Brothers.	It is vital to a proper understanding of this case to remember that Ah Toy had come to them on Ward's recommendation.	The fact tends to show that Ah Toy was a person of good character, and it tends to explain why the Brothers would have placed such faith in him.	That, on 26 March 1970, the Brothers authorized Ah Toy to invest $40,000 on their behalf and handed to him a cheque for that amount to invest exemplifies their confidence.


15		Ah Toy recounted what he could remember of his first meeting with the Brothers.	They were brought to his office by Ward.	He remembered very little of the detail of the conversation at that first meeting, although he
recalls the substance of it.	He described the general
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25
 appearance of the Brothers.	He remembered that Oscar spoke slowly with a very cultured voice.	He wondered where Oscar had been educated.	Evan's speech was rougher.	This difference is discernible in the audio tape of the conversation between the Brothers and Spillet referred to below at p.161.	As Ah Toy filled-in his "new client form" (Exhibit C), as he called it, Ward excused himself from further attendance, saying he had to be in court, and he left the Brothers alone in Ah Toy's office.

At the first meeting, Evan produced some records from a portmanteau. Ah Toy remembered there were two separate wages books, one for whites and one for
5		Aborigines.	Evan also produced a book called "improvements book".	Ah Toy made a note of Evan's instructions how to get to Koolpinyah Station.


Ah Toy is a native of the Northern Territory; he was born in Darwin on 11 March 1939.	His parents were born in the Northern Territory and both of his grandmothers were born here.	A great grandfather lived here and worked at Port Essington as a carpenter in the 1860s.	Ah Toy was educated at Pine Creek Primary School, Darwin
15	High School, and at the University of Adelaide where, in 1961, he took the degree of Bachelor of Economics.	At university, he met David cox, then a student of medicine, who, as a medical practitioner, was later to play a role in the events leading to these proceedings.


In July 1967, after having worked for some time in Adelaide as an accountant, Ah Toy was transferred by his firm, Peat Marwick Mitchell, to its Darwin office.	In 1969, one, Graeme Lewis, was also transferred to the
25		Darwin office of the firm in a move that amounted to a promotion of Lewis over Ah Toy.	Ah Toy resigned and set up his own accountancy practice in 1970.	Some of the clients of his former employer came over to Ah Toy.
These included Dr David Cox (Cox), Mr David Veal (?) who ran a Brahman stud, Mr Gerry Lagar (?) a building contractor of Tenant Creek, Mr McFarlane a former Speaker of the Legislative Assembly, and some other clients
5	seemingly of some financial substance.


In the course of his practice, Ah Toy had professional contact with firms of solicitors in Darwin, including the firm of Messrs Ward Keller and Rorrison.
Before March 1970, Ah Toy's dealings with Ward Keller and Rorrison were through Mr Richard Kemp (Kemp) and Mr Alec Rorrison.	In about 1970, Ah Toy became an executive officer of the Darwin Sailing Club and of the Arts Council of Australia.	In about the same year he became a
15		Federal Director of the Arts Council of Australia.	His firm worked generally on tax returns for individuals, partnerships and companies and did secretarial work for companies.	They also made up the weekly payroll for a business concern.


On 24 March 1970, Ah Toy asked the Brothers whether they had current wills.	It transpired, when the facts became known concerning the circumstances of the Brothers, that the question was timely and prudent.	On
25		31 March 1970 the Brothers, at Ah Toy's request, authorized him in writing to inspect their wills held by the ES&A Bank, Smith Street, Darwin.	The authorities included a requirement that, after inspection, the wills


be replaced in sealed envelopes and handed back to the bank for safe keeping.


Ah Toy discovered on inspection that the residuary
5		beneficiary of each Brother was one, Pauline Murray (the Brothers' sister), who was then deceased.	There is no evidence explaining why Ward had not himself discovered
that fact:	he was the Brothers' lawyer and close friend. He knew one of them to be old and frail, and both possessed of considerable property.	That it was Ah Toy who made the discovery is to his credit, and must have created a favourable impression of him on the Brothers.


By letter dated 1 April 1970, Ah Toy wrote to Ward
15		Keller and Rorrison, informing them that he had been approached on Ward's recommendation to act as accountant and tax agent for the Brothers.	He said that, as a part of his function, he was ensuring that all titles, insurance policies and other documents were correctly accounted for.	He said that Evan had advised him that, in the past, certificates of title had been lodged with Ward	Keller and Rorrison for some purpose.	He requested Ward	Keller and Rorrison to supply him with a list of such titles or other documents held by them which might
25	be relevant to his search.


On 2 April 1970, Ah Toy first visited Koolpinyah Station.	Evan arranged the visit when he was at Ah Toy's
office.	He arranged to meet Ah Toy at the Sixteen Mile yard and to show him the way to the station homestead where the Brothers lived.

5		One witness described the homestead as not very well kept, but short of being a "bit of a mess".	It was a traditional house on wooden piers, not very tidy inside,
giving the impression that the Brothers looked after themselves.	Ah Toy was taken upstairs and shown an old
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15
 roll-top desk with a number of pigeon-holes.	The significance of the desk appears later.	It was scattered with papers.	Ah Toy carefully inspected them, sorted them and placed them in manilla folders.		Evan's diary shows that Ah Toy arrived at the station at about 10 am and that he left for the city at about 1.30 pm.	Oscar's diary also refers to the visit.


The Brothers kept daily diaries for many years, including the relevant times.	In them they recorded brief notes of events that seemed significant to them. Evan's diary contains large gaps in 1972.	From time to time I shall make further reference to the Brothers' diaries.	By reason of their existence the Brothers, as it were, speak to us directly about relevant times and so
25		we are not without their own brief references to events. It may be helpful to illustrate the contents of the diaries by reference to 2 April 1970:
Evan's entry:

"Thursday April 2
5
AM	Meet Ah Toy and arrange trip.	Get message from F &   B Ward 17 Darwin Hospital.	saw Currington and arrange Yates to go Granada to ring c/- so and arrange with Sister and see him again Monday, see
10	him 9.00 am tomorrow.	Lead Ah Toy from 16M turn
off.	Introduced him to Mrs Jolly and arrive station
10 to 10.15 and at a/cs.
PM	Ah Toy leaves for city about 1.30.	JB Sen returns with his mother Babe D'Masso to JJ's camp
15	and returns with abos.	Bairds on trough."



Oscar's entry:

"Thursday April 2

25	60°F	JB takes Mrs to Hospital.	E to town to bring
L. Ah Toy for accounts.	After going thru pigeon holes and other items, Laurence has lunch and leaves about 2  p.m.	Welfare to Pt and back.	JB and Mrs return about 1 p.m.	Bulldozer to Pt.	Fix Mill
30	gate."
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A witness, who impressed me as generaliy most unreliable, will be referred to as "B".	The parties to these proceedings will be in no doubt as to to whom I am referring.	He also described the homestead.		Although I regarded Bas	almost entirely unreliable, it is likely that his description of the homestead was reasonably accurate, except that he may have had an interest to exaggerate the dilapidation of the place.		He said he went into the homestead from time to time.		He said it was in a pretty bad state: "The furniture wasn't crash hot."	He said it consisted mainly of chairs made by
Oscar.	He said there were a lot of books in the centre room, just stacked end from end with a weight on each end to stop them falling over.	They were up on a shelf and some of them were stacked on a sort of table, or bench,
5		or something like that.	He said that Oscar had made Evan a sort of table with pigeonholes in it that he used to keep his mail in and "stuff like that".	There was a roll-top desk in the centre of the same room that housed the books.	There was a wood stove.	The verandah at the south end of the homestead was not occupied.	It was full of junk and nobody went there.	There were 3 or 4 photographs on a wall of the main room; the same room as the books.	There was "some stuff" in a storeroom on the back staircase.	Evan kept a sort of ledger or something
15	there, in which he would mark off what he gave to the Aborigines in the way of "food and that".	There was also a big box containing paintings and photographs of various people.


At the meeting with the Brothers on 2 April, Ah Toy, unprompted, raised the subject of their wills.	After questioning them, he told them that they did not have "effective wills" and that they should have wills drawn up as a matter of urgency.	The Brothers had made wills
25		on 18 March 1948, each appointing the other as executor. Each left a life estate in all property to the other and the remainder to their sister Pauline.	On 22 February 1960 the Brothers made codicils to their wills,
substituting Ward as the executor in place of A.B. Newell, who had died.


Shortly after the meeting of 2 April, Ah Toy,
5		knowing Ward Keller and Rorrison to be the Brothers' solicitors, spoke to Richard Kemp, a partner of that firm, and said words like, "Dick, as you know I am acting for Herbert Brothers.	They have not got current wills.
I think you need to go and see them about their wills. Their current wills that were made in 1948 leave everything to a person who is dead."	Kemp said, "Can you arrange sometime for us to go out to the station?"	The first appointment between the solicitors and the Brothers concerning their wills was arranged by Ah Toy at the
15		request of the solicitors.	From the beginning, the Brothers' solicitors treated Ah Toy as privy to the matters of the wills.	Arrangements were made accordingly.


Ah Toy agreed that he engaged Kemp without any request to do so by the Brothers and despite their frugality in the matter of spending money.	Ah Toy said that he thought it was in the best interests of the Brothers to do what he did.	I think it was in their best
25		interests.	They might have been frugal.	But they were men of considerable property, without wills, one of whom was old and ill, and the other well into his sixties. They had made no arrangements for the disposition of
their estate upon their deaths.	They were capable of telling Ah Toy to cease what he was doing if they did not want it.	Their cooperation in what went on satisfies me that they approved what Ah Toy was doing for them.
5
on 3 April 1970 Ah Toy wrote to Oscar confirming
specifically some of the advice he had given them on the previous day. Oscar was the senior brother to whom Evan habitually deferred.

..

Thereafter, Ah Toy became progressively more intimately involved with the business affairs of the Brothers and the station.	He became their financial advisor and confidant.	In financial matters they came to
15	rely upon him.	He also helped them in respect of things not associated with their financial affairs.	I shall refer to this later.
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By letter dated 20 April 1970, in reply to Ah Toy's letter of 1 April, Ward Keller and Rorrison specified the documents held by them on behalf of the Brothers.	Ah Toy arranged for the collection of two of those documents, being land grants, and for their lodgment for safe custody at the ES&A Bank.	This was something, if it ought to have been done at all, one might have expected the solicitors to have done, but, in default of their doing it, Ah Toy can hardly be accused of sinister zeal.
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25
 Ah Toy was ready to be a factotum.	This is typified by his letter to Ward Keller and Rorrison of 28 April 1970, on behalf of Mr Frederick Barry, the Brothers' former bookkeeper.	The letter starts with the instruction: "We refer to (Barry) and have been instructed by Mr Barry to ask you to prepare immediately
a will and testament for him."	Then follow the
particulars necessary for the drawing of the will.	The letter explains that the urgency arises from the fact of Barry about to undergo serious surgery.	Instead of directly instructing the solicitors to make his will, Barry did so through Ah Toy.	Barry had requested Ah Toy, through Evan Herbert, to visit him in hospital where instructions were taken.	The will was drawn promptly.
Ah Toy saw to its execution anp returned it to the office of Ward Keller and Rorrison with his letter of 30 April 1970.	This shows Ah Toy's readiness to perform tasks well not normally performed by accountants.	I believe his basest motive for doing such things was simply that he thought it good business to do so.	There  may  have been an admixture of nobler motive.		In the course of a vigorous cross-examination, Ah Toy said that he provided much the same sort of service for his other clients.	I have no reason to disbelieve him:	one suspects that, in those early days of Ah Toy's practice, he could afford the luxury of such devotion to all his clients; something that may not have been possible in a busier practice.		I also think that he was generally well motivated in
matters of practical benefit to others, although, as I explain later, he fell short in matters less practical. No-one has suggested that his reasons for assisting Mr Barry were sinister.	Is it a mute comment on the
5		performance of others that Ah Toy should have found the opportunity to provide services that would not ordinarily have been provided by an accountant?		This seems to have been so in respect of the Brothers.	It is possible that there was a lack of demarcation between legal advisor and accountant, to some extent, reflecting the informality of Darwin in those days.	Whatever the reasons, it can be said confidently that some of Ah Toy's initiatives and activities in bringing the affairs of the Brothers into order would have been more appropriately performed by
15	others.	One of those others was Ward.	Truly
professional and complete service by the Brothers' solicitors would have pre-empted much of Ah Toy's involvement in matters such as their wills and estate planning.	That involvement by Ah Toy is now pointed to as evincing a plan by which he sought improperly to enrich himself.


By his involvement in the legal affairs of the Brothers, Ah Toy enmeshed himself into the very fabric of
25	the solicitor and client relationship.


On 30 April 1970, Ah Toy obtained from Evan a letter directed to the ES&A Bank authorizing the bank to hand to
Ah Toy Evan's will.	This time the authority did not require Ah Toy to hand the will back to the bank.	Ah Toy uplifted the will and took it away, but he was unable to remember what he did with it afterwards.	He thought he
5		may have taken it to the station to a conference he attended there on 10 May 1970:	he could not think of another reason for uplifting it.
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25
 on Sunday 10 May 1970, Ah Toy and Kemp went to the station to confer with the Brothers.		The visit is confirmed by the Brothers' diaries.	Evan's diary says of the visit: "LAT and Mr & Mrs Kemp arrives about 9.30.
Get opinion on our wills etc.	They leave before lunch." Oscar's diary says: "LAT & Kemp arrive and fix up Will business and leave."		The conference included Ah Toy, Kemp and the Brothers.		Mrs Kemp went walking while the others conferred.		Ah Toy gave an account of the conference.	He said that, after being introduced to the Brothers, Kemp said words like, "I have had a look at your current wills.	They are not effective wills because the beneficiary has died.	You will have to consider making new wills.		Are you aware of the potential problem you could  be facing with succession or estate duty?" Evan said, "No."	Kemp said, "Let us snow you what these duties could cost you in dollars."	After referring to a book of succession duty calculations and taking a round figure of one million dollars as the value of the station, Kemp read out some figures.		Ah Toy jotted them
down on a pad.	(The sheet of pad paper on which Ah Toy made the jottings was reproduced as part of exhibit A (Vol 1, page 083).)	Kemp went on to say that, if they wished to minimise the effect of succession duty or
5		estate duty, one way of doing so was to transfer the title to the land from both Brothers as joint tenants to each as tenants in common.	Kemp also said that they
should appoint a beneficiary.	Either Oscar or Evan said that "Dick Ward" was to be their beneficiary.	Kemp
10	explained that, if that was their wish, he may not be
r'
able to act for them because he was then a partner of Ward.	He said he may be able to go as far as drawing the wills.


15		Certain other matter of business were discussed at that meeting which Ah Toy could not recall clearly.	The words "Cattle Station Bind or express wish" appearing on Ah Toy's jottings made at that meeting reminded him that Oscar said, "It would be our wish that the property continue on as a cattle station.	Can we bind this in a will?	It is our express wish that it occur."	The note "TFM" on his jottings suggested to Ah Toy that Kemp asked the Brothers whether they had any direct descendants: the letters TFM were clearly a reference to Testators Family
25	Maintenance legislation.	In fact, there was no person eligible to claim under such legislation.

I regarded Kemp as worthy of credit.	It is helpful
now to say something of him.	At the time of giving evidence he was a partner in the firm of solicitors, Mallesons, Stephen Jaques.	He lives at Canberra and practises at that firm's Canberra office.	He studied for
5		his law degree at the University of Sydney and was admitted to practice in New south Wales in 1965.	He came to Darwin about the middle of 1966 to become employed as a solicitor by Ward Keller and Rorrison.	He met Ward on the very day he arrived in Darwin.	In July 1968 Kemp was made a partner of Ward Keller and Rorrison.	At the end of the 1970/71 financial year, Kemp ceased to be a partner.	He continued as an employee of the firm until the end of August 1971 when he went to Canberra.	Kemp also gave evidence about Ward that helps towards a
15	general understanding of the circumstances.	Ward was
either a partner or had just ceased to be a partner in Ward Keller and Rorrison when Kemp arrived in Darwin.	At about that time, Ward ceased to be a partner in order to contest the seat of Northern Territory for the House of Representatives.	He was unsuccessful in that attempt and then directed his efforts with more success towards local politics.	After that period, Kemp believes Ward was invited by the firm to become a partner again, and he did so probably at the end of either 1967 or 1968.	During
25		the times he was not a partner, Ward remained a consultant to the firm.	As a partner he also  acted  as the firm's barrister.	He was given briefs to appear in court and did not keep files in the ordinary sense.	When
approached by clients or prospective clients to do work of a non-litigious nature, it was his practice to introduce the person to someone else in the firm or working for it who would carry out the work.	Kemp
5	thought that he met Ah Toy for the first time at the end of the 60s and that the occasion of meeting was professional.	Kemp suspected that they may have had
mutual clients.


;...q		Kemp remembered his visit to the station of 10 May 1970.		Prior to the meeting of 10 May 1970, he had often heard Ward mention the Brothers as friends rather that as clients.	Kemp said the Brothers were known as Ward's
close friends.	He recalled that Ward used to often visit
15	the Brothers at the station.	Kemp thought that it was Ward's practice to resolve any legal problems of the Brothers if possible in the course of visiting them; otherwise he would bring the matter back to the office.

In fact, by the time Ah Toy came into the Brother's affairs, they were in need of legal advice and legal service, especially in relation to the important matter of their wills and death duties.

25		According to Kemp, after following Ah Toy to the homestead on 10 May 1970, he and Mrs Kemp were greeted underneath the house.	Mrs Kemp left them because they were going to discuss business.	Kemp said that the
brothers were old men;	the elder of them was frail;	but nothing stood out in his mind about the way they were dressed.	The substance of the conversation that took place at that meeting was described in the following way
5	by Kemp:


"I said to the Brothers 'I'm here to take instructions for your will.	The first thing I had better do is have some appreciation of your assets,
10		of the assets which you hold.	I know by repute that you own Koolpinyah Station, but I'm not aware of how it is held, could you describe that to me?'	Evan Herbert responded, and I believe responded to me on most occasions, and referred for confirmation from time to time to Oscar, and he said 'Yes, the assets basically are the pastoral property which is held under a pastoral lease, and a number of freehold blocks'.	He said 'We also hold cattle which are run on the property, and some equipment which is held in
20	connection with the station'.	He said 'We also have money in bank accounts'.	I think there was further discussion as to the particularity of those assets, and perhaps of other personal effects, but I don't recall the details.	I said to the Brothers 'Have
25	you thought about what you're going to do with your estate on your deaths?'	Evan responded 'Yes, we have thought about it, and on the death of one of us, the other is to survive' .	I said 'Okay, but on the death of both of you, what is to happen then?'
r
30		Evan responded 'Well, we want Dick Ward to be our beneficiary - isn't that so Oscar?'		And Oscar said 'Yes, that's what we want to do.'	Now, I said 'But don't you have family that you might want to benefit?'	Evan responded 'Yes, there is family, we
35		do have relations, but they are remote, they don't live in the Territory, they live in South Australia, and we don't have much contact with them, and we don't see any reason to benefit them in our wills.' I said, 'Well, we'll just have to look at that a
40		little, because it's possible that family, although remote, might be able to challenge a will from which they are excluded.'	I said 'There is legislation in existence which allows family members to challenge a will from which they are excluded.'	I said 'There
45		is legislation in existence which allows family members to challenge wills in those circumstances, particularly where it can be established that there is dependency, or where there has been contribution to the gathering together of the assets of the
50		estates'.	I said 'Are your relations dependant upon you financially?'	Evan responded, 'No, they are
not.'	I said 'Have they been involved in the running of the affairs of Koolpinyah Station?'	Evan responded 'No, they haven't had any involvement, and we don't see any reason to benefit them.'	I then
5	said 'Well, what if Dick Ward predeceases you, or dies shortly after your death, which is obviously a possibility, who else would you want to benefit?' Evan said 'I suppose Dick Ward's family should share', and he said 'Is that what you would think
10		Oscar?' and  Oscar replied  'Yes, I think that would be a logical thing to do.'	I said, 'Well, what do you mean by Dick Ward's family, do you mean his wife Ruth?' and  the response was 'Yes.'	I said, 'Well, is Ruth to benefit immediately or only after Dick
15		Ward's death?' and Evan responded, 'Well, I don't see any reason why she shouldn't benefit immediately, as far as I'm concerned we want to benefit Dick Ward and if it's sensible that his relations should share, then I don't see any reason why they shouldn't share immediately.'	And again a reference to Oscar: 'What do you think, Oscar?' and Oscar said: 'Well, I think that's probably the situation.'	So I said: 'What about when Dick and Ruth die, what's to happen to their share.	If they
25		predecease you, what is to happen to the share which they otherwise would've taken?'	And the response was 'Well, we want to benefit their family, and therefore, if they predecease, then we would see Dick Ward's family as taking the share which he and
30		Ruth would otherwise have taken.'	Evan said: 'However, there is an issue which we would like to ask you about and that is, it is our wish that for as long as possible after our death, Koolpinyah Station should be run as Koolpinyah Station, what
35		are the prospects there?'	I responded: 'Well, if you benefit Dick Ward and his family directly, then it's up to him what he does with the station thereafter.	He can either run it as a station, or he can sell it, and there would be no control over
40		what he wanted to do.'	I said: 'However, there is the possibility that you could control that in some way, if you wanted to, and the way in which you could do that is to establish a trust, and appoint trustees who would run the station.	The benefit
45		from the operation of the station could pass to Dick Ward, however, ultimately, there would have to be an end to that situation, and there would have to be a vesting of the estate, and the law has provision which requires the estate to vest within 21 years
50		after the death of a person who was alive when your wills take effect.'	And Evan said: 'Well, that all seems fairly complicated.	Oscar, I think that if we said to Dick Ward: "Look Dick this is what our intention is, we want the station to be continued to
55		be run, and we want it to be run under Koolpinyah Station", I believe that if we told that to Dick
then Dick would honour the - the direction which we gave to him.'		Oscar responded: 'Yes, yes, that seems okay.'	I said: 'Well, it's possible for you to express in the will, which I will prepare for
5	you, a wish that the station be carried on under the name Koolpinyah Station for as long as possible, or at least that would be a direction to Dick Ward, or his family, if that's what you want, however, it would not be binding against them.'	And Evan
10		responded: 'Well, yes, I think that's satisfactory. I don't think we need any more than that.'	I raised the issue of duties which might be payable on their estates with them.	I said: 'If one of you dies and leaves his estate to the other, and that person then
15	dies and benefits the Ward family, then you will be up for more duty, that would be the case if the Ward family benefited directly on the death of the first of you in respect of half of the estate.'	Evan said: 'How does that work?'	I said: 'Well, under Federal Estate Duty Law, the situation is on the death of one joint tenant, the other is deemed to have receivedµ gift of half the value of the property of the subject of the joint tenancy.	You see, there is a way around this and that is that we
25	could end the joint tenancy; end the situation where, on the death of one of you, the other automatically survived.	There is a way of doing that which is to have a transfer from yourselves as joint tenants, to yourselves as tenants in common.
30		Once that transfer is effected then each of you could dispose of his share as he wished.	So that, if you did that, then each of you would be in a position to make a will benefiting the Ward family immediately as to his half of the - of the property
35	you own.'	I said: 'There is a down side to this in that, if that were done, then Dick Ward would be in control of half the property before the death of the survivor of you and - which means that he could deal with that half as he wished.'	Evan said: 'Well,
40		certainly we would want the situation that, upon the death of one of us, the other, at least for so long as he was able to do so, could operate the property and could call shots in relation to the operation of the property.	Is that possible?'	I said: 'No, it's
45		not possible as a matter of result of having immediately benefited Dick Ward on the death of the first of you.'	Evan said: 'Well, probably what we could do is tell Dick Ward that that's what we wanted to do and - and, having regard to the
50		friendship which we've had with him over a long period of time.'	I said: 'One thing that we must determine is who should be the executors and trustees of your will - your wills.	The - an executor - the executor whom you appoint will have
55	the responsibility of taking oµt a grant of probate of your wills - of taking your will to the court and
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 proving it.	Once that has been done your trustees will have the responsibility of putting your will into effect.'	Evan said: 'What sort  of  person should I appoint as -as my executor and trustee?'	I said:	'Well, there are obviously a number of choices.		You could decide to appoint your brother on your death as your executor and trustee.'	Evan said: 'I don't think that would be a good idea.	Do you Oscar?	I don't think you should have that responsibility.'	Oscar responded: 'No, I think that's right;	and I don't even know whether it'd be a good idea if, on my death, you were appointed as my executor and trustee.'	I said: 'Well, the other possibilities are to appoint somebody, in whom you have confidence, who could take out the grant of probate and act as trustee, and that person might be, for example, Dick Ward.'	Evan said: 'Yes, Dick's the one', and Oscar said: 'Yes, I agree with that.'		I said: 'You may want to appoint somebody else as executor and trustee with Dick Ward.	For example, you might appoint him with one of you or, alternatively, you could appoint an outsider, again, being somebody who you would - who you would think would have the ability to manage your affairs.'
Evan said: 'Well, what about Laurence?' and Oscar said: 'Yes, that's a good  idea, why don't we appoint Laurence - Dick Ward and Laurence?'		I said: 'The fact that you want to appoint Dick Ward as your beneficiary - Dick and his family as your beneficiary - creates a problem for me because Dick Ward is my partner and it could be thought that I, in some way, had influenced you to benefit Dick Ward in your will.	So that - what I can do, is prepare wills for you in accordance with the instructions which you've given me, but I will have to have you - I will have to have you separately advised by lawyers other than those in my firm before you execute the will, as to the fact that you want to nominate as your beneficiary somebody who is my partner.'	Evan said: 'If that's got to be done, well, could you please organise it?'	I said: 'Have you told Dick Ward that you're proposing to appoint him as your beneficiary?'	Evan said: 'No we haven't really, it's a bit difficult for us, having regard to our relationship with him.	What can we do about it?'	I said: 'Well, if - if you would like me to, I will be prepared to talk to him.	I think somebody should talk to him, because it may be that he doesn't want to be your beneficiary.'		Oscar said: 'I think you should talk to him if you - if you wouldn't mind, and provided that he agrees with our proposals, then what you should do is go ahead and draft wills and as you say, make arrangements for another lawyer to talk to us about them.'	I said: 'Do you also want me to prepare transfers to put an end to the joint tenancy so that Dick Ward and his
family can immediately benefit on the death of the first of you, as to one half of the property?' And Evan said: 'Yes, would you please do that too.' That's my recollection of what took place."
5


Kemp said that the Brothers expressed the wish that, in the event of the joint tenancy being changed to tenancy in common, each brother should leave his share to
10		the survivor by will.	Advising the Brothers of the possibility of creating a trust to operate the cattle station, Kemp said that, if such a trust were created, Richard Ward would not have absolute control over the property but would be subject to the administration of
15	the trust and to its terms and conditions; he would not be able to sell, lease or generally deal with it.

Kemp thought the Brothers understood what he was saying.	He thought he was with them for more than an
20		hour.	That would almost certainly be so: see the entry in Evan's diary, above.	Kemp said, "· ..	some of the concepts were relatively complicated and it seemed to me they did appreciate what was being said and, as a result of what I said, came to a conclusion about each issue and
25		gave me some instructions."	Kemp's belief concerning the Brothers' understanding is relevant to the issue of testamentary capacity.	Kemp was cross-examined thoroughly by Mr Barker QC, counsel for the Howard family.	I have taken that cross-examination into account
30	in concluding that Kemp was a reliable witness on all
matters of substance.


The evidence of Kemp concerning the meeting with the Brothers at the station on 10 May 1970, supports the
5		contention that the Brothers understood the significance of making a will;	that they then intended the ward family to benefit under their wills; that they trusted the Ward family to continue Koolpinyah Station as a pastoral property after their deaths, and that they had a clear idea why they did not wish the Howard family to
share in the estate.	(The Howards were referred to at the meeting by Evan as "remote relations" from South Australia.)	Indeed, apart from the tenuous moral demand of distant family relationship, there is no evidence of
15		any claim the Howard family might have had upon the Brothers.	The evidence is clear:	they showed no practical interest in the Brothers during the Brothers' lives.	The only evidence of any visit to the Brothers by any of the Howard family comes from Alice Marie Howard who swore an affidavit	on 21 September 1981 in which she said, inter alia: "In 1969 my husband and I took a cruise by ship to Darwin and prior to taking that holiday I wrote to the Herbert Brothers and advised them that I would be in Darwin during a certain period.	One of them
25		and I can't remember which, wrote and invited my Husband and I to stay with them at Koolpinyah during the time that we were in Darwin.	We accepted this invitation and Evan picked us up in Darwin upon our arrival and took us

to the homestead.	After the visit in 1969, correspondence became more frequent and I think on the average I wrote every three months.	They similarly wrote to us about the same frequency."	Oscar's diary refers to
5	the visit.	The relevant entry for 3 July 1969: "E to town & brings back Jack & Molly Howard to stay with us until Saturday."	Oscar's diary for 4 July 1969 notes:
":Molly cooks the dinner".	He notes in his entry for 5 July 1969, Oscar notes: "Tom Milner & Dr Phillips bring Dick and Jean.	All here for lunch & Molly & Jack Howard return with them to town.	They leave for South tomorrow
. . .II . ("Dick" was a reference to Ward.)	Evan also
referred to the visit. In his diary for 1 July 1969 he said, "AM Self to Darwin in Holden leave a/c Sales with
15		girl at FJB's home.	See Milner re arrival of Howards & Schomburgks "Kangaroo" due 2PM	Wed saw Koala Motel and advised will call for Howards Thursday morning clerk says booked in O.K. but no accommodation."		He notes on 3 July 1969, "AM To Darwin & pick up Molly and Jack Howard at Aspa Motel return before dinner."	His entry for 4 July 1969 notes, "AM cut up beef &  salt ...	Take Howards to SB yards ...	11 •		For the morning of 5 July 1969 Evan says, "Dick & Jean, Schorn Tom Milner Dr Phillips out for dinner...	".	For the afternoon he
25	said, "PM	Howards, Schomburgks & Milners leave for Darwin 3.00.	Schoms leave am tomorrow Howards Monday."

Mrs Howard gave a fuller account of her visit to
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Koolpinyah in a signed statement: exhibit A, part 1, page
041:


5	"STATEMENT OF MOLLY HOWARD
I have known Oscar and Evan Herbert for a long time. I recall that the Schomburgks and the Herberts lived a fairly short distance apart in the South Terrace
10	area.	The Schomburgks two storey house is now part
of Pulteney Grammar School in Adelaide.	I recall about the time Evan was born being sent across to the Herberts on a message.	I recall coming back home full of the news of Evans arrival and being
15		faintly puzzled that the adult's (sic) did not seem surprised by the news.
Once the Herbert family moved to Darwin they used to come by ship to Adelaide or else to Sydney and by
20	train across to Adelaide.	Aunt Annie, that is Evan and Oscar's mother, liked to stay at the Botanic Hotel on the corner opposite the Botanic Gardens. They would visit for a week or ten days.	I remember Oscar being very gentle and Aunt Annie being rather
25	nice.
I formed a deep friendship with the eldest brother Lloyd Herbert.	He had a period in Adelaide while waiting to join up for World War 1 and I spent a lot
30		of time with him.	Subsequent y to that he broke off his engagement with his fiancee in Sydney.	We were very close and wrote regularly to each other.	I wrote to Lloyd's parents during this time regularly as well.	It is possible that had Lloyd not been
35	killed in World War 1 he and I would have married. After World War 1 I stayed in touch with the Herbert brothers mainly in the form of writing letters twice a year to me.
40		They had an accountant named Jack Finlayson at Aldgate.	They would come down to Adelaide in turns to see him.	In later years he would go up to Darwin to see them.		When they visited they would come and see me.
45
In 1969 my husband I (sic) took a cruise by ship from Perth to Darwin.	Prior to that holiday I wrote to the brothers and advised that I would be in Darwin.	One wrote to me and invited my husband and
50	I to stay at Koolpinyah while we were in Darwin.	We accepted this invitation and we were ppicked (sic) up by one of the brothers and taken out to the homestead.
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I recall that at Koolpinyah Oscar had a very nice vegetable garden and grew be ns, tomatoes and had some chooks.	He would go out in the morning to the vegetable patch.	My husband would go out with him
5		and at lunch time they would come in and have a shower and then my husband and Evan would have a few beers.
I never saw Oscar having an epileptic fit.	I
10		remember him working in the vegetable garden while Evan went out to attend to station affairs.	I heard them discussing station issues quite amicably.
There was great excitement at the time of our visit
15		about the killing of a heifer and having fresh meat. It was hung up outside.	I asked, "don't the dogs get to it?", and Evan replied "we throw those bits away".	Evan did the cooking.	It was a bit rough and I offered to cook for them.	I   subsequently found out that great chunks of meat were left out in the kitchen for me.	It was very difficult to distinguish as to what cuts they were.	We'd sit under the house.	It was pleasant there and there was a refrigerator.	It wasn't plastered inside the
25		building just wood going across and they used it as bookshelves.	The bathroom had no roof.	One of the brothers warned me about green frogs in the station's lavatory. We slept on the balcony.	Oscar used to wake up and bang on the iron and then an
30		aboriginal girl would come over and Evan would make tea on a little metholayted (sic) stove.	I recall that Evan would cook breakfast and there was always fresh eggs.
35	I recall Oscar as being a gentleman.	They had fig jam which I believe was their favourite.	Each morning when we were visiting Oscar would put a
(	silver spoon out with the jam on the table.
40		Each morning the aboriginal women would sweep the floor and make the beds and depart.	Meals were typically tin meat and fresh salad.
The whites of Evan's eyes were always bloodshot in
45		the time I was there. This looked like it was from sunburn. I don't think he had ever drunk to excess in my presence.
The aborigines got linen food etc. from the store
50	room."



It is notable that Mrs Howard, who was at pains to
make relevant comments about the Brothers, was not prompted to comment that either of them seemed to suffer any mental defect.	Her visit was less than 4 years before their deaths.
5
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The fact of the Howards' lack of practical interest
in the Brothers does not, of course, determine these proceedings, but it is material to the outcome as being consistent with an understanding by the Brothers of the weakness of any claim the Howard family might have had on them.	It is relevant, therefore, to the issue of
testamentary capacity and to the question whether the
,
Brothers had the ability to consider claims that others than Ah Toy might have had upon them.	I am satisfied that, whatever the position may have been concerning Ah Toy himself, the Brothers positively desired that the Howards not benefit under their wills.

A note made by Oscar in his own hand, probably in preparation for the meeting of 10 May, is relevant to the question of Oscar's general understanding and therefore to the issue of his testamentary capacity:


"LAT and Kemp
25	1. Is probate arranged for in event of death of partner
2. In event of death of surviving partner farm to be run as Estate of Herbert Bros by RCW as.
beneficiary
30		3. Heard wireless full blood abos school not compulsory does this apply Robert
	Arrange meet AT office
	Letter from Census and Statistics."


Note: The letters RCW are a reference to Ward.

5		This note tends to show that the Brothers had given thought to the question who should be- their beneficiary in advance of the meeting and that it was not a spur-of the-moment decision either to choose Ward or to exclude the Howard family.
10
Shortly after the meeting of 10 May 1970, Ah Toy prepared typewritten notes of it from his jottings:

"NOTES ON A DISCUSSION WITH MESSRS. HERBERT BROS. ON
15	SUNDAY 10TH MAY 1970 (MR R KEMP OF WARD, KELLER &
RORRISON WAS PRESENT)
104/191
20	SUBJECT:	Drafting of wills for Herbert Bros.
	After considerable thought, Herbert Bros had decided that the beneficiary would be Mr R C Ward, a friend of long standing.

25
	Initially it was planned that the surviving partner would benefit and then bequeath the residue of any estate to Mr Ward.


	Mr Kemp advised that the problem of succession duty should (sic) be investigated and the following figures provided -

35
Estimated value of Estate
Succession duty payable 10%
$
50,000
Estate Duty payable on $450,000
at 26%	$
117,000
Total Succession and Estate Duty
$
167,000

½ for each brother
 $1,000,000
$	500,000

40

If the surviving partner succeeded to the total estate and then bequeathed it to Mr Ward, the following figures would apply -
45
Estimated value of estate Succession duty at 10%
 $1,000,000
$	100,000

Estate Duty on $900,000 at 27.6%
$	279,000

Total Estate and Succession Duty
$	379,000

5
Amount previously estimated x 2
($167,000)

$	334,000

Estimated saving
$	45,000

4.	Mr R Kemp to investigate Gift
Duty problem.
10
5.	It is hoped that the beneficiary will operate the cattle station on the death of the Herbert Bros.

15	6.
7.

r"')
 Mr Kemp to provide draft of wills.
Recommends that an independent lawyer be asked to advise before wills executed (problem of vested interest of partner in business)"

Shortly after the conference of 10 May 1970, Kemp spoke to Ward.	At first Ward did not say he was willing to be the Brothers' beneficiary, but later he did so, for himself and for his wife.	Kemp testified that he spoke
25		to Ward about the whole of the estate of each of the Brothers.	He then prepared two draft wills, one for each brother, which were, mutatis mutandis, identical.	The significant parts may be illustrated from the draft of Oscar's will:
30


	I APPOINT RICHARD CHARLES WARD of Daly Street Darwin in the Territory aforesaid barrister and LAURENCE CHEONG AH TOY of Smith Street Darwin

35		aforesaid accountant to be the executors and trustees of this my Will (hereinafter referred to as "my trustees") and I declare that the expression "my trustees" shall refer to the trustee or trustees for the time being.
40
	I GIVE DEVISE AND BEQUEATH my estate and interest in the pastoral property known as "Koolpinyah Station" comprised in Pastoral Lease No. 547 and in stock depasturing thereon

45	and in all my personal property which I hold i
connection therewith to my trustees to hold the same UPON TRUST for RICHARD CHARLES WARD and
HELEN RUTH WARD his wife as tenants in common in equal shares for their own use and benefit
5	PROVIDED HOWEVER that during the lifetime of my brother EVAN SCHOMBURGH HERBERT he, for so long as he is able to manage and control the affairs and conduct of the pastoral business carried on upon the said pastoral property shall have sole
10	control of the affairs of the said business.

	It is my wish that the said pastoral property be carried on for so long as shall be possible under the name

15	"HERBERT Brothers KOOLPINYAH STATION".'

; '
	I GIVE DEVISE AND BEQUEATH the rest and residue of my real and personal property wheresoever situate and of whatsoever nature and kind unto

)	the said RICHARD CHARLES WARD and HELEN RUTH
WARD in equal shares as tenants in common for their own use and benefit absolutely."


[Note, there is no special bequest to the Church or to a
25	charity or any individual.]



In addition to the draft wills, Kemp drew a Memorandum of Transfer for the transfer of the Brothers' land from themselves as joint tenants to themselves as
30	tenants in common.



The draft will and Memorandum of Transfer were sent to Ah Toy in an envelope for delivery to Mr Brian Kelly, solicitor, of Thomson & Co. with a letter dated 12 June
35		1970 requesting Ah Toy to hand the envelope to Kelly. This is one of many instances of Ward Keller and Rorrison treating Ah Toy as agent for the Brothers and, perhaps, for themselves.	Kelly had been selected as the person to give independent advice to the Brothers in relation to
their wills because of Kemp's close professional association with Ward.	Kemp did not know how Kelly had come to be chosen.

5		On 18 June 1970, Ah Toy and the Brothers visited Kelly at the office of Thomson & co.	Ah Toy took the envelope to the meeting and handed  it to Kelly.	Evan's
diary shows:

10		"AM Baird to city.	o & self in Holden also and see LAT & Kelly.	Collectively & individually and discuss wills		come to no decision	see again next
Friday 26 June, 9am.	LAT office	return to station 12.50pm."
15
[Note Evan's not unsophisticated use of language.]

20	Oscar's diary:


"To town with E, pick up Laurence & go to Kelly's office.	Talk about wills & have to see them again."
25

Ah Toy recalled that the Brothers were interviewed by Kelly individually as well as together.	As each brother was interviewed separately, Ah Toy waited outside
30		Kelly's room with the other brother.	Ah Toy had very little memory of what was said at that meeting but he could remember that the question of the change from joint tenancy to tenancy in common was discussed.


35		A practice was developing concerning communication between Ah Toy and the Brothers.	Evan used to visit
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 Darwin regularly.	He used to park his car close to the post office, collect mail and read it.	If there was any matter that he wished to discuss with Ah Toy, he would go to Ah Toy's office unannounced.	Evan used to carry a little note book in which he had made a check list.	If Ah Toy could deal immediately with any matter raised by Evan, he would do so.	It might merely require making a phone call.	Ah Toy said that this was the only way he could prevent Evan from constantly importuning him.	At the beginning of their association, Evan wrote letters in a book with a carbon paper duplicate, thus retaining a record of his letters.		Later the practice changed.	Ah Toy would have Evan's letters typed in his office and, after they were signed by Evan, Ah Toy attended to their posting.	From time to time Evan would have Ah Toy make a note of the business they had discussed so that Evan could later inform Oscar of it accurately and fully.


In the event, the wills in favour of Ward and Mrs Ward were never signed.	Ah Toy was unable to say why they were not, because he was not present at conversations between the Brothers and Kelly at which the wills were discussed and at which Kelly advised them.	It is apparent from the Brothers' diaries that something
25		important was left undecided after their first meeting with Kelly.	One can now only speculate as to what may have led the Brothers to change their minds about Ward, but it is clear that they did so.	On Sunday 28 June
1970, Evan's diary recorded a visit by Ward: "Dick Ward out & discuss Wills with him, he leaves again, all OK." Oscar's entry concerning the visit is: "Dick here for a talk." This is typical of Oscar when referring to
5		something as private and personal as a will.		Evan was much freer in his references to the sqbstance of such private matters, while Oscar, the more conservative brother, frequently made oblique allusions.	The mere fact that Oscar thought fit to say no more than "Dick is
here for a talk" does not mean that the talk was not important.	One can only guess about what was said at that meeting.	It might indeed have been significant because it was about this time that the initial intention of the Brothers to make Ward their ultimate beneficiary
15		may have changed.	The change might have been the subject matter of the talk.		Could Evan's words, "all OK", have been Evan's way of saying "Dick Ward understands why we have changed our minds"?	Perhaps, on the other hand, it was Ward who, after further consideration, not wanting the responsibility of overseeing the management of a cattle station and knowing that to be what the Brothers expected, decided he would prefer not to inherit the responsibility that would go with the property.	on the evidence there is no basis for a firm conclusion.		One
25	thing however is clear, namely, that sometime in the period from 10 May 1970, when the Brothers instructed Kemp that Ward and his family would inherit the whole of their estate, to 16 July 1970, they changed their minds
on that score.


Kelly, who was retained to advise the Brothers, was not called.	When spoken to by the solicitors for Ah Toy,
5		he said he had no memory of the relevant events or meetings.	That is unfortunate because it is likely indeed that he was privy to the reason for the Brothers' change of mind.	It may have been he who first received
instructions concerning the change.	In fact, this case has suffered from a failure on the part of one or two solicitors to make adequate file notes of events and conferences or, if such notes were made, to preserve them.	This was not a slight matter where it might have seemed reasonable to destroy records of transactions
15		after a short time.	From the very start, this case suggested the possibility of litigation.	I do not know if Kelly kept notes of his conference or conferences with the Brothers or, if he did, what has since happened to them.	Ward, who would almost certainly have known the Brothers' reasons for not benefiting him, died some years ago.


It is likely, having made Ah Toy privy to their original intention to benefit Ward, that they told him
25		about their change of mind.	Perhaps Ah Toy was told on the recent visit to Koolpinyah Station to which he referred in his letter to Ward Keller and Rorrison of 16 July 1970.

on 16 July 1970 Ah Toy wrote to Ward Keller and Rorrison, referring to a recent visit to Koolpinyah Station at which the Memorandum of Transfer was executed
5		and saying, inter alia, "Unfortunately Messrs Herbert Bros have still not decided on the ultimate beneficiary of their estate but they should make a decision in the very near future".
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It is not clear how Ah Toy learnt this:	he may have been told by the Brothers.	The long time since the events has dulled memories so that the things said and other circumstances by which it became known that the Brothers had changed their minds have been forgotten.
15		Kemp said in evidence, when shown a copy of the letter of 16 July, that he could not remember having seen it before, but he could not say that he had not seen it.	He said he did not approve of the fact that it was Ah Toy
who took the instructions concerning the change of the
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25
 Brothers' intention.	Kemp said that he, as their solicitor, should have been given the instructions directly.	But, it should be remembered that Kemp had by then stepped aside, as Ward's partner, to make way for advice to be given by Kelly, an independent solicitor.	I have already noted the pos ibility that the Brothers' instructions concerning the change may have first been given to Kelly.	As to taking instructions through Ah Toy without seeing the client directly, Kemp admitted, when
reminded of it, that he had made Frederick Barry's will on instructions from Ah Toy without seeing Barry.	I think that Kemp's criticism of Ah Toy was rather a reflection of Mr Barker's skill in cross-examination than
5		a true	xpression of Kemp's own opinion.	Or did he think the principle to be less demanding of compliance in the case of small estates?
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On the same date Ah Toy wrote to Oscar in the following terms:

"As	promised on my recent visit to Koolpinyah, I set out the problem you both face in making your existing wills current.
15
Your assets consist of 3 linked but definable parts -
	Koolpinyah Station Pastoral Lease 547

20
	Freehold land and deposits at call and Commonwealth Bonds and sundry other assets


	Income from Pastoral Lease 547 and the interest

25	bearing deposits
I understand that it is both you and your
brother's wish that the Pastoral Lease 547 be carried on as Koolpinyah Station for as long as it
30	can.
As Mr. R. Kemp of Ward, Keller & Rorrison has already explained, there is a rule against perpetuities, i.e. a property must be bequeathed to
35		a living person or his unborn issue.	Therefore, Pastoral Lease 547 must be bequeathed to someone already alive or to that person's unborn issue.	At the same time it is possible to bequeath the Freehold Blocks and the fixed deposits to a living
40	person or his unborn issue.
It is also possible to have a living person enjoy the benefits of the third part of your estate, namely the income from Pastoral Lease 547 or
45		interest from interest bearing deposit without actually earning the assets concerned.	Obviously,
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45
 if Pastoral Lease 547 is to be continued as "Estate of Herbert Bros", it may be necessary for the freehold blocks, interest bearing deposits, and income from freehold blocks and interest bearing deposits, all to be converted to the use of Pastoral Lease 547 to enable it to function as an economic unit.
If the property is to be run as a cattle station for as long as it is feasible, then trustees will have to be appointed.	I understand that it is your intention to appoint Mr R.C. Ward and myself as your joint trustees.	I would recommend that instead you appoint Wardell Nominees Pty. Limited and Lahtoy Nominees Pty. Limited as your joint trustees so that in the event that any one of the natural persons dying early, the company can carry on your wishes.
This can be simply done by giving the trustees power to appoint another trustee in his stead.	The trustees will of course render such accounts as necessary to enable them to efficiently carry on your wishes.
However, I understand that it was your intention for some of the income from Pastoral-Lease
547 and interest bearing deposits to go to the benefit of Mr R.C. Ward and his family and this too can be done by will.
As I have mentioned previously, the important decision which you and your brother must make is WHO will be the ultimate beneficiary?	You have already mentioned that you have considered bequeathing the station, freehold blocks and other monies to the Howards, but you are still able to will that the property be run by the trustees as they consider fit, but that the Howards will receive any surplus income from such operation.	Ultimately, of course, one of the Howards or some of the Howards' descendants must be bequeathed the property.	(Refer to my initial comment against rule of perpetuity).
I would be pleased to answer any further questions that you may have.
Kind regards."

Ah Toy's letter to Oscar of 16 July 1970 shows that the Brothers still intended to benefit Ward, but by a
50	specific bequest.	The second last paragraph of the letter is significant in that it suggested to the
Brothers that they would ultimately have to benefit one or more of the Howards.	That advice can hardly have been given to further an intention on Ah Toy's part to induce the Brothers to benefit him, unless it was part of some
5		devilishly subtle plan.	But, Ah Toy agreed with Mr Barker that the kind of advice contained in his letter of 16 July 1970 would more appropriately have come from a solicitor and was not the kind of advice an accountant would normally have given.


The recent visit to Koolpinyah referred to in his letter was made on 15 July 1970.	Both of the Brothers' diaries refer to a visit to the station on the morning of 15 July by Ah Toy.	The Memorandum of Transfer drawn as a
15	result of the meeting at the station on 10 May 1970 was signed by the Brothers on 15 July 1970; therefore it is likely that Ah Toy took the document to the station when he visited on that day.	Ah Toy could not remember what conversation, if any, occurred on 15 July 1970.


A letter, dated 31 August 1970, from Ward Keller and Rorrison to Ah Toy noted that the Brothers' wills had not been finalised and offered the opinion that it was not a happy situation in view of the fact that no other
25		effective wills existed.	Kemp said in evidence that "finalised" meant "signed".	He said he was not aware of a change of mind on the part of the Brothers.
on 19 September 1970 Ah Toy visited the station, having been asked by Evan some time earlier to make himself familiar with the station generally and with particular parts of it.	These included Agricultural
5		Lease 178 at the north end of the property on Gunn Point. The inspection took a substantial part of the day.	The fact of the visit is corroborated by the Brothers'
diaries.	Ah Toy testified that, in the course of the tour, during which he was accompanied by Evan, he reminded Evan that he and Oscar had still not made wills. He said that, if they intended to make the Howards their beneficiaries, he would have to know their names.	He asked whether Evan knew their names.	Evan said he knew that Mrs Howard (Alice Marie Howard) had some children
15		but he did not know their names.	Ah Toy asked for Mrs Howard's address.	Evan said he had it at the house and asked Ah Toy why he needed it.	Ah Toy explained that if the Brothers chose to make the Howards their beneficiaries he would have to know their full names and other particulars about them and he would have to write to Mrs Howard for that information.	Evan supplied Mrs Howard's address to Ah Toy on one of his visits to Ah Toy's office.

25		This incident tends to show that the Brothers had put Ward aside as the possible residuary beneficiary and that the Howards, at least in Ah Toy's mind, had come back into contention.	One cannot be sure that, at that


time, the Brothers were in agreement between themselves as to who should benefit.	If Ah Toy's evidence is to be accepted as to what was said at the station on 19 September 1970, he said nothing that could suggest to the
5	Brothers that they ought to benefit Ah Toy himself.


By letter dated 22 September 1970, Ah Toy, expressing himself to be writing at Evan's request, asked Mrs Howard to furnish him promptly with the names and addresses of her children and grandchildren.	Mrs Howard replied by letter dated 24 September 1970 supplying the particulars sought.

On 6 October 1970, Kelly of Thomson & Co. wrote to
15		Ah Toy asking whether his firm's services would be required further.	He testified that some time after 6 October, at the station, having sent a copy of Kelly's letter to the station in advance with Evan, he said to the Brothers: "Do you remember the discussion we had with Kemp about succession duty and the problem that it would cause the surviving partner?	What do you suggest we do about the succession duty question?	Have you decided on what you are going to do about your wills?	In my dealings with Thomson & Co. they have some senior people
25		in Adelaide who would deal with this sort of matter on a regular basis and I would recommend to you that you consider asking Thomson & co. to refer the matter to their Adelaide office because Kelly up here has had
little or no experience in the matter and we need some senior advice on the matter."	Ah Toy said the Brothers had some discussion between themselves.	Then, Evan said, "Please write to Thomson & Co. and set out the problem
5	that we have."	If Ah Toy's evidence on the point is to
be accepted, the Brothers themselves requested Ah Toy to
instruct the solicitors for them.


I have observed before that Ah Toy frequently concerned himself with the personal affairs of the Brothers.	I have also expressed an opinion as to how this was made possible.	He was the help constantly at hand for the Brothers to whom little considerate attention was given by anyone else.	They, for their
15		part, valued the help he gave them, and they encouraged Ah Toy's propensity to interest himself in everything that concerned them.

Thereafter, Ah Toy replied to Kelly's letter of 6 October 1970 by letter dated 28 October 1970 in the following terms:

"We refer to your letter dated October 6th and advise that we have been instructed by Mr Evan
25	Herbert to ask you to refer the matter to your Adelaide office at your earliest convenience.	We understand that Mr Kelly is aware of the intention of the Herbert Bros.
30	Following are details which may be of assistance -
	Mr Oscar Herbert is approximately 80 years old, Mr Even Herbert is approximately 65 years old.


35	2.	All real property is owned as joint tenants.
	Real and personal property consists of the following-


5
	Pastoral Lease 547 - Koolpinyah station Approximate market value - $1 million


	27 or thereabouts freehold allotments of

10	approximately 320 acres located in the
area near Darwin -
Approximate value not less than $10,000 each

15	c)


d)
 Cash on deposit with Esanda, Commonwealth Loans and short term d posits - Approximately $100,000
Sundry other personal property - plant, etc.
No value estimated
	Tax losses for the individual partners of the partnership Herbert Bras - approximate to

25	$60,000 each
	The only relatives which would benefit from the estate are some cousins who live in South Australia.

30
It is the Messrs Herbert Bras' wish that if possible, their wills be drawn up in such a way that the Management and ownership of the property will remain with persons or a person or trust or company
35		and be carried on as a cattle station or pastoral property for as long as is practicable.	In addition, it is essential that estate and succession duties be kept to an absolute minimum.
40		A condition is that the surviving brother will have control of the property until he dies but that the intention of the brother who pre-deceased him cannot be overruled by the surviving brother.	We understand from your Mr Kelly, that he intends to
45		refer the matter to your principals in Adelaide and even at this late stage, we would appreciate it if this can be done and an urgent reply received.
We would be pleased to answer any further
50	questions that you may have."
The sentence "We understand that Mr Kelly is aware of the intention of the Herbert Bros." was explained by Ah Toy as being based on the fact that Kelly had discussed with each brother, in Ah Toy's absence, matters
5		pertaining to their wills at the meeting of 18 June 1970: see above.	Ah Toy said, "I was not aware of what they had told him".	Even though unaware of what the Brothers had said to Kelly, Ah Toy said he did not doubt that they still wanted the property continued as a cattle station after their deaths for as long as possible.	I accept Ah Toy's explanation of that sentence.	It is consistent with and helps to explain the obscurity surrounding the Brothers' intentions after the conference with Kelly, including the abandonment of their earlier intention in
15	respect of Ward.	I am satisfied that Ah Toy himself was unable to explain the Brothers' change of intention because he was never privy to their reasons.
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25
 To illustrate typical involvement of Ah Toy in the Brothers' affairs at that time, I set out some of the facts relating to contract musterers named Reborse.	By letter of 21 December 1970, two men named Reborse, contract cattle musterers for the Brothers, put a proposal to them concerning cattle mustering and marketing for the year 1971.	On 29 December, Evan went to Ah Toy's office and, after referring to the letter, requested Ah Toy to arrange and attend a meeting with Clyde Reborse to discuss the 1971 season.	On 4 January
1971, Ah Toy wrote to Reborse suggesting 10am on 14 January 1971 for a meeting.	The meeting took place on that date.	The Brothers said they needed time to consider the Reborse proposal for increased rates.	There
5	was to be a further meeting.		A problem was that the Brothers' livestock manager, Yates, was away on holidays and they wanted his advice.	Ah Toy prepared some figures
for the purpose of negotiating with Reborse at the expected further meeting.	He visited the Brothers on 23 January to discuss the matter with them.	He advised them that it would not be economical to accept the Reborse claim and suggested a counter offer.	The second meeting with Reborse took place on 25 January.		Ah Toy put a counter offer to Reborse on behalf of the Brothers and
15		argued for its acceptance.	Reborse said that he would later inform the Brothers whether their offer was acceptable.	One of the Brothers (Ah Toy thinks it was Evan) said that he could give Ah Toy their answer in Darwin.	Ah Toy prepared typed notes relating to discussions with Clyde Reborse on 4 and 5 February 1971:


"NOTES ON A DISCUSSION WITH MR. CLYDE REBORSE THURSDAY 4/2/71 AND FRIDAY 5/2/71
25
	Rejected our terms of $6-00 per head for brandings


	Advised him impossible to lend him $40,000.	He

30		will require $10,000 against proceeds for the 1971 season.

	He is not interested in a 5 year contact, only interested in negotiating for 2 years at this

35	stage.
	Would like to be paid $20-00 per head for
	cattle branded and let go
	cattle shipped

Please note that the $20 per head does not
5		include $20 for branding and $20 for shipping, e.g. a bull shipped to the abattoirs would cost us $20 per head.

	Ted Yates would advise C.Reborse on what stock

10	to ship and to  let go etc.	Where cattle are already branded Reborse to take to wherever we advise within reason e.g. not to Gun Point.

	Reborse to hold some cattle in yards accessible

15	in January, February, for abattoiring to get maximum price.

For Information
(
	)	a)		Reborse acknowledges that he tendered for Darwin River Dam approximately 42 miles long. Did not disclose tender price but appeared surprised to learn that I had known of the fencing contract.

25
	Tipperary Land Corporation are paying approximately $20 per head for breeding stock and $25 per head for bulls for contract musterers.

30
	Does not consider any contractor from the plains area -

Katherine, Daly Waters etc., suitable for Darwin area."
35


Ah Toy discussed the matter with the Brothers on 7 February.	They said that they would wait until Yates returned from leave before finally terminating the
40		Reborse contract.	They directed Ah Toy to advise the Reborse Brothers accordingly.	A note appears below Ah Toy's typed notes of the Reborse discussions in Evan's handwriting:

45		"Suggestion by ESH. In view of above information and discussions etc. H.B. call tender for contract mustering PL547 (?) suggestion rejected by OSH".

I interpret this as: "Suggestion by Evan.	In view of the above information and discussions etc., Herbert Brothers should call for tenders for contract mustering of
5	Pastoral Lease 547	Suggestion  rejected by Oscar."	The note tends to show that the Brothers understood what was going on and that they were active in it, as well as
showing that Oscar was able to disagree with and veto suggestions of Evan.


When Yates returned from leave, he agreed with Ah Toy that the Brothers should not meet the Reborse demand. On 19 February 1971, Clyde Reborse c&lled Ah Toy by telephone.	Ah Toy informed him that his claim was
15	unacceptable and he made a counter offer.	Reborse said he would consider it and advise.	Later, the Reborse Brothers rejected the counter offer.

On 17 February 1971, Ah Toy made a phone call to Kelly of Thomson & Co. to tell him that he had not received a reply to the letter of 28 October 1970: see above.	On 26 February 1971 Kelly replied to the letter:


"Our Mr Thomson has considered this matter at some
25	length, and makes the following suggestion,

	A company be formed with shareholders, namely the two Herbert Brothers, Thomson Nominees Pty.Ltd., and yourself, such company to provide

30	two classes of shares, namely,

	A Class - a management class consisting of four shares, one each held by each

Herbert, one by Thomson Nominees and one by yourself with sufficient votes to cover 75% voting rights.

5	(b)		B Class - divided equally between the two Herberts, with no more than 24% of the votes.
	This company to acquire all of the Herbert's

10	assets, excluding personal property.

	Form a partnership of personal property with the two Herberts, and the company in equal shares.

15
	Provide in wills that Loan Monies of the Herberts with the Company and the B-Class shares to pass to the surviving Herbert.	The A-Class shares held in the Company to pass to the surviving Herbert.	Upon the death of the last Herbert Brother, then Mr. and Mrs. Ward to obtain a life interest in such shares and upon the death of the last of them a life interest to the cousins and upon the death of the life

25	of them, then to a residuary beneficiary to be named.

It should also be provided that two A-Class shares to pass to yourself and to Thomson Nominees to
30	ensure control of the Company.

	This will ensure that when the last Herbert dies, the Company is controlled by yourself and Thomson Nominees Pty.Limited and it can be

35		arranged that the dividends can go to Mr.& Mrs. Ward and afterward to the cousins.


	It should be provided also that yourself and

40		Mr. Ward and a representative of Thomson & Co., to be an executor.	If you die or unwilling to act, a substitute to be appointed;	if Mr. Ward dies his wife to be a substitute and if a representative of Thomson & co., dies, then
45	another partner to be a substitute.

Thus the will contains provision for a life interest to the surviving Herbert, then a life interest to Mr. & Mrs. Ward, and then a life interest to the
50	cousins and finally, a gift over to the residuary beneficiary or beneficiaries.	The will would also contain provision for wide powers of investment.

	The Company directors will appoint Mr Ward as

55		managing Director, who will run the station under a Board, consisting of himself, yourself
and a representative from Thomson &  Co.	Mr. Ward will have no votes in the company and therefore his appointment as Managing Director is dependent upon performance.	When Mr. Ward
5		dies the Board can carry on the management and pay the dividends to Mrs. Ward, then to the cousins and th n hand over the company to the residuary beneficiary or beneficiaries.
10		Mr. Thomson points out that we will need various information before a final plan can be put into effect.	We set out hereunder various requirements.
	All assets other than the pastoral lease, must

15		be checked in detail to ascertain the legal holding (joint tenants or tenants in common.) This must be done by searches of the land, perusal of the deposit notes and the commonwealth inscribed stock, registry.	All personal property must be checked against insurance policies and the partnership assets must be distinguished.
	As to the cousins who are they, what are their

25		ages, and their families.	In what shares are they to take, and is the residue to go to their children?
	What is the true value of the leases, the

30	freehold and other assets.
	What are the income tax implications of the proposal.

35	(e)	What are the death duty implications. You should assume that each Herbert died say,
yesterday, and we have to prepare federal estate duty returns.	This is the information Mr Thomson
40		must have together with income tax returns.	Hew points out that we are dealing with considerable assets and he feels that the information to date is insufficient.	The solution suggested by him is merely a germ of an idea, and must be treated as
45	such.
Mr Thomson points out that he gets the impression that the Herbert's want the Koolpinyah Station to continue under 'the Herbert banner' for as long as
50		possible, and that they want Mr. Ward to manage it and get some benefit from it.
He points out that the Herberts must be completely in agreement with our ideas before their wills can
55		be drawn.	This of course, would apply also to the Company structure.
We trust we have set out exactly what is required, but if you have any queries kindly contact the writer."	(my emphasis)
5



I think the phrase "life of them," in the first
emphasised passage should be "last of them,",


10		That passage tends to show that Ward and Mrs Ward and the Howards were contemplated for life estates at the time of the Brothers' instructions to Kelly.	Clearly, Kelly's instructions included more than the matter contained in Ah Toy's letter of 28 October 1970 and
15	reinforces the likelihood that those instructions had been received by Kelly from the Brothers in the absence of Ah Toy and that Ah Toy was largely ignorant of them.

Ah Toy said that he gave Evan a copy of the Thomson
20	& Co. letter when Evan next visited his Darwin office.


A note dated 9 March 1971 in Evan's hand may be set out here to indicate Evan's general awareness of what was going on about him at that time:
25
"Notes for L.A.T. re road
	Agree with you that a maintenance vehicle should be on bad spots (said maintenance

30	vehicle to be HMG)
	Reasons for above. our employee's have maintained said spots for last 3 weeks otherwise traffic to Station would not have got

35	thru.
	Also NTA traffic to Forestry Reserve would not have got thru.
	Hauser told ESH that Works Dept would not touch

5	road until after the wet.
	But for s...(?) Ck Bridge constructed by HB on old stn Road access would be out to Station and

(?).	Same applies to Howard Ck bridge
10	constructed by HB
	Refer you to (par 1) to take matter up with highest authority you know of."


15


On 16 March 1971, Ah Toy wrote to Ward of Ward Keller and Rorrison, on behalf of the Brothers, instructing him to prepare a mustering contract between
20		L.J. Stephens and J.A. Roberts of the one part and the Brothers of the other.	[Stephens gave evidence in these proceedings].	The contract was prepared, and on 3 April 1971 it was signed by the parties.	This letter provides an example of Ah Toy's practice of giving such
25		instructions on behalf of the Brothers.	In answer to questioning by Mr Barker attempting to show that Ah Toy was already identifying himself with the Brothers in a proprietary way, Ah Toy said his use of the expressions "we" and "our" when writing for the Brothers was just a
30		reflection of the fact that he was "part of the team". Ah Toy sometimes referred to the Brothers as "we" in correspondence with others.	It is not uncommon for one to hear employees of businesses refer to their employers as "we": eg, "We export most of our product to America."
35	Ah Toy was using this manner of expression at a time
before he could have held out any hope of inheriting under the Brothers' wills.


Early in 1971, on a visit to Ah Toy's office, Evan
5		told  Ah Toy that Oscar was not well.	Ah Toy suggested that he see Dr Lo, a specialist physician at the Darwin Hospital.	He said that Dr Lo was a friend of his family
and that he, Ah Toy, would try to arrange an appointment. An appointment was made for 15 April 1971.	On that day
Evan drove Oscar to Darwin where they visited Ah Toy.	Ah Toy raised the matter of the letter of Thomson & co. of
26 February 1971.	Evan suggested that the subject be delayed because Oscar was ill.	Ah Toy then suggested that, in view of Oscar's illness and since they did not
15		have effective wills, he should phone Kelly to have some simple interim wills made.	They asked Ah Toy whether, if such wills were made, he would be executor and trustee of the wills.	He agreed, but said he would need written authority.	Evan wrote a letter in his own hand dated 15 April 1971 directed to Ah Toy which he and Oscar signed:

"Dear Sir, We confirm that you should be appointed an executor and trustee of our wills.	Will you please attend to the matter as soon as possible."
25

After driving Oscar to hospital, Evan returned to Ah Toy's office and told him that Oscar had been admitted by Dr Lo.	The hospital notes say, "Thin, frail, dirty old man, who walked into the Ward.	Patient is also deaf."
30	Evan requested Ah Toy to visit Oscar to remind him to
take his anti-epileptic-fit tablets.	Ah Toy agreed to do
so.



Ah Toy was being drawn well into a vacuum in the
5		personal and domestic lives of the Brothers.	They had developed a sense of reliance on Ah Toy.	This sense of reliance did not amount to a sense of dependence.	Ah Toy was willing and able to give assistance when required, and it was more convenient to turn to him for help than elsewhere.	As to the hospital note, it is undeniable that Oscar was old, and that he was frail.	He may well have been dirty, but his physical condition did not reflect his mental state.	His dirtiness may well have been a consequence of his illness when combined with his
15		age and general frailty of physical constitution.	There is nothing that leads me to think that he was mentally frail.	I accept the opinions of Professor Chynoweth and Dr Bower, to which I refer below, as fortifying me in my own opinion.	It is not uncommon to find a strong mind in
_J		a physically frail person.	The expression "dirty old man" seems to me to be gratuitously offensive.	The phrase has had a pejorative connotation for a long time which could hardly have escaped the notice of any sensitive person making the note.	The use of the phrase
25		was unnecessary in view of the fact that Oscar's age is noted as 84 in the same person's handwriting at the beginning of the very same entry.	It would have been enough to note that he was dirty.	One of the medical
witnesses described the hospital notes as badly kept.


At Ah Toy's request, Thomson & co. prepared wills promptly.	Ah Toy attended to their signing.	Evan's will
5		was signed in Ah Toy's office on 19 April 1971.	It appointed Oscar, Ward and Ah Toy as executors and trustees.	The sole and universal beneficiary of Evan's will was Oscar.	Oscar's will, the same as Evan's,
mutatis mutandis, was signed at the hospital on 20 April. Ah Toy was present.


On 20 April, Evan wrote a letter to Oscar in his own
hand:

15	"Koolpinyah Stn
20-4-71
Dearo,
-
20		A few lines to let you know how things are with me, I am kept well up to date how they are with you by Laurence.	Firstly Irene and Co visited us from Friday last until yesterday when I returned them to Bagot safe & sound and in time for school, secondly the gardens veg & flower seem to be holding their
	own all pumpkins that have survived wet bottoms now

have dry ones, thirdly the rain has been consistent but light since you left.	when you have been having inches in City it is quarter inches here but can
30		assure you there will be no shortage of water coming dry.	Lastly your dog is still in the land of the living, has deserved many thrashings but as usual got none.	not a bad dog in many ways.	J.B.Sen is taking his mother into see the surgeon Selvey today
35		dont know what the outcome of consultation will be of course.	I am giving him this to post and will be into see you if I can on Friday next at 9.45 am tell the Matron I would esteem it an honour if she would meet me in outpatients, at the spot	where you
40	usually wait for me, and guide me to your abode Enclosed cutting from NT News is verra verra interesting, no more permits without Lessees yea or nay good on Hart I say.	No more for the present all


going well may inspect HD early Wednesday morn
Cheers E"


5

It is instructive to consider this letter in connexion with the contention that on 1 October 1972, when the wills favouring Ah Toy were signed, Evan lacked testamentary capacity.	This letter is only one of many
10		indicators of Evan's mental capacity.	It is impossible to reproduce here all the diary entries, notes and letters written by the Brothers; I have to content myself with an occasional sample.	But, collectively they tend powerfully to show that both Brothers had quite
15	sufficient mental capacity to make wills.



On 27 April 1971 Evan called at Ah Toy's office.
They discussed the local beef market and the filling-in of some forms requiring completion.	Evan inquired of Ah
20		Toy how Oscar was faring.	Ah Toy said he would be visiting him that evening.		Evan asked Ah Toy to take Oscar's watch to him.	Ah Toy referred in the witness box to a diary note he had made that reminded him that he had discussed with Evan the "germ of an idea", a phrase taken
25	from the Thomson & Co. letter of 26 February 1971; however, he could not remember what was said.

The hospital notes for 4 May 1971 show an entry by a social worker, M. Keller:
30
"Social problems seem difficult to solve.	Both patient and his brother would seem to have reached the stage where they are incapable of ensuring themselves an adequate diet, but cannot see any
5		immediate solution to this, in view of practical conditions at the rather primitive station."


10	A note dated 5 May 1971 made by Dr Ross Philpot
states:


15		"This is a very sad delicate situation requiring considerable tact and consideration to preserve the patient' dignity.	He is not at present willing to have his and his brother's social set up (albeit imperfect) disrupted by outside meddling.	Any decision to force major change on them should be made only after adequate time and discussion."



These notes do not show lack of testamentary
25	capacity in Oscar.	One of them shows that, due to his age, his physical frailty and general ill health, and the primitive conditions at the station, he and Evan were unable to provide for themselves an adequate diet.
Having regard to Dr Philpotts' later note, it shows the possibility of some debate at the hospital whether the Brothers should be moved from the station.	Dr Philpotts speaks of the tact and consideration necessary to preserve Oscar's dignity.	In general, a sensitivity such as to require tact and consideration is more likely to
35		bespeak intelligence than the lack of it.	On 7 May 1971 Oscar was discharged from hospital.
on 9 June 1971 he was again admitted to hospital for eye surgery under the care of Dr Moo, an eye surgeon.
Evan informed Ah Toy accordingly, who visited Oscar in hospital.	At the time of the visit, Oscar's eyes were
5	covered and he was unable to see.	When he was discharged from hospital on 23 June 1971, Ah Toy drove him home to Koolpinyah Station.

Oscar's eye operation was successful, but there was later complication and, following a visit to Dr Moo, Oscar was re-admitted to hospital on 2 July 1971 and discharged on 22 July 1971.


During the 1971 mustering season, in which Stephens
15		and Roberts were mustering pursuant to the contract referred to above, the practice arose of holding monthly meetings at the station.	They were attended by the Brothers, by Stephens on behalf of the contractors, by Yates the stock manager and by Ah Toy.	Their purpose was to settle accounts with the mustering contractors.	Each meeting was arranged beforehand.	Immediately before the start of each meeting, Oscar and Stephens used to talk in the downstairs area;	Evan, Yates and Ah Toy would go up to Evan's roll-top desk where, by reference to the
25		Angliss accounts, they would calculate the contractors' payment as a proportion of the price of the cattle turned-off.	Yates attended all the musters and yardings and kept a tally of cattle numbers: how many clean-skins
were branded and let go, how many were trucked out, and any other tally needed for the calculation of the payment due to the contractors.	These meetings culminated in the drawing and signing of cheques that were then handed to
5	Stephens by Evan.	One gains the strong impression that these settlement meetings became something of a ritual.

There was an occasion when Oscar was in hospital and Yates was ill also and not able to attend the cattle musters to make his usual check and keep a tally.	Oscar expressed his concern to Ah Toy with the comment, "Now the contractors will have an open go."	There was no evidence nor any reason for me to believe that Stephens was anything but an honest man.	But, it is well known
15		that in the cattle industry there is a class of persons who regard it almost as a matter of honour to get away with something when the opportunity presents itself.	The significance of the anecdote, however, is that it shows Oscar, not as a foolishly trusting old man but as one who, even when ill in hospital, was alert enough to express his concern that Stephens, whom he gave no particular reason for distrusting, might take him down. This might have been the occasion when Oscar was re admitted to hospital after his eye operation.	He seems
25		to have been so concerned about the possibility of being cheated by the contractors that, through Ah Toy, he persuaded Dr Moo to allow him to go to the station for a settlement and to return to hospital after it.	According
to Ah Toy, Oscar was "chafing at the bit" to get out of hospital.	After the lunch which followed the settlement meeting, Ah Toy drove Oscar back to hospital.
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In September 1971, on one of his frequent visits to Ah Toy's office, Evan complained of "terrible headaches". Ah Toy informed him that he had a friend of long
standing, Cox, who was a doctor, and he asked Evan whether he would like Ah Toy to make an appointment for Evan to see him.	Evan said he would.

I interpose here a brief general introduction to Cox.	He was, at the time of testifying, a medical practitioner in general practice at Nightcliff, a
15		northern suburb of Darwin.	He graduated bachelor of medicine and bachelor of surgery from the University of Adelaide in 1961.	He then served for a time as a resident medical officer at the Royal Adelaide Hospital. He married in Adel ide and came to Darwin in 1962 or 1963 where he served as a medical officer at Darwin Hospital. Then he went to Australia House in England where he was employed screening migrants for entry into Australia. While in England, Cox commenced examinations towards membership of the Royal College of Physicians.	However,
25		before attaining membership of the College, in 1966 he returned to Australia having passed the examinations to that time.	In 1977 he was offered work in Darwin as a general practitioner.	He has continuously so practised


in Darwin since that time.



Arrangements were made by Ah Toy for Cox to see Evan at Ah Toy's house in Searcy Street.	This was convenient
5	to Cox because it was where he parked his car to make his morning hospital round, and it was convenient to Evan because it saved him the trouble of going to Cox's rooms
at Nightcliff.	Both of the Brothers' diaries note the fact of Evan's seeing cox at Ah Toy's premises.	Evan's diary entry for 17 October 1971 is as follows:



"FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 17
15	o & self to see Dr Moo & self to see Dr Cocks 9
a.m. at LAT's house.	Take abo payees to Bagot and drop there.
AM - 5.20 cattle Trans to No 3, self in Toyota leave
20		Stn 7.30 and drop payees Bagot go LAT and see Dr David Cocks at LAT's house who sound me and gives me tabs, return Stn for dinner.	Bairds dozing & complaining (saw LAT re 2 wks payment request). Bairds pump 1 hr BWH.
25	PM - cattle Trans to darwin 4.10.	Phaeton to Coast before that and to City later.	7.30 Taxi arrives with Maggie &  Queenie.	Yates to HD 5.30.11



30		Cox said that, as far as he could recollect, Evan was dressed casually but reasonably.	He said that he found no problem with Evan's mental condition.	He had from time to time in his professional capacity observed people more or less intoxicated by alcohol.	Practising
35		in Darwin, it would be remarkable indeed if he had not. On the occasion Cox first saw Evan, he showed no signs of
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 being under the influence of alcohol.	Evan complained to cox of severe right-sided throbbing headaches which would last for about half an hour, sometimes more.	They were relieved by pressure on the temporal area or by taking aspirin.	Evan told cox they were worse with tension.
Evan said they were not like the migraine headaches he had suffered from before, and he experienced no visual disturbance with them.	Cox concluded that it differed from a migraine headache, and was either a tension headache or a cluster headache, which is a variant of a migraine headache.	Cox prescribed Valium.		The card which Cox made up at the time of the consultation contained certain particulars including Evan's birth date.	Cox said that the birth date was supplied by Evan himself, as was the post office box address.	Amongst  other things, the card contained a medical history including the fact that Evan had suffered from terigia bilateral and glaucoma.		After that first meeting, Cox made social visits to Koolpinyah station.	He thought the first visit was some months after he saw Evan.


This event, like others, illustrates a number of things.	It shows that Evan had come to regard Ah Toy as the sort of friend to whom he could take his complaint of
25		headaches with confidence that Ah Toy would do whatever he could to help him.	It shows that a certain intimacy had developed between the men:	that Evan regarded Ah Toy, not only as a friend, but one whom he trusted to
advise and help him at a personal level.	This attitude of Evan had developed because of Ah Toy's practical dedication to him and to Oscar almost from the time they had first met, and because other persons the Brothers
5		believed to be their good friends were found to lack such practical dedication when they came to need more help. They probably began to understand the true facts as they became older and more dependant upon useful friendship. Such an understanding may explain, at least in part, the
Brothers' eventual change of intention towards Ward.	It helps to explain their attitude to their relations, the Howards, who, notwithstanding the duty imposed upon them as the ageing Brothers' next of kin, did nothing for them.	It is that same relationship which gives them
15		standing in these proceedings and by which they may hope to gain upon intestacy.	For much of the time, at least, during which Ah Toy showered attention upon the Brothers, he was not motivated by any hope of inheriting their property.	The signs point to Ah Toy's having believed that the Brothers' beneficiaries would be other than he. The submission that Ah Toy's constant and diverse services to the Brothers were motivated by other than a sense of good business practice must be rejected.	A businessman may legitimately hope that his unstinting
25	service will be well rewarded even if he cannot foresee what form the reward will take.

On Sunday 10 October 1971, with Evan's permission
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15
 obtained in advance, Ah Toy took cox and his family to visit the station.	In accordance with his usual practice, Ah Toy called at the homestead on the way and spoke to the Brothers.	They suggested that Ah Toy leave his car at the homestead and take everyone in the station vehicle which was more suitable for visiting the place called Limil Limil where they intended going for a picnic lunch.	After the lunch, Ah Toy stopped at the house in accordance with his practice and to allow Cox to thank the Brothers for permitting them to visit the station.
Cox said he remembered making another social visit to the station before the signing of the wills.	On both visits to the station, Cox saw the Brothers: on one visit, if not both, he actually conversed with the Brothers.	He thought he remembered that Evan was always the quieter one and deferred to Oscar.	cox observed that Evan was able to converse normally and to remember past events.
Oscar would sometimes ask Evan for confirmation of particular matters or events, and Evan was able to confirm or reinforce them.	When asked about the impression that Oscar made on him on his first visit to the station, Cox said:

"My recollection is that he was a frail old
25		gentleman who appeared to be trying to do his best to be a host and to observe the niceties of serving tea.	He was tidily dressed and he appeared to be able to converse quite naturally and easily.	H'.e recalled past events quite vividly ...	".
30
Peter Donald James (James) said that Oscar never seemed to lose concentration on what was being said.	He thought the old man's difficulty sometimes stemmed from his hearing deficiency: see p.74 1.26.
5

Asked about any impression he might have gained about the mental capacity of the Brothers on his first visit to the station, James said they were normal people. He said he was really surprised that Oscar, about 85 years old then, was "incredible" in his ability to carry on a coherent conversation.	James observed that Oscar's deafness caused him some difficulty.	He also had to be careful walking down the stairs with the tea.	As for Evan, he was a different sort of fellow: more thick set,
15		ruddier, but no apparent health problems.	There was nothing wrong with his mental capacity, said James, but he did not have the breadth of general knowledge of Oscar.	Although it does not relieve me of the burden of making an assessment for myself, I note that James, who had much dealing with Ah Toy in their professional capacities, was satisfied that Ah Toy used no influence that he, James, regarded as undue, over the Brothers in order to benefit himself.

25		Ah Toy received a letter from Thomson & Co. dated 11 October 1971 referring to their letter of 26 February
1971 (supra) and asking Ah Toy whether that firm was required to do anything further in the matter of the
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15
 Brothers' wills.	Ah Toy testified that he either gave a copy of the letter to Evan at Darwin or he took a copy of it to the Brothers at the station.	I accept that he did so.	There is evidence of documents found at the homestead after the deaths of the Brothers that tend to prove it was Ah Toy's practice (referred to more fully below) to pass to the Brothers copies of all letters and other documents that concerned them.	Ah Toy spoke to the Brothers about that letter.	He said that after reminding them of the letter of Thomson & Co. of 26 February 1971, he asked them what they wanted him to do about it.		The Brothers told him to tell Thomson & Co. that they were still considering the implementation of a scheme.	Then, on 25 October 1971, Ah Toy wrote to Thomson & Co. in the following terms:

"We refer to your letter dated 11th 1971 regarding the preparation of wills for Messrs Herbert Bros.	Although interim wills have been
20		drawn up by you (and perhaps an account can be rendered up to date) we are still in the process of implementing a scheme recommended to us earlier in the year."

25		This was probably a reference to the scheme suggested in the letter of Thomson & Co. of 26 February 1971 and described there as the "germ of an idea". Fairly typically, Ah Toy used somewhat careless language in this letter: I think he meant "considering the
30		implementation" rather than "implementing". "Considering the implementation" would be more in accordance with what he said he recollected to be his instruction from the
Brothers.	It would also be more in accordance with the facts.


By this time it seems that Ah Toy's prime
5	relationship with the Brothers had become that of universal assistant, one important function of whom was accountant  and financial adviser.	He continued to be
closely involved in the relationship between the Brothers and their solicitors.	The Brothers had by no means relinquished decision making to Ah Toy, but they sought his advice constantly about many matters, and sought his help to compensate for those disabilities that were functions of their age and poor health.


15		On about Sunday 24 October 1971, Ah Toy again visited the station with a woman friend and Cox and his family.	Mrs Cox had expressed a desire to see some clay deposits on Agricultural Lease 178 at Gunn Point.	They called at the station homestead, visited AL178, had lunch on the beach, returned to the homestead and then to Darwin.


There is in evidence a letter handwritten by Evan on behalf of the Brothers directed to Ah Toy, dated 30
25       October 1971 and noted as having been received by Ah Toy on 1 November 1971. It is well set out, in a neat hand, the words and lines evenly spaced:
"Koolpinyah Station PO Box 1866
Darwin	NT	30/10/71
5
Dear Laurence,

Referring to our conference of today re proposed fence Humpty Dao - Freds Pass.
10
Please book and arrange delivery necessary material required from Titan, worked out at $8000-00 approx

15		This must be obtained and carted by Stevens immediately otherwise you will find from my experience in past, what you require is not available
Suggest you contact Stevens re above without delay.
Regards
Yours sincerely Evan Herbert
25	for Herbert Bros



This letter says eloquently that, when it was written, Evan was a man in command of his faculties and
30		used to exercising authority over Ah Toy.	It tends to discredit the assertion that, by the end of 1971, Evan was a trusting and meek person, habitually besotted by alcohol, who had handed over the reins of management to Ah Toy.
35
On 15 November 1971, a settlement meeting was held at the station.	Ah Toy testified to the following incident.	Max Tommison, a buffalo shooter, who was present, said he had seen some bullocks in number 3
40		paddock.	Yates said, "Max Tommison doesn't know what he sees.	He says there's bullocks here and bullocks there
and when we go there there are no such thing."	Evan said, "Max says there's some down at Bankers Jungle." Yates said, "We've just been there and mustered that area and we can't see any big fat bullocks down there."	Yates
5	also said, "Those Shorthorn bulls you get up from Granada are no good because it takes at least 2 years up here before they're any good.	They die of tick fever and I
haven't seen any progeny of theirs anywhere."	The diary entry of Evan for 15 November 1971 is as follows:



"MONDAY. NOVEMBER 15
9 a.m. Cattle Settlement LAT, ETY LS.	Take bank
15	Bagoteers pm.	Arrange Yates and Stevens pick up RJW
9.00 a.m. Tues for inspection 368.
AM - Stevens arrive 8.30, LAT 9.00	Yates later and before we start business on a/c sales and mustering, Yates and I have words (stated by him) on what Max
20		says in No 3 in way of aged bullocks also Yates says Granada bulls are no good, number bad for 2 years, tell them both Y &   S to meet R s Vat	Berrimah tomorrow at 9 a.m. and Roy will show them around
368.	Stevens appears interested they all ieave by
25	1.30.	Bairds sowing TL & super outside Mango paddock.
PM - Take tribe back to Bagot then see LAT who has Berno with him who says Patadodis has cut top yard fence and carting sand from inside paddock, leave
30	them to take pineapple to JH & Marg tells me Ward is on in Adelaide till Thursday, LAT could not raise him on telephone locally."


The incident and the entry are both relevant to the
35		issue of Evans' awareness of what was going on about him and therefore to his testamentary capacity.

On 24 November 1971, Evan wrote a letter in his own hand addressed to Mr R.J. Kentish MLC, Berrimah, NT.
Like the letter of 30 October 1971, it was neatly written and well set out:

"Dear Rupert,
5
We are writing you re purchase from your herd, of 20 Santa Gertrudis bulls in December 1972, delivered on Koolpinyah Station.
10		We or our representative to have right of selection.		Bulls to be fit for service.
If you can see your way clear to supply above we should be glad to hear from you as to price per
15		head delivered at Snake Billabong Yards 5 miles from Koolpinyah station.

Kind regards from both to both Yours faithfully
20	Evans Herbert
for Herbert Bras'



This letter also tends to show that, when it was
25	written, Evan was no mere cipher but was intelligently involved in the day to day running of the station.


Rupert Kentish had an association with a company called Santavan Company Pty Limited.	By Memorandum of
30		Transfer dated 5 March 1972, the Brothers transferred lots 1556 and 1557 of land comprised in Land Grant Register Book Volume 4 Folio 165 to Santavan Company Pty Limited for $4,800.	The Memorandum of Transfer was drawn by Ward Keller and Rorrison.	While Ah Toy had no part in
35		the negotiations leading to that sale, he witnessed the signatures on the Memorandum of Transfer.	This transaction illustrates the fact that the Brothers


themselves disposed of land comprised in the station when they thought it appropriate.


Evan wrote a letter on 17 April 1972 to a person
5		named Mary.	I reproduce it here as tending to show Evan as a normal person capable of writing a courteous and well structured letter.	It should be remembered that many men whose lives have been spent at manual work on
country properties commonly do not demonstrate the same facility for letter writing as their city brethren:


"Dear Mary,
15		Oscar and I were glad to hear from you again and look forward to your next visit.
I suggest that your idea of Mrs Blacker is a good one, and am leaving the letter for you at Parap
20	Hotel care of her.
We will endeavour to be here from 19/22 April at Koolpinyah and again suggest that you come out here on any of the dates between 19/22 April that
25	suit you.

With kind regards from us both
Evans Herbert"


30

Although Ward was the partner with the responsibility for the Brothers' business, he delegated much of it to James, then an employed solicitor in the firm.	Ward was responsible to satisfy himself that the
35		employed solicitor whom he charged with the task of attending to the Brothers' business was capable of doing it according to proper professional standards.	It is
convenient here to say something of James' personal history.	At the time of giving evidence, he was a partner (by virtue of his directorship of a corporation, Ward Keller Six Proprietary Limited) of the legal firm by
5	then known as Ward Keller.	He graduated in law at the university of Western Australia in 1951 and served articles of clerkship in Perth.	He was admitted to practice there in December 1953.		He worked for about 8
months in Perth as a solicitor, after which he went to London where he was employed as a managing clerk in a law firm for some 18 months.	Then he returned to Perth where he joined a firm called stone James &  Co.	He practised with that firm at Geraldton for just over 12 years.	He came to Darwin on 19 July 1971 where he was employed by
15		Ward Keller and Rorrison.	On 1 July 1974 he became a partner of that firm.	James knew the Brothers, having first met them in the latter part of 1971 when he was invited by Ward to visit Koolpinyah station with him.
James said it was Ward's idea that he should meet the
,
I	) ,		Brothers because he was taking over the position formerly held by Kemp: Ward did the Brothers' litigious work and Kemp their commercial work.	James said he knew Ward extremely well by then, both socially and professionally. James described Oscar as a tall and willowy, English
25		looking gentleman who spoke with "almost a modulated English voice	. very slow and deliberate."	James said he would not have described Oscar as deaf, but rather that his hearing was not the best.	James formed
the habit of speaking more loudly and deliberately to him than he normally would.	When asked about Oscar's sense of humour, James described it as "fantastic".	Oscar was extremely fond of cricket and, according to James, rather
5	supported England than Australia.	As for Evan, James said that, while he did contribute to conversations, he deferred to Oscar.	He was not so interested in cricket as Oscar.	James thought from something Ward had said on their way home that Evan had "gone off for a quiet drink"
during their visit.	James did not remember Evan drinking any of the tea prepared by Oscar.	It was a joke between James and Ward that Evan was not "a great tea drinker".
However, James said that Evan did not show any signs of having been drinking alcohol and he did not actually see
15	him drinking.	In fact, James never saw Evan drink alcohol nor did he ever see him affected by it.

I set out hereunder a series of letters.	Amongst other things they show that, in response to a letter from Ah Toy directed to Ward himself, James actually provided the requested service.	They show that James had already acted as a solicitor for the Brothers at the time Ah Toy suggested that they should consult him about their wills in August 1972.	The initial choice of James as a
25	solicitor in commercial matters was made by Ward, not Ah Toy.	Evan described Ah Toy's inability to make contact with Ward in his diary entry for 24 May 1972 as "as usual".	The following entry appears in Evan's diary for


24 May 1972:

"AM See LAT re mining leases on PL 547 he tries to contact Ward re opposing, as usual cant get him,
5		tells his secretary to advise him to do so will give her instructions in writing get Jenkin letter (certified) returned -unclaimed		LAT says he will send it again care Mrs Weddup	ret stn for dinner Morgan & Co get firewood in Toyota Bairds?
10		PM pay Bairds to 29.5.72 Sen asks about 4.00 pw rise told him dont know.	He says from 19th May I will Ask LAT Friday."



15		This is consistent with the fact that Ward, as well as being a practising legal practitioner, was an active politician: a person one might expect to be busy and hard to contact.	It is not surprising that a person wanting legal advice should turn to someone who has time to give
20		it.	An inclination to go to James would probably have been encouraged by the fact that Ward himself had earlier directed James to supply legal service to the Brothers. No-one would have seemed more appropriate for such a task than a person to whom Ward himself had already allocated
25	the Brothers' work.
( .


"LAT:AH
30	Mr R. Ward,
Ward, Keller & Rorrison,
P.O. Box 330,
DARWIN	N.T.	5794
35	Dear Sirs,
 April 6th, 1972

Re:	Herbert Bros and Berno Bros
We enclose for your attention a copy of a
40		proposed agreement between Berno Bros and Herbert Bros.	As we visited Herbert Bros on Sunday, April 9th we would appreciate your advice as soon as
possible as to whether the agreement is not in their interest.

Yours faithfully,
5	L.C.AH TOY & ASSOCIATES"




Note: Oscar's diary for 9 April 1972 refers to visits by Ah Toy and Ward on that day.
10


"Our ref: PJ:WD:72/786 Your ref:

18th April, 1972


Messrs L.c. AhToy & Associates,
P.O. Box 4671,
20	DARWIN	N.T..	5794 Dear Sirs,
RE:	HERBERT BROS. & BERNO BROS
25
Mr Ward has handed to the writer your letter of the sixth instant together with the Deeq between the above parties.
30		We cannot recommend that the Deed should be executed by Herbert Brothers in its present form.
There are quite a number of matters on which we
('	would comment as follows:-
35		1.	Without appearing trite we would have to suggest that the references to the parties should be straightened out.	Herbert Brothers in the opening paragraph are referred to as the Licensors. Throughout the Agreement there is reference to
40		Licensors and Licensor.	there is a reference for example in clause three to the Licensor giving notice of "its" intention.	Berno Brothers are referred to as the Licencee which should of course be Licensee.	There is also reference throughout the
45		Agreement (see clauses five and six) to the "licensed land" whereas this is not defined at all. One assumes that it is the land subject of the proposed mining leases but we doubt whether this assumption can in fact be properly made.
50
	In the recital clause there is reference to the

Licensors being the registered proprietor of an estate in fee simple.	This applies to the Land Grant but they are of course the registered proprietors of a leasehold estate in the Pastoral
5	Lease.
	Moving on to the body of the Agreement, we feel it is quite loose to refer to the consideration being "of those presents".	The consideration ought

10		to be defined and the proposed payment of royalties in clause (sic) four of course is the obvious consideration which should be stated.
	There is an under-taking in clause one that

15	Herbert Brothers will make the application for the Mining Leases.	This could of course involve them in considerable expense.	The writer is not aware of the proposed financial arrangement between the parties but does raise query as to whether it was intended that the cost of these applications ought not be borne by Berno Brothers.
	Clause three generally is drawn in a manner extremely favourable to Berno Brothers and extremely

25		unfavourable to Herbert Brothers.	For example the License Agreement is to be a continuous agreement until Berno Brothers give notice of determination and even the agreement is to continue for one (1) year after that notice.	We also feel it rather
30		strange that the notice should be delivered to Herbert Brothers at Koolpinyah station.	Generally speaking we are also not very satisfied with the broad under-takings which are cast upon the Licensors by the latter portion of clause three.
35
	As to clause four, we assume that the ten cents per cubic yard is the agreed royalty.	We do however

('	draw your attention to the fact that there is no undertaking on the part of Berno Brothers to remove
40		any minimum quantity of sand or to pay any minimum royalty.	We do understand that it is Berno Brothers' intention to remove considerable quantities but of course there is no obligation on them by the licence to do so.	As Far as payment of
45		the royalties is concerned we do suggest that the second sentence in clause four does not make sense. We assume that it was intended that royalties be paid within sixty (60) days of the removal of the sand.	The words however "at the expiration of not
50		more than sixty (60) days" to the writer's mind certainly does not mean anything.	For example, does it mean that the expiration of one day and on the other hand does it mean that Herbert Brother can make no claim once the sixty (60) days has passed.
55		In addition, we feel that there should be provision for organizing time of payment as for example a
calendar month accounting for the payments.
	We do not like the provisions of clause five which casts upon Herbert Brothers, the onus of

5		requiring production of the "facts and figures and information".	We feel that an obligation should be placed upon Berno Brothers to provide a monthly statement of all sand removed and to produce all records in respect thereof if the monthly statement
10	does not appear satisfactory to Herbert Brothers.
	Paragraph eight in itself does appear satisfactory but is in conflict with the provisions of clause three regarding the service of notices.

15	Clause three as mentioned above requires notices to be delivered to the Licensors at Koolpinyah Station and accordingly the provisions of clause eight have no application to that particular notice.
	Clause nine would appear to extend the rights of interference with the land of the Licensees without any restriction as to the particular areas of land to be used except the general provision at the end of the clause.

25
	This leads generally to the final comment we would make and that is that the Agreement does not provide in any way for the protection of the property or any improvements or any livestock on the

30		property.	We feel there should be a provision that the Licensees in exercising whatever rights may be extended should cause as little interference as possible to the land and the chattels on the land and to any improvements;	for example it may be
35		necessary to cut fences to carry out works on the land and there should be a general undertaking that any damage to the land or any improvements should be forthwith remedied by the Licensees.	It is difficult to envisage anything but a general clause
40		prohibiting interference to livestock but there should be at least a general undertaking that the Licensees will carry out their works on any improvements to the roadways and the like and would also conduct their operations for the removal of
45		sand in a manner which will cause as little interference to the Licensors' livestock at any time depasturing on any part of the land.
There may be other particular matters which have not
50	come to the writer's mind and if any further comment is required by our mutual clients, would you please advise.

Yours faithfully,
55	WARD. KELLER & RORRISON,
Per:
(SIGNATURE) (P.D. JAMES)"



5

The letter of 6 April 1972 was addressed to Ward by Ah Toy but it was answered by James, a clear indication that Ward himself selected James as a suitable person to attend to the requirements of the Brothers.
10
"Our ref: PJ:WD:72/786
('	Your ref:LAT:AH
15	27th April, 1972
Messrs L.C. Ah Toy & Associates,
P.O. Box 4671, DARWIN	N.T..	5794
20
Dear Sirs,
RE:	HERBERT BROTHERS & BERNO BROTHERS
25		We enclose herewith an amended Agreement which has been presented to us for execution by Herbert Brothers.
We must say the Agreement now appears to
30		satisfy the matters which we raised in our letter to you of the 18th April.	As far as the royalties are concerned, we are advised by Messrs. Cridland and Bauer that the rate of tencents (lOQ) per cubic yard was the figure which had been previously agreed upon
35	and confirmed in correspondence.
We ask you of course to appreciate that our job is not to negotiate but to draft any necessary document after negotiations are completed.	At the
40		same time we emphasise that we have not seen the correspondence referred to by Cridland and Bauer and we cannot comment as to whether in fact agreement was reached on the royalty question.	Would you please take this up with Herbert Brothers and advise
45	us.
We have been asked to treat this matter as one of extreme urgency.	We understand that Berno Brothers are extremely anxious to get under way with
50	the application for the leases with a view to
gaining access to the sand at the earliest possible convenience.

Yours faithfully,
5	WARD. KELLER & RORRISON
Per: (SIGNATURE) (P.D. JAMES)"



10
"Our ref: PJ:vf.72/786 Your ref:

15
Messrs L.C. Ah Toy & Associates, Post Office Box 4671,
DARWIN	N.T.	5794
20	Dear sirs,
 



9th May, 1972

RE:	Herbert Brothers and Berno Brothers
We refer to our letter of the 27th April 1972.
25
We have been requested to advise Berno Brothers solicitors as soon as the Licence Agreement has been executed.	It would be appreciated if you could advise us the progress made to date in the matter.
30
Yours faithfully,
WARD. KE LER & RORRISON
Per:	(SIGNATURE)
35
(P. James)"



40
"Our ref: PJ:vf.72/786 Your ref:


45
Messrs Cridland & Bauer, Solicitors,
Box 1302, Post Office, DARWIN.	N.T.	5794
50

Dear sir,
 30th May, 1972





ATTENTION: Mr Ridgway
RE:	Herbert Bros. and Berno Bros.

We understand from Mr Ah Toy that Herbert Bros. are a little concerned regarding the applications
5	for mineral leases 726B to 730B lodged by Tresize on Pastqral Lease 547.

Whilst we appreciate that the applications for Mineral Leases lodged in the name of Herbert Bros.
10		were done at your instigation on behalf of Berno Bros., Herbert Bros. have asked our Mr. Ward to advise them on the matter and  it may well  be that the conduct of any dispute with particular reference to the applications lodged by Tresize would have to
15		be conducted by our Mr. Ward.	We assume that Berno Bros. are particularly interested in objections to the Tresize applications and it might perhaps be wise if you entered into liaison with our Mr. Ward in respect of the matter generally.
Yours faithfully,
WARD. KELLER & RORRISdN
25	per:
(P. James)"



30
The letter of 30 May 1972 shows Ward still personally involved in advising the Brothers.

.\	"Our ref: PJ:vf.72/786
Your ref:

30th May, 1972

40	Mr. L.H. Ah Toy,
L.C. Ah Toy & Associates, Post Office Box 4671, DARWIN	N.T.	5794
45	Dear Lawrence,

RE:	Herbert Bros. and Berno Bros.
We refer to our recent telephone conversation.	We
50		now enclose herewith a photocopy of a letter we have today written to Messrs. Cridland & Bauer in respect of this matter.	Mr. Ward advised the writer that he did not

go to see Herbert Bros. and at this stage we think it would be wise if you could arrange for one of the Herbert Bros. to call upon us and let us have full instructions on the matter.
5



10

Encl. 11
 Yours faithfully,
WARD. KELLER & RORRISON
Per:
(P. James)

15


"Our ref: PJ:vf.72/786 Your ref:

23rq. June, 1972
Messrs. L.C. Ah Toy & Associates, Public Accountants,
25		Box 4671, Post Office, DARWIN	N.T.	5794
Dear Lawrence,
30	RE:	Herbert Bros.
You will recall that on the 19th June, you telephoned the writer in connection with an application for a Mineral Lease lodged by A.B.M. and
35	known c;is "Whitestone" on Pastoral Lease No. 547
The applications were numbered 742 and 752 and
( .	were lodged on the 16th May, 1972.	The hearing is listed for the 28th July, 1972, but the time for
40		objections closed on the 15th June.	There were also applications numbered 761 and 762 which were lodged on the 17th May, and also listed for hearing on the 28th July, but objections in this case closed on the 16th June
45
It appears, therefore, that there is nothing further we can do in respect of these applications.
In respect of the Berno applications, the writer is continuo sly being harrassed (sic) by Cridland & Bauer to settle the terms of the Licence Agreement.
t
We unqerstand that virtual!¥ tn on+Y potnt in is µe	th qµe tio Qf rorq+ties apd from my. qiso.µ f!iiqns  wr 11 tt fB rt	:rp r	t	q9	?\r t.n t-
3


they are relying upon you to advise them in respect of the amount of royalties which they should claim.
There is some time before the applications will
5		be heard as they have been adjourned to the 7th September, but I would appreciate it if you would take up with Herbert Bros. the question of the quantum of royalties so that some finality may be reached with them and the Licence Agreement can then
10	be completed.

Yours faithfully, WARD, KELLER & RORRISON

15	per:	(Signature)
(P. James)"





115 July, 1972.

25		Messrs. L.C. Ah Toy & Associates, Public Accountants,
Box 4671, Post Office, DARWIN.	N.T	5794

30	Dear Sirs,
Re:	Herbert Bros.
We advise that we have lodged objections to
35		applications for Mineral Leases Nos. 742B to 752B, 761B and 762B.	These are the applications lodged by Australian Blue Metal Limited and known as "Whitestone".

40		We have heard the suggestion also, that the Welfare Department has lodged an objection and we have written to this Department requesting them to confer with us prior to the hearing, which we understand is listed for the 4th August, 1972.
45
We have also lodged objections to the applications made by Tresize for the ten Mineral Leases with the two Dredging Claims.	these will be heard in conjunction with the applications made on
50	behalf of Herbert Bros. on the 7th September next.

We would like to confer with Herbert Bros. and yourself on the various applications and objections and also on the proposed royalties Agreement between
55	Herbert Bros. and Berno Bros.	We understand that Mr. Evan Herbert has been hospitalised and perhaps
you could indicate to us when would be a suitable time for a conference.	The writer would like to confer with Herbert Bros. initially, but thereafter it would be wise if we could organise a conference
5	between themselves, yourself, the writer and Berno Bros.
Yours faithfully,
WARD, KELLER & RORRISON

10	per:
 (Signature) (P. James)"
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25
(---
 The three preceding letters show business being transacted for the Brothers by James through Ah Toy.

In September 1971, Ah Toy borrowed $10,000 from the Brothers.	(The loan is referred to in an entry in the document headed "HERBERT BROS	BUDGET OF FUNDS TO
30.4.7112:		see above).	In respect of that loan, Ah Toy said that in September 1971 his accountancy practice was growing at such a rate that he needed additional working capital.	He said to Evan, "I need to borrow some money. Do you want to lend me some money at a better rate of interest than the bank?"		Evan said, "Yes, we'll do that".	They agreed to an interest rate of 7\%.	The money was lent accordingly.	That loan had not been repaid at the time Ah Toy gave evidence.


30		In 1972, according to Ah Toy, the Brothers were considering the investment of money.	Ah Toy asked them to consider investing the money with J. Ah Toy Pty Ltd. That company offered a higher rate of interest than would be otherwise available to the Brothers.	Ah Toy said that
Evan accepted the offer for the Brothers and, on 10 June 1972, they lent the sum of $15,000.00 to J. Ah Toy Pty Ltd.


5		Mr Barker relied on these transactions as showing how easy it was for Ah Toy to influence the Brothers.	No security was given: no documentation, no personal guarantees.	No terms of the loans were specified.		The Brothers were given no information as to the credit worthiness of the borrowers.	Nothing was signed to evidence the loan by either Ah Toy or his father.	The cash books were the only evidence of the loan, and they were prepared and kept by Ah Toy himself.	These transactions do not reflect well on Ah Toy.	However, I
'
15	think they show him to have been neglectful and lacking a sense of good business practice rather than as dishonest. If he and his father had been killed or had died before the loans were repaid, the existence of the loans may
have been overlooked.
(
_J

About the middle of 1972, Evan was visiting Ah Toy in Darwin up to 3 times a week.	He regularly, but not invariably, visited on Mondays and Fridays, and, when the need arose, on Wednesdays.
25
On 14 June 1972 Evan was taken to hospital by ambulance and admitted suffering from a hernia.	After a satisfactory recovery, he was discharged on 28 June 1972.
On the day after his admission, Oscar wrote to Ah Toy as follows:


"Dear Laurence
5
You have heard no doubt of the sorry state of Evan's health.	John Baird was allowed to see him for a few minutes this morning, but of course after the operation he was still under the influence of
10		injections &   tubes up his nose.	I will be going in Monday next week.	JB brought back letters with which I cannot cope as I dont know where the previous correspondence is.	There are also one or two a/c sales that had been here several days.	So I
15		think it would be just as well if you could squeeze in a morning out here or any time at a weekend as you know very well.	Because JB will have to take me in & out as long as Evan is not capable - which I am afraid will be a long time.
20
I sent in (by word) by one of the Ambulance men to make apologies to Dr Bartlett for breaking my consultation with him yesterday.	Will have to see Dr Moo on Monday
25
Well enough of complaints hope to see you soon
Yours

30	O.S.H.	
J. Baird (junior) will deliver this to you or office tomorrow am"
,,---
'         ..)
 


This letter tends to show Oscar as still alert and well aware of what was going on.


Ah Toy said that, during 1972, it was his practice
40	to visit the station at least once a month for the settlement meeting, and there could have been another visit during the month when special circumstances warranted his going there.	He said that while Evan was
in hospital in June, he visited the station about 3 times.


Sometime early in August 1972, Ah Toy, prompted by
5		the fact of Evan's recent illness, raised again with Evan the matter of the Brothers' wills.	Ah Toy said that he reminded Evan that the Brothers had not made wills other
than those made early in 1971.	He said he thought they ought to consider the matter and talk to a solicitor about it.	He said that Evan requested him to arrange for a solicitor to go to the station.	Ah Toy said that he thought they ought to get a solicitor "like Peter James" to go out to the station.	James was already acting for the Brothers in commercial matters as the correspondence
15	shows.



Ah Toy spoke to James and arranged for him to visit the station on 10 August 1972.	Oscar noted a visit by Ah Toy and James to the station on that day.	He wrote: "LAT & James here about 9 & discuss several problems."	It is typical of the more conservative Oscar not to mention in his diary the fact that wills were the subject of discussion.	Evan is generally quite free in that regard. According to Ah Toy and James, on 10 August 1972 they
25	travelled to the station in Ah Toy's car.	After preliminary courtesies, James told the Brothers that he had with him the agreement between the Brothers and the Berno Brothers for signing (see above).	The agreement
was signed on that date.	James said that, after some preliminary conversation, "the floor was left to me to have a chat with the brothers about their wills and about their problems with death duties.	And I then sort of
5	occupied the floor".



Ah Toy	said that a conversation then took place substantially as follows: James told the Brothers that he had come to discuss the matter of wills.	He told them that he knew from Ah Toy that they were aware of the considerable financial burden that succession duty might impose, especially on the surviving partner.	Then some figures were referred to by James to illustrate the burden that would rest on the surviving partner.	James
15	said that they should do something about it.	He then asked the Brothers what they wanted to happen to the property after their deaths.	Oscar said that they would like it to continue to be run as a cattle station for as long as possible.	James asked the Brothers whether they
J		had any idea who were to be their beneficiaries.	He informed them that they could leave their property to Ward, to the Howards or to the Church of England or to whomever they wished.	Ah Toy said James talked for a long time.	James testified that, having seen copies of
25	the Brothers' then current wills, he told them that, having regard to questions of federal estate duty and Northern Territory succession duty, the wills were unsatisfactory.	The Brothers told James that their main
concern was that Koolpinyah Station be carried on as a pastoral property after their deaths.	They told James they had come to the station early in the century, that they had carried it on as a pastoral property and they
5		wanted it continued as such.	James said he explained to the Brothers that, with the property held as it then was, when one of them died the other would have to sell a considerable part of the land to realize the substantial duties that would be payable.		He advised them that, to mitigate this problem, they should change the tenure of the property from joint tenancy to tenancy in common and each of them should leave the other a life interest in his separate estate.	This, he said, would avoid double duty.	He said that the Brothers instructed him to give
15		effect to that advice.	James also told them that their wills were useless and that they would have to sit down and work out an ultimate beneficiary.	James advised them that the natural choice of an ultimate beneficiary would be next of kin, and he asked them about their next of kin.	The Brothers told him that there were 4 in their immediate family:	3 brothers and a sister. One brother had been killed in the Great War without issue.	Their sister had died without issue.	They were bachelors with no children.	Asked by James whether they had any other
25		relations, the Brothers referred to their cousins, the Howards: they were their next of kin.	Oscar said to James that the Howards lived in Adelaide and had never shown any interest in Koolpinyah, and they could not rely
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25
 on them to carry on Koolpinyah as a pastoral property. James then moved to discussing the possibility of unrelated persons or a charitable organization, but the Brothers kept bringing the conversation back to the question how might Koolpinyah be carried on as a pastoral property.	It was suggested that, between them, Ward and Ah Toy might manage the property.	Oscar said he could rely on them to do so.	James said there was no suggestion on that occasion that any beneficial interest should be left to either Ward or Ah Toy.	Even the possibility that the Public Trustee might administer the estate was raised.	James advised the Brothers that they could not expect the Public Trustee or a charity to continue the property as a pastoral property unless it were profitable.	James had in mind that the cattle industry in the Northern Territory was then in a depressed condition.	In accordance with his normal procedure, James sought instructions from the Brothers concerning who would be executors of their wills, about any specific bequests and, only then, the identity of the main beneficiaries. Some matters unrelated to the wills were discussed, such as the proposed Gunn Point prison farm, about the security of which the Brothers were concerned.

On the way back to Darwin with Ah Toy, James said he suggested that the best thing for the Brothers would be a Bray Scheme which would effectively considerably reduce
the death duty problem.	He told Ah Toy about the scheme and a 1968 High Court decision.


On 11 August 1972, the day after the meeting just
5	described, James wrote to the Brothers in the following
terms:
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"Dear Oscar and Evan,
re:	Your Wills
You will recall that when I called with Lawrence Ah Toy on the 10th instant it was agreed that I should write to you setting out the various aspects of your problem so that you could fully discuss it among yourselves and come to some decision on instructions for the preparation of your respective wills.
In the first instance whilst I can fully appreciate the sentiments which you no doubt attach to Koolpinyah you must endeavour to divorce yourselves from this feeling of sentiment and take a good look at the asset value of the property, livestock and plant as an asset value and decide what you are going to do with it.

I cannot emphasize too much that you must look at this matter from a business point of view in reaching your decision.

At the moment you merely have mutual wills whereby you leave everything to each other.	I feel that no doubt you have done this because in the event of the death of one of you would like the other to inherit the property as a whole.
However I would like you to have a look at the effect of this from the point of view of death duties alone.
I would like to explain to you of course that in respect of property situated in the Northern Territory there are two lots of duties.	Firstly there is duty which is payable to the Receiver in the Territory under the Succession Duty Act.	There is also duty which is payable to the Commonwealth under the Commonwealth Estate Duty Act.
I will not go into details of the various amounts payable under the two acts but if the Koolpinyah assets that is the land improvements livestock plant and chattels were worth say $500,000
5		and assuming that all assets were free of encumbrances we can say that each of your estates would be worth in the vicinity of $250,000.
Now in the event of the death of Oscar say,
10		duty would be paid on the value of his interest (say the $250,000 I mentioned) to the extent of approximate 35%.	This would involve finding $87,500 in duty on Oscar's estate.

15		In those circumstances you Evan would then inherit in round figures $160,000, that is the
$250,000 being the gross value of Oscar's estate less the duty payable on it.	This you would have then in addition to the $250,000 interest of your own;	that is you would on the completion of the administration of Oscar's estate have assets of approximately $410,000 in value.
On that basis in the event of your death and
25		assuming that at the time of your death the same rates of duty apply your estate would be liable to duty to the extent of approximately $120,000.
You can see from the effect of this then that
30		with the wills as they are you would be paying out close enough to half of the value of Koolpinyah in duty and whoever finally succeeded to the property would probably find it almost un-economical to try to retain the property because there would be such
35	an huge overdraft to meet the duty commitments.

This may be covered to some extent by insurance or other investments but whichever way you look at it does mean that you are going to have to pay a
40		tremendous amount in succession Duty and Estate Duty that is the duty payable to the Territory and the duty payable to the Commonwealth.
That is looking at it purely from the point of
45		view of death duties and I have always maintained that nobody should be rigidly guided in their decisions by considerations of death duties or other forms of taxation from that point of view and if anyone is really keen on picking out a certain
50		beneficiary then I have never regarded it as my province to dissuade them from doing so, nevertheless I do feel that in view of the amount of duties involved you must take a good look at what you propose to do.
55
There is one possibility which I would put up
for your consideration but it will require a little explanation.
When two persons own property between them then
5	can own it either as joint tenants or as tenants in common.		If they own it as joint tenants then on the death of one the asset automatically passes to the other.	If they own it as tenants in common then on the death of one he can give it away by will to a
10	third party.
With Succession Duty at the moment as it stands in the Territory no duty is payable on any asset derived by virtue of a joint tenancy.	However
15		Federal Duty is paid and that is in your circumstances the higher rate of duty to be considered.
You do at the moment hold Koolpinyah as tenants in common and it would be a simple matter to transfer it to a joint tenancy.
However although this would mean on the death for example of Oscar that Evan would automatically
25		succeed to the property there would only be a minor relief from the duty question because you would still have to pay Federal Duty on the notional value of Oscar's interest in the property.
30		By far a better proposition if you really want the survivor of the two of you to effectively control the property and to derive the income from the property during the life of the survivor of you would be to make wills whereby each of you gave the
35	other a life interest only in his respective interest in the property.	Once again this requires a bit of explanation.	if for example I owned a
('	farming property I could by will give to my son for example a life interest in the property which would
40		mean that my son could for all intents and purposes exercise all acts of ownership over the farming property during his lifetime and receive all the income from it during his lifetime.	After his death then the property would pass on in accordance with
45	the directions which I had given as for example to a grandson.
The situation therefor is Evan that if Oscar made a will in which he gave a life interest in his
50		part of the property to you you could on his death continue on with the property as if you had inherited his interest absolutely.	The beauty of that set up of course is that you would not pay double duty on your death.
55
However whichever way you look at this there is
no point in avoiding the issue that you must in due course select an ultimate beneficiary.
You made the suggestion for example that
5		perhaps Lawrence and Dick Ward could continue running the property but I must emphasize that if they do this they must do it for an ultimate beneficiary and there is nothing you can really do to ensure that the property is kept going as a
10	station property for ever and a day.
Let me summarize therefore as follows:-

	The wills in their present form are

15		satisfactory until the death of one of you.	It would mean however that you would pay a tremendous amount of Succession and Estate Duty as I have outlined above.	However on the death of one the other would then have to make a will picking somebody to be his beneficiary.
	You change the ownership of the property over to a joint tenancy and this would alleviate the death duty situation to a certain extent.

25	However the same situation would apply that on the death of one then the other of you would have to make another will appointing an ultimate beneficiary.

30	3.




35
 You give each other by your wills a life interest in your respective interests in the property but once again we get back to the situation that at the expiration of the life interest you would have to pick an ultimate beneficiary.
Generally speaking we would suggest that your
cousins in Adelaide (I think we referred to them as "the Howards") would be the logical choice of the
40		ultimate beneficiaries for both of you.	However you must not feel that you are obliged to leave your estate to your next of kin.	It is quite open to leave your estate to persons completely independent of your family or your next of kin.	It is of course
45		also open to you to leave your respective estates to charity.
Whichever way we look at it however there is no getting away from the point that you must pick out
50		some person or some organization to be the final beneficiary of the estate of at least the survivor of you.	I'm sorry to have to say it again but you must rid your minds of sentiments and regard this question of bequests by will from a purely practical
55	and business point of view.	I feel that I have probably canvassed the whole aspects of this matter
and I would now like to leave it to you to come to some decision.	Perhaps if you could contact me through Lawrence I could answer any other queries that you may have arising out of this letter.	I
5	will be only too pleased to do so.	I do feel however that I cannot emphasize too much that I do not feel that the present situation as far as your wills are concerned is in any way satisfactory.	It is possibly the worst set up we could have from the
10	taxation point of view and in any event on the death of one of you the other will have to change his will.
Please do not hesitate to communicate with me
15	is (sic) there is anything further you require. Kindest regards,
(	Yours faithfully,
I	WARD. KELLER & RORRISON
per: (Signature)
(P. James)"


The original of this letter, produced from
25		Australian Archives as exhibit A72, had been irregularly removed from the homestead after the deaths of the Brothers.	I am satisfied that it had been received by them shortly after 11 August 1972.


Amongst other things, James suggested in that letter that the Brothers' cousins in Adelaide (the Howards) would be the logical choice of the ultimate beneficiaries for the Brothers.	He reminded them that they must not feel obliged to leave their estate to their next of kin,
35	and that it was open to them to leave it to strangers or
to charity.	James stressed the need to choose some person or organization to be the final beneficiary of the estate of the survivor.

Nothing in this letter of 11 August 1972, either expressly or by inference, promotes Ah Toy as a possible beneficiary.	Rather, it contains the idea that the
5	person chosen to run the property might be other than the
beneficiaries of the Brothers' wills.



According to Ah Toy, he saw James' letter of 11 August 1972 for the first time on the Monday before 16 August 1972.	On 16 August 1972, having been requested to do so by Evan, Ah Toy visited the station in connexion with a request to the Brothers by B for leave from work before he had become entitled to it.	After discussing that matter with the Brothers, Ah Toy asked them whether
15	they had considered James' letter of 11 August 1972 and whether there were any questions they wished to ask.	The Brothers told him they were still considering it.

Oscar's diary entry for 16 August 1972 is: "E dresses leg - small discharge.	Bairds and boys lower Ruston to water.	Start going & OK.	LAT here 9.20.
Conference & and he brings lunch & leaves about 2 p.m.
Listen to end of test match."	The Ruston was a brand of water pump.
25

On 19 August 1972, Ah Toy visited the station with two women for a picnic lunch at a place called Number 4 Spring.	On their way home after lunching at the spring,
they called at the homestead.	They encountered Oscar downstairs, sitting in a deck chair with one leg resting on a stool.	There was a sore on his leg which, he informed his visitors, was not healing.	One of the women
5		inspected it, and said it was serious and needed treatment.	Ah Toy took Oscar to cox in Darwin.	cox remembered very little of that visit except that Oscar
was reasonably neatly attired and was possible wearing a safari jacket.	When cox had treated the sore, Ah Toy drove Oscar back to the station.	Oscar's diary entry for that day provides some support for Ah Toy's evidence of these events.


On 22 August 1972, a settlement meeting was held at
15		the station.	It was attended by the Brothers, Yates, Stephens and Ah Toy.	After the settlement and when the others had left, according to Ah Toy, the following conversation took place between him and the Brothers:

('--,
)
 
Ah Toy:
 
"Have you considered any more about your wills?	Have you thought about who your beneficiary is going to be?"

25	Oscar:
Ah Toy: Oscar:
30
Evan:

Ah Toy:
35

Evan:
 "Yes."
"Who is it?" "L• Ah Toy."
"We have had a long discussion about it and that is what we have decided."
"You mean executor and trustee, don't you, you do not mean beneficiary?"
"No. We mean beneficiary."



Ah Toy said that they referred to him in the third person as if he were not present.
5

I find that this conversation, or one to the same effect, took place.	Primarily, it evinces and intention on the part of both Brothers to make Ah Toy their beneficiary. It also illustrates what may seem at first
to have been presumption on the part of Ah Toy in asking the Brothers whom they had chosen to be their beneficiary: "Who is it?".	That information would ordinarily be given in confidence only to one's solicitor.	Ah Toy had not been privy to the Brothers'
15		intentions concerning their wills since the solicitor Kelly came into the matter in June 1970.	I think the explanation lies partly in lack of appropriate manners and sensitivity:	it might have been said in times past: "He did not know his place."	If, when giving evidence, he had been conscious of the inappropriateness of the question, "Who is it?", and if he were not scrupulous about the truth, he could easily have given the court a slightly different version in which the information he sought was volunteered by the Brothers and not the
25		response to a question by him.	I think also that Ah Toy permitted himself to ask the question because he had for some time been made privy by the Brothers to almost everything.	In this instance, it does not seems to have
occurred to him that the Brothers might not wish to tell him who was to be their beneficiary.	Certainly, I do not think he would have had any idea that he might be their choice.	In any event, the Brothers were quite capable of
5		telling him to mind his own business.	Having regard to the reason for making Ah Toy their beneficiary, it was in their interests to inform him that he had been chosen and what they expected of him.

)-Q	The conversation continued:

Ah Toy:

15
 "Well, hold on a minute. Ward because earlier you that Dick Ward was going beneficiary."
 What about Dick had mentioned
to be your
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35
 Evan or Oscar:
"Dick and Ruth are having problems.	Ruth wants to go south.	Dick wants to remain in the Territory and does not know what to do."
Ah Toy:	"What about Dick Ward's family?" Evan or Oscar:
"Dick's got a son who works in the fire brigade but he is not interested in the land, and if Dick dies Ruth and the son will sell the property up".
Ah Toy:	"What about the Howards?" Evan or Oscar:
"The Howards are not interested in the property.	If we left it to them they would come up.	They would sell off the property and then they would return to Adelaide."

40	Ah Toy:



45
 "It is a great honour that you have chosen me to be your beneficiary, but I think you should get independent legal advice and have a talk to Peter James to make sure that is what you want.	Before accepting I would also like to talk to my parents about the matter."

There followed some general discussion concerning the matter, but the foregoing is all that Ah Toy could remember.
5
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Ah Toy testified that, because he was not related to the Brothers, he was worried about the effect it would
have on his family if they were to make him their beneficiary.		As "number 2 son" in his family, it was a matter of pride for Ah Toy's father to provide for him: he was to be, as it were, adopted by another family.	Ah Toy said that he spoke to his mother, telling her that the Brothers wanted him to be their beneficiary and expressing his concern because he was not a member of their family and because he thought his father might not take it well; his father might even feel insulted that one of his family should be provided for by someone else. His mother said it was a great honour to be the Brothers' beneficiary and that she would speak to his father about the matter.	She also suggested that he speak about the matter to Mr Justice Blackburn whom he knew through the Arts Council.			However, he did not act on that advice.


Ah Toy also informed James of what had happened and
25	that he had told the Brothers they should see James independently so that he could satisfy himself that they truly wished to leave their estate to Ah Toy.	James remembered discussing with Ah Toy the fact that the
Brothers had made a decision as to their beneficiary, but he could not recall any mention of who it was to be.	He thought that he learnt it was to be Ah Toy when he visited the station on 30 August 1972.	James said that
5		he could have been wrong about that.	In view of Ah Toy's clearer recollection, I think it more likely that Ah Toy's version of what he told James is the true one.
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Mr Barker vigorously asserted a lack of independence of James from Ah Toy.	It was pointed out that Ah Toy was involved in the intimate relationship of solicitor and client.	I have given considerable thought to this submission.		There is no doubt that James was not totally independent from Ah Toy.	I am, however, satisfied that it did not diminish the Brothers' understanding or approval of their testamentary actions.	I am also satisfied that James had no actual interest to assist Ah Toy to become the Brothers' beneficiary.		Indeed, he would have preferred a different decision by the Brothers.		I do not doubt that any lack of independence of James from Ah Toy did not operate to affect the quality or integrity of James' advice to the Brothers.


Having been thus approached, it was clearly up to
25	James to give such advice and to take such steps as were appropriate in the circumstances.

It was hardly unduly importunate of Ah Toy to
suggest to the Brothers that they seek legal advice from their own solicitors, Ward Keller &  Rorrison.	In suggesting James, he was suggesting the very person to whom they had been referred by their close friend and
5	confidant, Ward.	A very wise man might not have suggested that they seek advice at all: it was, in truth, not Ah Toy's business to suggest it.
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Ah Toy agreed with the following proposition read to him by Mr Barker from a letter written by Ah Toy's solicitors to the Public Trustee on 24 August 1988:

"It was the practice of the Herbert brothers to give instructions to their solicitors, in particular
15		Messrs Ward, Keller and Rorrison, through Mr Ah Toy, and for Mr Ah Toy both to conduct the brothers' correspondence with those solicitors and to communicate orally to the brothers advice given in conference.	Overall those communications were in
20		the nature of confidential communications between solicitor and client.	Mr Ah Toy, although not a client of the relevant solicitors, was included in that relationship of confidentiality owing to the manner in which the brothers chose to communicate
25	with their solicitors."

( .
Even so, the Brothers had direct communication with Ward
and with James to whom they might have conveyed any disquiet they might have been experiencing by reason of
30		Ah Toy's conduct.	I do not accept the submission that the Brothers were in some way under undue pressure to use Ah Toy as a conduit to their solicitors regardless of their wishes.	In general they found it convenient and useful to do so.
35
However, as to the making of the wills, the foregoing circumstances create some suspicion to which I shall refer when dealing with the law.	The Brothers were James' clients: when told of their intentions by Ah Toy,
5		it would have been better for James to have told Ah Toy to dissociate himself entirely from the question of the wills.	His not having done so explains and, certainly morally, excuses Ah Toy's continued involvement.

On Sunday 27 August 1972, Ah Toy visited the station.	He left his car there while he took the station Toyota to be serviced.	I do not know of any significance of this visit other than it shows Ah Toy to have had access to the Brothers on that occasion.
15

On Wednesday 30 August 1972, Ah Toy and James visited the Brothers at the station.	They travelled together.	James said to the Brothers in the presence of Ah Toy, "You have chosen Laurence to be your beneficiary. I need to talk to you about it to make sure that that is what you wish."	Ah Toy said, "It might be better if I leave the meeting."		He left, and wandered around elsewhere for a while.	James' recollection seemed a little less clear.	But, he did testify that, just after
25		he started talking to the Brothers, Ah Toy left them and walked towards the billabong near the homestead.	I am satisfied that Ah Toy was not present at the meeting at the relevant times, and that James then received
instructions for the wills directly from the Brothers.
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25
 James said that Oscar told him they had decided that Ah Toy was going to be their ultimate beneficiary.	James used the term "ultimate" because there was to be an earlier life estate to the surviving brother.	Under cross-examination James said that he could not remember
the very words used by either of the Brothers, but they used words signifying that they wanted Ah Toy as their ultimate beneficiary.	He said he discussed other possible beneficiaries with the Brothers: the Howards and charities were mentioned.	James again told them that he did not think the property could be carried on as a pastoral concern by a charity or a trust.	In saying that, I have no doubt he had in mind practicalities rather than theoretical possibilities.	Oscar told James they had dismissed the thought of making the Howard family their ultimat beneficiaries because none of them had shown any interest in the property, and they could not rely on them to carry it on as a pastoral property.
James said that it was his usual procedure to tell testators that they could change their wills if they later changed their minds: "If I followed my standard procedures I would have done that."	But, he said he cannot be sure that he did so on that occasion, no doubt because of the time that had elapsed since then.	Much of the other conversation that occurred at that meeting has been forgotten by James because of the lapse of time and
because the matter of the wills had been so protracted. James said that it has never been a practice of his to take very full diary notes.	He remembered, however, that he spoke to the Brothers about further stages of their
5		estate planning.	He told them that he was giving consideration to a Bray Scheme.	He said he first mentioned the Bray Scheme to Ah Toy on the way home from
that meeting.	He said he also told the Brothers that he would prepare the wills as instructed and arrange for the change from joint tenancy to tenancy in common and proceed with further probate planning.	He said he took instructions from the Brothers regarding executors and also their wish to leave life estates to one another, subject to which Ah Toy was to be their beneficiary.	He
15		said he did not discuss what he called the "normal clauses" that he put in wills.


James should not have raised with the Brothers the very question to be determined (namely whether the Brothers truly wished to leave their estate to Ah Toy) in Ah Toy's presence.	If the Brothers had indeed felt some undue pressure from Ah Toy, the best way to ascertain the fact would have been to raise the matter with them in Ah Toy's absence.	Ah Toy himself sensed the
25		inappropriateness of the situation, and was moved to leave the meeting.	If the Brothers had felt coerced to benefit Ah Toy by Ah Toy himself, his presence, if it had continued, might have prevented them from communicating
to James that feeling.
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In fact, however, Ah Toy was not present at the discussion between James and the Brothers concerning the proposed wills on Wednesday 30 August 1972.	Ah Toy said
under cross-examination that there was an opportunity for
instructions to have been given to James at that meeting concerning the contentious draft management agreement, referred to below, of which he would have known nothing. James himself said he was pretty vague on what was discussed.	He said he subsequently drafted the management agreement.	He said that nothing much was said about that management agreement at the meeting and that he drafted it from the Encyclopaedia of Forms and Precedents.		James said, "I really did not take comprehensive instructions as to the contents of it except that, as I said, he (ie Ah Toy) was to be a part time manager and charging normal accounting fees in the period following the death of the first of them and a full time manager after that.	And also, of course, that he was to carry it on as a pastoral property."


Oscar noted in his diary the attendance of Ah Toy and James on that day and that they left the property at
25		about 11.15am.	He noted that a letter from the Administrator concerning the prison farm and "our wills" were discussed.
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25
 Refreshing his memory from a memorandum he had sent to Oscar, Ah Toy was able to say that James informed him that, on the afternoon of Sunday 3 September 1972, Ward and James would visit Koolpinyah Station in order to advise the Brothers about certain litigation and other matters concerning them.	The memorandum also noted that
Ah Toy had arranged for Cox to see Oscar in Darwin at
about 4.30pm or 5.00pm on the same Sunday.	Ah Toy was to wait at his house in Darwin where Ward was to bring Oscar.	Because	they were late, Ah Toy set out for Koolpinyah Station and met Ward and Oscar on the road.
Oscar transferred from Ward's car to Ah Toy's.	Ah Toy took Oscar to Cox to have his leg seen to and then returned him home to the station.

During this critical period, Oscar spent some time in the company of Ward either with or without James.	It is likely that Oscar would have discussed with Ward what he intended in respect of his will unless he had a reason not to do so.	It is likely also that he would have said something to Ward if anything about Ah Toy's conduct had been worrying the Brothers.	In any event, James, who was privy to the Brothers' intentions, was Ward's employee.
Having regard to Ward's good reputation as a legal practitioner, it is unlikely that he would not have kept himself informed as to what James, his subordinate in the firm, was doing in respect of the Brothers' affairs.
Ward would probably have maintained at least a general
oversight of what James was doing for the firm's clients: in particular, for clients such as the Brothers in whom he had a special interest arising from his intimate association with them.	Ward knew that the Brothers once
5	intended him to be their beneficiary and probably knew by
then that that was no longer so.


Ah Toy was not sure when, but perhaps on Wednesday 6
September 1972 (Oscar has a diary entry that Ah Toy visited him on that morning), -he told the Brothers that he had spoken to his mother who had said that it was an honour that they had chosen him to be their heir.	Oscar said to Ah Toy that although he, Ah Toy, already knew a great deal about the station, there was still much for
15		him to learn.	Oscar repeated some advice given by a well known cattleman, "You must look at your cattle every day."	Oscar's diary noted that Ah Toy was at the station from about 9.30am on 6 September 1972 till noon.


On Wednesday 13 September 1972, there was a meeting between the Brothers and a number of persons concerning the proposed prison farm.	It was attended by Ward, James and Ah Toy as well as others.	James said there was no discussion of the wills during that visit because there
25		were persons there whom the wills did not concern. Nevertheless, 13 September 1972 presented a further chance for the Brothers to confide in Ward any concern they might have had about Ah Toy if they had wished to.
The occasion also shows that Ward was still actively engaged upon the Brothers' affairs.

On 22 September 1972 James wrote to Ah Toy:

5
"Dear Lawrence,
Re: Herbert Brothers
10		I am now enclosing herewith draft of the proposed agreement and a draft of a Will for Oscar. I would appreciate it if you would discuss the contents with them and advise us of any instructions they may have in connection with the drafts.
I am not sure of your second Christian name and perhaps you could insert it anyway.	As far as the remuneration provisions in the agreement are concerned this is a matter which was never discussed
20	with me and I do not know what was proposed.	You will not (sic) that I have provided that during the period of what we will call your part time management I have provided for you to charge on the normal accounting scale but I do not know what was
25		proposed as far as your full time management is concerned.
Apart from that I have not drafted a will for Evan as his would be identical with Oscars.	Perhaps
30	you will discuss the matter with them and let us have any further instructions.
Kindest regards,
Yours faithfully,
WARD. KELLER & RORRISON
per:
(P. James) "


40



With that letter were enclosed two roughly drafted documents: a draft will and a draft agreement.	The draft will was Oscar's and accord d in substance with the
45	instructions received by James on 30 August 1972.	It
appointed Ah Toy and Evan trustees.	It left the whole of Oscar's estate, real and personal, upon trust for Evan for life and, after Evan's death, upon trust for Ah Toy absolutely.	The remaining two clauses of the draft will
5	provide powers to the trustees.


The more remarkable document was the agreement:
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"AN AGREEMENT made the	day of	1972 BETWEEN OSCAR SCHOMBURGH HERBERT and EVAN SCHOMBURGH HERBERT
both of Koolpinyah Station, Via Darwin in the Northern Territory of Australia, Pastoralists (hereinafter called "the employers") AND LAWRENCE
AH TOY of Searcy Street, Darwin aforesaid, Accountant (hereinafter called (sic) "the Manager") of the other part	WHEREBY IT IS AGREED AS FOLLOWS:-

	The employers shall employ the Manager and the Manager shall serve the employers as working manager of the employers business of pastoralists carried on at Koolpinyah Station aforesaid from the	day of		1972 until his employment is determined as hereinafter provided.
	The Manager's remuneration shall be:-

(a)		During the period of part time employment of the Manager as hereinafter provided a remuneration equal to the normal scale of charges on the basis of accounting calculated on a weekly basis on the number of hours during which the Manager shall be so employed.

(b)





	The Manager's employment hereunder shall be determined if the Manager:-


	Becomes bankrupt or has judgment in any court signed against him or presents a petition to institute bankruptcy proceedings or have such petition presented against him or assigns his estate for the benefit of creditors or enters into any compromise with creditors or general be unable to pay his debts as they fall due.
	Becomes of unsound mind or suffers from a mental disease which incapacitates him from the duties of Manager, or

5
	Resigns his office by notice in writing to the employers.


	If at any time during his employment by the

10		employers the Manager shall be guilty of any grave misconduct or shall draw make or accept or otherwise render himself liable under any bill of exchange promissory note or guarantee or shall  neglect  to give the time and personal attention to the business
15		as hereinafter provided or shall absent himself therefrom without leave except in the case of illness accident or shall fail to keep such accounts as the employers shall from time to time require of the cash credits liabilities stock manufactures and trading transactions of and in connection with the said business, and to furnish such accounts to the employers as and when required or shall disobey or neglect any lawful orders or directions of the employers THEN and in any of such cases the
25	employers may determine the Manager's employment forthwith without any notice or payment in lieu, and upon such determination the Manager shall not be entitled to any bonus for the then current year nor claim any compensation or damages for or in respect
30	or by reason of such determination.

	The Manager shall during the joint lives of the employers devote himself to the said business and persoanlly (sic) attend thereto during such times as

35		shall be reasonably required by the employers for the proper conduct of the business of the employers. Upon the death of the mployers (sic) and thereafter during the life of the survivor of the employers the Manager shall devote himself exclusively to the said
40		business and shall personally attend thereto at all times necessary for the proper conduct of the business except in case of illness or accident in which case he shall frorthwith (sic) notify the survivor of the employers of such illness or
45		accident and shall furnish to the survivor of the mployers (sic) such evidence thereof as he may require.	During the period of the Manager's full time employment as aforesaid the Manager shall reside on a permanent basis at Koolpinyah Station
50	aforesaid.
	The Manager shall not either during the continuance of his employment hereunder or thereafter except in the proper course of his duties

55		as such Manager divulge to any person whomsoever and shall use his best endeavours to prevent the
publication or disclosure of any trade secret or management process or any information concerning the business or finances of the employers business or any of their dealings transactions or affairs which
5		may come to his knowledge during the course of his employment and shall not during such employment be concerned or interested either directly or indirectly except as such Manager in any business to the detriment of the employers.
10
	Subject to such orders and directions as may from time to time be given to him by the employers or either of them (all of which orders and directions the Manager shall promptly and faithfully

15		obey observe and comply with) the Manager shall have the general control and management of the said business and of all persons employed in or about the same and shall use all proper means in his power to maintain improve and extend the said business and to protect and further the reputation and interests of the business PROVIDED THAT:-
	The Manager shall not discharge any person employed in the said business without the

25		previous consent of the employers or either of them except in the case of serious misconduct or sudden emergency in which case he shall immediately report such dismissal and the reason thereof to the employers or either of
30	them.
	The Manager shall not without the consent make any arrangement whereby the aggregate weekly amount now paid in respect of wages in

35		connection with the said business shall be increased, PROVIDED that nothing in this clause shall operate to prevent the payment of wages salaried or other amounts due to the employees of the business for which the business may be
40	liable under or by virtue of any statute.
	All moneys received in the said business shall be paid as soon as practicable to the bankers of the business to the credit of the business's

45	account.
IN WITNESS WHEREOFxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
	In the event that the Manager shall remain in

50	the employ of the employers pursuant to the terms of this agreement during the joint lives of the employers and shall during such time observe and perform the covenants on the part of the Manager herein contained then the employers in consideration
55	thereof	covenant with the Manager that they will execute and maintain executed respecticely (sic)
Wills substantially in the form annexed hereto.
In the event that the Manager shall remain in the employ of the survivor of the employers pursuant
5		to the terms of this agreement during the life of the survivor of the employers and shall during such time observe and perform the covenants on the part of the Manager herein contained then the employers in consideration thereof covenant with the Manager
10	that the survivor of the employers will execute and maintain executed a Will substantially in the form annexed hereto
IN WITNESS WHEREOF.....
15



Paragraph 8 seems to have been added as an afterthought. The words "IN WITNESS WHEREOF", where they
20	first appear, were crossed out and paragraph 8 added.


Ah Toy said [and having observed him under testing and vigorous cross-examination concerning the matter, I accept what he says] that he had no recollection whatever
25		of having instructed James to draft any management agreement, although he could not deny having done so.	He said that he could only surmise that James' instructions to draw such an agreement came from the Brothers without his knowledge. such a surmise would be natural if Ah Toy
30		were to assume, as one would, that a solicitor would not draw such an agreement without instructions.	I believe Ah Toy when he said that he could not remember having instructed James to draw the provision for a conditionally irrevocable will.	The opportunity to give
35	James instructions concerning an agreement existed on 30
August 1972 during the time Ah Toy absented himself.


When asked why he included the last provision of the draft agreement binding the Brothers to execute and
5		maintain wills favouring Ah Toy, he said that it was part and parcel of the "deal that we discussed at the station, that when they told me they wanted Laurence to be their beneficiary, and we also discussed the question of the management agreement, and the two were tied together."
He said that Ah Toy did not at any stage, to his recollection, tell him what should be put in either the will or in the management agreement.	I understood James to say that, until he was told he was going to give evidence, he had forgotten all about the management
15		agreement because, the Brothers having instructed him not to go ahead with it, it was never executed.	He was asked by Mr Downes, "Mr James, do you think the service agreement may have been an ineffective attempt on your part ...	the beginnings of an attempt to put		the intentions of the Herberts into effect by binding Ah Toy to run the property for some time ...	not so much to provide for remuneration, but to ensure that he did continue Koolpinyah station as a cattle station?"	James answered, "That was the whole idea behind it.
25	Remuneration was a matter which appeared to be of no importance at all, and that is why I did not take any instructions on it, but it was part and parcel of the deal ...	11 •	James could remember the idea of an
agreement outside the wills being discussed, and he thought it was Oscar's idea.	James said he would draft something for them, and they could consider it.	I am satisfied that Ah Toy was not involved in any way in the
5	draft agreement, either its content or even its existence.	It was something that arose entirely from the interaction between James and the Brothers in the absence
of Ah Toy.	Under cross-examination, James said that to the best of his recollection the management agreement was his own idea.	It is likely that the "deal" James had in mind was an understanding that the property would be left to Ah Toy and that Ah Toy, for his part, would carry it on as a pastoral property after the Brothers' deaths.


15		If it is remembered that the end the Brothers sought to achieve was the continuance of Koolpinyah station after their deaths and that all else was subordinated to that end, many other things can be understood, including making Ah Toy their beneficiary, the implementation of the Bray Scheme (to conserve capital for the pastoral operations) and the attempt, however ineffectual, by James to devise an agreement that would oblige Ah Toy to devote himself to the running of the station.	An understanding of the Brothers' paramount aim is the key
25	to understanding all that they did.


On 24 September 1972, Ah Toy took James' letter and the enclosures to the station and showed them to the
Brothers.	In connexion with this, Ah Toy said that it was his practice either to send relevant documents to the Brothers before visiting them or to take them out with him.	He would sometimes read and explain documents to
5		the Brothers.	This is not to say that the Brothers were not capable of reading and understanding most documents for themselves.
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 There is objective evidence to corroborate Ah Toy's claim that he either sent or delivered copies of all relevant documents to the Brothers.	Copies of documents were found by others at the homestead after the death of the Brothers, some of which were removed without authority.	See pages 250, 265, 273.
15
In the course of discussing those documents on 24 September 1972 (or perhaps 27 September 1972), according to Ah Toy, Evan said of the management agreement, "We don't need this".	Oscar said that Ah Toy was their accountant and they wished him to continue in that capacity.	The Brothers noticed and remarked upon the omission from the draft will of an expression of their wish that Koolpinyah station be continued as a pastoral property after their deaths.
25
It would have been better if the Brothers' solicitor had taken instructions directly from them concerning those vital documents after the initial rough drafting
instead of delegating the task to the proposed beneficiary. The situation called for special care.	The Brothers' solicitors were aware that the intended beneficiary was the Brothers' confidant, accountant and
5		financial advisor, and unrelated to them by blood. Minimum standards of proper conduct required that, on the occasions they were advising the Brothers, the solicitors
keep Ah Toy clear of them so that, if there were any possibility of coercion or deception by Ah Toy, the chances of its being effective during that critical time would be minimised.	Indeed, Ah Toy himself said in evidence that he had asked James to involve himself for the very purpose of ensuring that the Brothers truly wished to leave their estate to him.	Ah Toy could hardly
15		be expected to take precautions he was not asked to take by the Brothers' solicitors.		It would not have been unreasonable on his part to assume that the solicitors knew what was appropriate.	This is not a gratuitous attack on people who are not party to the litigation and who have not been given an opportunity to defend their conduct, but I am obliged to mention it because it is now clear, with hindsight, that if the solicitors had adopted a higher standard of conduct the contest concerning the wills (except insofar as it depends on an allegation of
25		lack of testamentary capacity) would not have been necessary.	These circumstances are amongst those that create the suspicion dealt with more expressly hereunder.
I think a feeling or belief that Ah Toy has in some way behaved improperly or inappropriately is, in part, the product of an awareness that this accountant, with no family or cultural ties with the Brothers and with ethnic
5		origins so different from theirs, must have deceived or coerced them, either directly or in some more subtle and indirect way, into transferring their estate to him:
otherwise how could the Brothers have possibly done such an extraordinary thing!

On 28 September 1972, Ah Toy replied to James' letter of 22 September 1972:


-15
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"Mr P. James,
Ward Keller & Rorrison, Mitchell Street, DARWIN,	5790.
Dear Peter,

Reference PJ/JLW 72/1777 Herbert Bros.

25		I have referred the matter of the service agreement to Evan	and Oscar but they have decided not to proceed with the documentation and arrangements will continue as they are at present.

30		They have instructed me to ask you to proceed with the drawing of the new wills with the following alterations to your draft:

	Middle name is Schomburgk with a "k"

35	not Schomburgh.

	My full name is Laurence Cheong Ah Toy of 2 Searcy Street, Darwin, Accountant.

40
	Trustees to be Evan Schomburgk Herbert or Oscar Schomburgk Herbert and Laurence Cheong Ah Toy as the relevant case may be.
	Do you consider clauses 3 (a - m) of the Thomson & Co. existing wills necessary?

5
	A clause such as "It is my wish that the pastoral property be carried on for so long as shall be possible under the name Herbert Bros" should

10	be included.
I am concerned that as their professional advisor Evan and Oscar have seen fit to make me their beneficiary and seek your assistance to ensure
15		that the wills are drawn according to their wishes when you have them engrossed.

Kind regards,
(\
_    J	(Signature)
c.c.	Herbert Bros."



25		The beginning of this letter shows that the Brothers were sufficiently in control of the situation effectively to instruct Ah Toy that they did not want to enter an agreement in the form of the draft management agreement and to overcome any coercion there might have been to the
30	contrary.	As for Ah Toy, it also shows that, in a matter considerably affecting his financial welfare, he carried out the instructions of the Brothers.	The instructions contained in paragraphs numbered 3 and 5 of the letter are not to Ah Toy's advantage.
35

There is no doubt that the Brothers were concerned to choose a beneficiary whom they believed would carry on the station as a pastoral property.	James knew this very well; he knew that the very identity of the beneficiary
was to be determined upon this criterion.	Yet, he did not insert any reference in the wills to that matter until prompted.	It could be argued in his defence that he had pointed out to the Brothers that there was no
5		truly effective way of enforcing their desire.	However, it would not have been unreasonable for James to have inserted an expression of the Brothers' wish in their
wills.	It might even have been prudent to express in the wills a statement by the testators that the very choice of Ah Toy as their beneficiary was made on the basis of the confidence that they had in him that he would continue to run Koolpinyah Station as a cattle station.

It was suggested that the last sentence of the
15		letter was, in effect, a direction by Ah toy to the solicitors to make sure that the wills were effective to secure for him the Brothers' estate.	The sentence is ambiguous and, like many of Ah Toy's letters, it is loosely phrased.	However, I am satisfied that the intent of the sentence was to ensure that the contents of the wills accorded with the Brothers' wishes.


It is to be noted that the instructions communicated by Ah Toy to James were, if anything, against his
25	interest.


On 29 September 1972, Ah Toy sent two letters to Ward Keller and Rorrison.	One of them listed title
descriptions of parcels of freehold land and requested documents to be prepared for the transfer of the titles from the Brothers jointly to the Brothers as tenants in common.	That letter also requested that Pastoral Lease
5		547 and Agricultural Lease 547 be included  in the transfer.	The other was merely a covering letter enclosing the title documents to the same parcels of land
for safe keeping by the solicitors.	In fact, a number of relevant title references were omitted from those letters.	Ah Toy was aware of the omissions at the time of giving evidence.	He identified a document taken from the archives of the Brothers as a copy of the first mentioned letter.


15		There are two observations that should be made about that copy.	First, it is a carbon copy on Ah Toy's letterhead and supports Ah Toy's claim that he was in the habit of furnishing the Brothers with copies of all correspondence concerning them.	It is highly probable
_J	that the carbon copy on letterhead was made expressly for
the Brothers.	The other notable matter is that the references to title omitted were written onto the foot of the first page of the letter by Evan sometime after 29 September 1972, the date of the letter.	This reflects
25		favourably on Evan's mental and physical competence at that time.

on the Friday before Sunday 1 October 1972, Ah Toy
received a phone call from James informing him that the wills were ready for signing.


It is clear that James regarded Ah Toy as agent of
5		the Brothers  for almost everything.	He admitted as much. That fact, according to James, justified his communicating with the Brothers  through  Ah Toy. Regardless of whether such an approach was permissible in respect of matters generally, it was hardly appropriate
in relation to the Brothers' wills.	It would have been better for James to have attended to the drafting and signing of the wills without involving Ah Toy.


According to Ah Toy, James asked him who was the
15		Brothers' doctor.	James said he wanted a medical practitioner who was treating the Brothers to witness the signing of the wills after speaking to them to ensure that they were fully aware of what they were doing.  James said the main reason for this was that they were two old fellows, one of 86 and one of 68.	James said that it was in his own interests as much as anyone else's.	Ah Toy suggested Cox.	He said that Cox had treated both Evan and Oscar, whereas Dr Moo and Dr Lo had treated 9nly Oscar.	James told Ah Toy he wanted a doctor
25		to witness the wills so that, if they were challenged, the doctor would be able to make a declaration as to their mental competence.	James said he also told Ah Toy that he wanted cox there because of the unusual situation
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 of an accountant inheriting the Brothers' estate and also because of the large value of the estate.	Ah Toy asked whether he should get Cox to go to the station on 1 October 1972.	James said he should.	Ah Toy phoned Cox and asked him to be at the station on that date.	James
himself said that he knew that cox had been treating both
of them for "quite some period".	According to Cox, he had seen Evan 2 or 3 times before 1 October 1972 on visits to Koolpinyah station.	I take these to have been in addition to the first professional meeting in September 1971.	Cox was unable to say when those 2 or 3 meetings occurred.
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Ah Toy, reconstructing to the best of his ability, said that he believed he informed Evan that the wills were to be signed on Sunday 1 October 1972 when Evan made his regular visit to Ah Toy's office on the Friday before.	Ah Toy said that he thought he was invited to be at the station on that date by James.

Here James minimises the value of his own efforts by involving Ah Toy in the will-making process.	The fact that he was aware of the risk of challenge inherent in the situation can be inferred from his advice to Ah Toy that a medical practitioner should witness the wills in case of challenge.

Ah Toy testified that on Sunday 1 October 1972 he
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 drove to Koolpinyah station alone, arriving at about 10am.	The brothers were there, dressed in what Ah Toy described as their town clothes rather than their station clothes.	James was already there when Ah Toy arrived.
Also present was one, Anthony Noel Watson-Brown, then a solicitor employed by Ward Keller & Rorrison, and two women.	According to Ah Toy, Cox arrived after him.	on
the other hand, James, who drove to the station accompanied by Watson-Brown, a woman named Mona MacFarland, also an employee of Ward Keller & Rorrison, and a woman friend of James named Athalie Tabe (the two women referred to above), thought he was the last to get to the station.	He said that Ah Toy and Cox were there when he arrived.		Ah Toy said that, after preliminary introductions, James said, "Lawrence, we do not want you here.	Go for a walk."	Ah Toy went walking with Watson Brown and the two women towards the cattle yards which were some distance from the homestead.	They then walked
to the billabong.	After about an hour they returned to the homestead.	Those who had remained there were standing talking underneath the homestead.	Cox, Watson Brown and the two ladies then left.	Ah Toy stayed to lunch.	He saw no documents being signed.


25		James said that when he arrived at the property the Brothers were under the house where the will signing was to take place.	James said he told the persons he had taken with him that there was business to discuss and
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25
 that they	hould go for a walk.	His three passengers walked away.	James said Ah Toy walked away too when told that he, James, and Cox wished to discuss the wills with the Brothers.		James said he requested Cox to discuss the matter of their wills with the Brothers, and James left them alone together.	He said he wanted to be quite
satisfied they were fully aware of what they were doing.
For some time (it could have been 5 minutes or a quarter of an hour), Cox talked to the Brothers out of earshot of James.	Cox then told James that he was quite satisfied that the Brothers knew what they were doing and that he was more than happy to witness their wills.	James said that he then discussed the wills with the Brothers.	He could not remember exactly how he went about it, but, he said, he invariably followed a procedure before wills were signed.	He told them that the first clause appointed the executors; that the second clause gave each brother a life interest and the remainder over to Ah Toy. He said he just glossed over clauses 3, 4 and 5 because 3 and 4 just expressed the trustees' power and 5 expressed the Brothers' desire.	James told them then, or he may have done so on	n earlier occasion, that it would be an expression of desire only and in all probability was in no way binding on the trustees or beneficiaries, "simply like a desire that there be no flowers at your funeral and that sort of stuff."		James said he certainly did not read the whole of the wills to the Brothers:		the Brothers had the wills.	In an attempt to give precisely
the conversation with Oscar concerning Oscar's will, James said:	"I said: 'Laurence Cheong Ah Toy and Evan Schomburgk Herbert are the executors and trustees of your will.	By clause 2 you give to Evan an estate for life
5		and upon his death you give the whole of your estate to Laurence Ah Toy.	Clauses 3 and 4 are simply trustees' or executors' powers, and clause 5 represents your desire
that the business be carried on.'	It was as brief as that."	In respect of Evan's will, James said he told Evan he gave, by clause 2, a life estate to his brother, Oscar, and on the death of Oscar he gave everything to Laurence Ah Toy.	James told him that clauses 3 and 4 simply expressed the trustees' or executors' powers and that clause 5 expressed the desire that the property be
15		carried on.	Neither of the Brothers asked any questions arising out of his explanation.	James then asked them whether they were ready to sign the wills.	He could not recall their answer, but they signed the wills.	James and Cox were present at the signing.	James gave the Brothers copies of their wills.	He took the originals away with him.	Neither of the two women referred to, nor Watson-Browne nor Ah Toy, was nearby at the signing. James said he had bluntly told his guests to keep away. They came back after the signing.
25

Before leaving, James told the Brothers that he would be writing to them or to Ah Toy in connexion with further plans for "probate planning."	James could not
remember whether it was then or later, but he obtained approval to proceed with his plans to obtain an opinion from the Perth barrister, Phil Adams.	James said that it concerned him that he was not an expert in the field and,
5	in view of the size of the property, he wanted his
proposals to have the backing of learned counsel.
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Cox also testified to having been at the station on
1 October 1972.	He said he understood that he was asked to be there in order to form some opinion as to the mental state of the Brothers.	He had been told by Ah Toy, at some time before 1 October 1972, that Evan had an alcohol problem and that he was a heavy drinker.	Cox gained the impression from what he had been told that Evan was an alcoholic.		When asked for an account of what happened at the station, Cox said that there was a certain amount of milling about and general chatting amongst those there.	He believed there was a table set up either under the house or in the shade of the house. The wills were set out on the table and there was some discussion between James and the Brothers.	Cox said he was not party to those discussions and he remained on one side.	He had some general conversation with the Brothers before the wills were signed.	He gained the impression there seemed to be some need to get on with the business from the way people were moving about.	Cox formed the opinion that Oscar was in full possession of his faculties.	He said he believed, from his observations of
the Brothers and from his casual conversations with them, that they knew what they were about and they were able to execute wills.	Cox said that Oscar seemed to be reasonably much in command of the situation that day.	He
5		was directing people or requesting them to do things and cox was of the opinion that he was not only very much in command of himself but also of the situation. It was
Oscar who was tending to get people to do things and generally directing operations.	In fact, Oscar said to cox, "You understand why you are here?"	Although, without doubt, Oscar said other things to Cox, that one thing stands out in his memory.	Cox concluded that Oscar was fully aware of the implications of the event.	Cox said he thought that the Brothers were asked to read the
15		wills.	He was "pretty sure" the Brothers sat and read the wills for themselves, but he said it was possible that someone might have read them to them.	The Brothers signed the wills and James witnessed them and Cox witnessed each one in turn.	I am satisfied  that James and Cox saw each will signed, and that each of them saw the other sign each will.	Cox identified exhibits V and Was	the wills of the Brothers to which he referred in his evidence.	Cox could not remember where Ah Toy was during the signing.
25
It is convenient here to say that a comparison of the testimony of Ah Toy with that of Cox should itself dispel any suspicion, raised by the fact that Cox and Ah
Toy were friends of long standing, that Cox's evidence might have been in some way crafted to assist Ah Toy.	I am convinced that it was not.	I am guided by the impression I gained from observing Cox giving evidence
5		and by the substance of his evidence.		He was clearly doing his best to remember and accurately report things that had happened many years before.	An unscrupulous person involved in a collusive attempt to assist a friend to secure a large estate might easily have "remembered" "conversations" and "events" calculated to show how clear thinking the testator was in everything pertaining to his wills: the reasons for choosing the friend as beneficiary and rejecting others.	Cox said that, if some of the alleged facts concerning the health of the Brothers had
15		been known to him, he would have been concerned and he would have made a closer intellectual examination of the Brothers.

After the signing of the wills there was, according to Cox, some general chatter.	He then left the station.


cox agreed that he was probably not in any better position to assess the mental capacities of the Brothers than anyone else there present.	Cox said that he did
25	think it was a little odd that he should be chosen as an attesting witness.	He said he probably discussed it with Ah Toy.	He said he thought that Ah Toy wished him to do it as a friend and also as a person having some medical
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 knowledge.	He said he did not think there was any intention that he should be considered to be an expert medical witness.	When asked whether he thought it would have been more appropriate to have had the Brothers' family doctor as an attesting witness, Cox agreed but said that there were not many family doctors or general practitioners in Darwin in the early 1970s.	There was no evidence that any other person clearly answered that description.		Cox agreed that it was possible that a certain Doctor Bartlett might possibly have been the most appropriate to witness the wills.


Watson-Brown testified that he was, at the time of giving evidence, a senior law draftsman in the Attorney
15		General's chambers in Hong Kong.	He was a solicitor in England and in Hong Kong.	His occupation equates with that of a parliamentary draftsman here.	Having served articles of clerkship, he had been admitted to practice in Queensland in 1970,	and in the Northern Territory in February 1972 when he went to work for Ward Keller & Rorrison.


He went to Koolpinyah Sta ion with James on the day of the signing of the Brothers' wills.	He had some vague
25	knowledge of the matter: that the testators were two old bachelors and that Ah Toy was to be their principal beneficiary.	He asked James whether he was needed as a witness.	James replied in the negative, saying that Cox
was going to witness the wills with him.	For Watson Brown it was to be a social day out.	He remembered that James drove him and two women, whose names he could not remember, to the station.	When they arrived, either mid
5		morning or late morning, they parked some distance from the homestead.	Ah Toy and the elder Brother g eeted them.	This accords with James' evidence rather than Ah
Toy's.	After introductions, some casual conversation
occurred of which Watson-Brown remembered some.	He remembered being told the history of the homestead and
I


how it had been dismantled and transported to its then site from the Batchelor or Rum Jungle area by a former owner of Koolpinyah station. Watson-Brown mentioned a number of other matters that were talked about in that
15		preliminary conversation.	Ah Toy had been absent looking for Evan.	After a while, according to Watson-Brown, Ah Toy called out something from the house, as a result of which Cox and the two Brothers went into the house.	Evan had come from somewhere "around the house".	Ah Toy, James, the two women and Watson-Brown continued chatting at the front of the house.		Cox came out of the house; the Brothers were with him.		Some9ne suggested that they should get on with the signing of .the wills.		Ah Toy said he would show Watson-Brown the Chinese characters marked
25		on the bearers under the house.	Watson-Brown said that he thought they	moved to a position under the right hand side front of the house where he saw some strange markings.	Watson-Brown remembers one of the group
suggesting that they leave that area because the will signing was in progress.		They had been under the house for a very short time:	no more than a couple of minutes. Watson-Brown could not remember whether the suggestion
5		was his or Ah Toy's.	He said he could not remember seeing a table under the house, or seeing the Brothers under the house.	He did not remember where the wills
were signed; he may never have known.	Ah Toy said that he thought they should rejoin the women.	They walked away from the house a distance of 30 to 50 yards where they continued to chat for 10 to 20 minutes.	The group then moved back to the house.	Cox said he had to go back to town, and excused himself.	Ah Toy made a comment that Watson-Brown could not remember at the time of the trial,
15		but he remembered that Oscar placed his hand on Ah Toy's shoulder and said, "Don't worry, Laurence, everything will be alright with you; you'll look after the property."	Watson-Brown said he remembered that "reasonably clearly."	Shortly after, according to Watson-Brown, James, the two women and he left the station together.


That was the only time Watson-Brown visited Koolpinyah Station.	His evidence was useful, in
25		particular, because I consider him to have been an impartial witness of reliable memory in the circumstances.	When asked what impression Oscar formed in Watson-Brown's mind, he said that Oscar was "a lucid,
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15
 clear, cheery older gentleman."	Nothing impressed
Watson-Brown about Evan: "nothing stood out about him. He fitted in with the scenery. He was just normal."	Watson Brown did not see any sign of Evan or anyone else at the station having consumed alcohol.	The Brothers' clothing
was what you would expect to see worn by persons living
on a cattle station.	Watson-Brown said in cross examination that he thought there had been an overabundance of caution at the signing of the wills having regard to "the apparent capacity of both. fellows from conversation we had had with them."

I am satisfied that the signing was regular in all formal respects.

The Brothers' wills were identical, mutatis mutandis.	Oscar's will was in the terms following:
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 "THIS IS THE LAST WILL AND TESTAMENT of me OSCAR
SCHOMBURGK HERBERT of Koolpinyah Station Via Darwin in the Northern Territory of Australia Pastoralist and I HEREBY REVOKE all Wills and other testamentary dispositions heretofore made by me.

	I APPOINT LAURENCE CHEONG AH TOY of Searcy street Darwin aforesaid Accountant and my brother EVAN SCHOMBURGK HERBERT (hereinafter called "my Trustees which expression shall where the context so admits mean and include the Trustee or Trustees hereof for the time being whether original or substituted) to be the Executors and Trustees of this my Will.
	I GIVE DEVISE AND BEQUEATH the whole of my estate both real and personal of whatsoever nature and wheresoever situate including any property over which I may have a Power of Appointment exercisable upon my death UNTO my Trustees upon the following trusts that is to say:-
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50
	 UPON TRUST for my brother EVAN SCHOMBURGK HERBERT for an estate for life and from and after the death of my said brother;


	UPON TRUST for the said LAURENCE CHEONG AH TOY for his own use and benefit absolutely.


	I EMPOWER my Trustees to sell call in and  convert  into money such part or  parts of my estate as shall not consist of money as and when they shall in their absolute discretion deem fit without being responsible for any loss occasioned thereby.


	I EMPOWER my Trustees to carry on either alone or in partnership with any other person or persons with whom I may be in partnership at the date of my death any business in which I may at that date be engaged for so long as my Trustees in their absolute discretion think fit to employ or concur in employing such persons at such remuneration and generally upon such terms as my Trustees shall think fit to employ therein such part of the capital of my residuary estate whether employed therein at the date of my death or not as my Trustees shall think advisable to determine what part of the profits of such business shall be deemed income and what capital and generally to act in all respects in relation to such business or my partnership share therein as if they were the absolute owners thereof and I DECLARE that my Trustees shall not be liable for any loss occasioned by their carrying on the said business under the power herein contained.
	It is my desire that my Trustees and Beneficiaries should continue to carry on the pastoral business upon Koolpinyah Station under the business name of Herbert Bros. after my death for as long as may be practicable.


IN WITNESS WHEREOF I have hereunto set my hand to this last Will and testament at Darwin on the 1st day of October in the year of our Lord One thousand nine hundred and seventytwo.

SIGNED by the Testator the said OSCAR	) O.S.HERBERT SCHOMBURGK HERBERT as and for his last)
Will and Testament in the presence of ) us both present at the same time who ) at his request and in the sight and ) the presence of each other have here- ) unto subscribed our names as witnesses:)

P. JAMES
55	Solicitor
Darwin
 D.W. COX
Medical Practitioner Darwin"




The signatures of Oscar and Evan on both pages of
5	their respective wills were in a clear and steady hand.


on 5 October 1972, Cox produced a certificate in the following terms:

10	"TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN
,.-.._
I	,
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20
 Re: Messrs. Oscar & Evan Herbert

This is to certify that I was present and witnessed the signing of their wills by the above named, on 1st October, 1972 at Koolpinyah Station.

In my opinion both Mr. Oscar and Mr. Evan Herbert were in full possession of their faculties and of sound mind.	They read the documents and appeared to understand the contents.
Signed:	D.W. COX.	M.B.B.S.11


25

Cox said that he prepared that certificate at the request of Ah Toy on the date appearing on it, namely, 5 October 1972.	I can understand why Ah Toy should have taken the precaution of getting this certificate from
30		Cox.	Cox had been asked to witness the wills in order to be able to testify to the Brothers' testamentary capacity and might not later be available to give evidence if needed.	The special significance of the certificate in these proceedings is in tending to prove that the
35		Brothers read the wills for themselves.	The certificate was prepared only 4 days after the wills were signed.

Oscar's diary entry for Sunday 1 October 197 is as follows:

5		"E to Bagot to bring back hands, Maggie and Paddy returned by taxi last night.	Shar & abos here & go north with JII.	Solentis Bros to rock.	James brings Wills and papers to sign.	Dr Cox here till abt 11.	LAT brings lunch &  leaves abt 2.	A Fordham
10		here wants contract &  told to see Len Stevens.	Max to Pygmy B'bong - Nil."


Although James had forgotten that the transfers of interests in land from the Brothers, as joint tenants, to themselves, as tenants in common, were executed on the same occasion as the wills until his memory was prompted, Oscar had not overlooked it.	The reference to "and papers" in his diary entry was probably a reference to
20		transfers of those interests.	In apologising for misleading the court, James said the transfers were "part and parcel of the whole deal."		This expression of James' was significant as reflecting the true position, namely, that the wills and the other transactions were a means to
25		ensuring as far as possible the continuation of Koolpinyah Station, requiring not only a person ready and willing to do so, but also the conditions that would enable him to do so, namely, the conservation of sufficient capital for the purpose.
30

When asked about the Brothers' mental state on 1 October 1972, James said that they appeared to him to be
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15
 perfectly okay.	He said his thoughts were fortified after Cox had spoken to them.	It is clear that James wanted Cox at the signing of the wills in order to ensure that there was expert evidence to counter any future contention that the Brothers did not understand or know
the significance of what they were doing, or that they
lacked testamentary capacity. By reason of the size of the estate, and the fact that here was a situation of a kind he did not like (namely, an accountant being made
beneficiary of his clients), James no doubt thought it prudent to take the precaution of having a doctor as a witness to the wills.	This does not signify to me that he believed the Brothers might lack testamentary capacity but rather that, in the unusual circumstances of the case, fraught with potential conflict, it could one day be alleged by others that capacity was lacking.

The lack of agreement in many respects between the versions of the witnesses who were at the station on the occasion of the signing of the wills dispels any suspicion that any two or more of them might have put their heads together to present an account favourable to Ah Toy to the court.


25		James said that such urgency as there was in bringing to a conclusion matters concerning the Brothers' estates arose by reason of his, James', own "basic feeling" that the elder brother was 86 years old and
could "drop dead in 24 hours".	He said he did not think any sense of urgency emanated from Ah Toy: he said, "It was all in my mind."	James can hardly be criticised for thinking in that way.		Indeed, it was remarkable that the
5		Brothers' solicitors had not, long before, volunteered some advice concerning the inadequacy of the Brothers' wills.	James' belated realization of urgency was to his
credit.



Ah Toy said the first time he remembered mention of a Bray Scheme concerning the Brothers was at James' office some time after the signing of the wills (although he believed that the general question of estate planning had b en brought up with the Brothers some time before
15		the wills were signed).	I have already referred to the fact that James said he mentioned the Bray Scheme to Ah Toy when they left the station on 30 August 1972.	Upon further questioning, however, James said he could not recall discussing the details of the Bray Scheme with the Brothers: what he did remember discussing with them was that, after the wills were signed and the tenancy changed, there would be further "probate planning".		Ah Toy testified that he and the Brothers were present at James' office (as well as James) when the matter of the
25		Bray Scheme was discussed.	According to Ah Toy, James advised that the making of the wills did not solve the problem of succession duty.		He said James said that he knew of a scheme called the "Bray Scheme" which reduced
the level of succession duty on estates; it involved forming a company, selling the land and buildings to the company, and making sure there were no assets left in the names of the Brothers.	According to Ah Toy, James said
5	he did not know whether the scheme was appropriate for
the Brothers, and he recommended getting an opinion from
a barrister in Western Australia named Adams.	Ah Toy said that James cautioned that it would cost a considerable amount of money to transfer the titles from the Brothers' partnership to the company as well as to get Adams' opinion.	According to Ah Toy, Evan said, "Let us get Mr Adams to give us an opinion".


Consequent on the meeting of 1 October 1972, and
15		after further discussion between Ah Toy and the Brothers, Ah Toy, on 13 October 1972, wrote to Ward Keller and Rorrison as follows:


20	"Attention Mr. P. James Dear Sir,
HERBERT BROS. - ESTATE PLAN
25
I have referred the matter of Estate Planning to Messrs. o.s. &   E.S. Herbert.	Both have agreed that Counsel's advise should be sought to
minimise Estate and Succession duties.	Would you
30		please refer to Mr Adams the problem confronting Herbert Bros..	The following are details which may be of assistance (sic):
	Names

35
Mr. Oscar Schomburgk Herbert. Mr. Evan Schomburgk Herbert.
	Pastoral Operations

 Aged 86.
Aged 66.
	Herbert Bros. is a partnership registered as a business name. Taxation returns are lodged in the business name.

5
	The

(a)


10	(b)
	


	

15
	



(
 operations are conducted on: Pastoral Lease 547, a property of some 404 square miles valued at approximately $404,000.
Agricultural Lease 178, 640 acres
valued at $1,800.
Grazing Licence 1299	)	Both held on
Grazing Licence 1955	)	yearly licence.
Freehold property some 24 blocks, area of approximately 8,000 acres valued at say $30 per acre, $240,000.
.   J		All the above property is held or being transferred as tenants in common.

	The tax depreciated value of plant at 30th June was $10,992.	Section 57M	rates have

25		been used.	Valuation of plant would approximate $30,000.
	At 30th June 1972 Section 80 carried forward losses would be approximately

30	$80,000 each, i.e., $160,000 total.
	Cattle operation controlled by contract musterers, Messrs Stephens and Roberts. Details of the contract include the

35	following relevant points:

	Half proceeds of all sales paid to musterers.
	Brandings and letting go paid at $6

40	per head to musterers.
	Contract has another three years to run.
	Average value of cattle sold approximately $60 - $70 i.e., Herbert

45		Bros. share $30 - $35 depending on weight of beast.	Live cattle sales have been made at $65 per head ex station.
	Musterers provide all labour and are

50	responsible for own plant and equipment, horses.
	New fencing and costs of maintenance of existing at musterers expense.


55	6.	Total cattle number at 30th June 1972 was 3,675 at a book value of $21,632.
7.


5


8.

10

9.

15
10.
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 No insurance policies are effective and Estate or Succession duty will have to be paid out of deposits on hand or Commonwealth Bonds of $40,000, or sale of some Freehold Blocks.
There is one beneficiary only, a stranger in blood.	Wills are effective.	The remaining brother has a life interest in the estate.
Stamp duty applicable on transfers is 1/2% at present and will probably increase to 1% before the end of the year.

The Administrators consent is needed to transfer P.L. 547 from Herbert Bros. to a company.	This consent is not usually withheld.
Would you please obtain counsel's opinion
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40
 on what should be done to minimise the liability of Estate and Succession Duties.	In view of the age of Mr. Oscar Herbert, an urgent opinion is required.
Yours faithfully,
L.C. AH TOY"



When cross-examined about the purpose of the first paragraph of that letter as James had been present at the conference at which the Brothers gave the instruction to consult Adams, Ah Toy said that he could not now remember whether James was present when the instruction was given or whether he, Ah Toy, passed it on to James in the letter.· Despite the letter, he thought the former more likely.	If the latter were the case, it would signify that the Brothers considered James' suggestion for a time before deciding to accept it.
On 13 October 1972, the same date that Ah Toy wrote to James, James wrote to Adams:

"Dear Sir,
5
Re: Herbert Brothers - Koolpinyah Station
We are instructed to seek your opinion
generally as to the best avenue of probate planning
10	for Oscar Schomburgk Herbert and Evan Schomburgk Herbert, who trade as Herbert Bros.

Both are pastoralists and the business is carried on at Koolpinyah station, the homestead of
15	which is located some 30-40 miles from Darwin.	It is in fact the closest pastoral property to Darwin.
Enclosed herewith is a copy of our letter of instructions from their Accountant dated 13th
20		October 1972.	The enclosed copy wills were executed on the 1st October 1972.	We also enclose a photoc6py of the Succession Duties Act 1893 of South Australia.
25		By way of explanation for the Act we advise that the Territory was constituted as a Commonwealth Territory in 1911.	It had previously been a province of South Australia and on the Constitution of the Territory all existing South Australian
30	legislation applied to the Territory.
Much of the legislation of course has been amended or repealed by Northern Territory Ordinances since but the Succession Duties Act remains unamended and is still operative as far as the Territory is concerned.	There were no amendments in South Australia between 1893 and 1911 and of course any amendments carried in South Australia did not apply to the Territory.
40
The copy of Ah Toy's letter does contain what, to the writer appears to be most of the relevant information.	The age of the parties does restrict many possible avenues of estate planning but your
45	general advice as to avenues of planning would be appreciated.
The great majority of the freehold property and also the pastoral Lease were held by Herbert Bros.
50	as joint tenants, but we have recently had them execute Transfers of all of the joint tenancy holdings to themselves as tenants in common.
Had they remained in joint tenancy there would
have been the advantage under Section 7 of the Act in that no Succession Duty would have been payable on the notional joint tenancy interest of the first of the brothers who died.	However, this would have
5		had the effect of vesting the whole of the land in the survivor and this would have created a more intense estate planning problem for the survivor.
In any event we had quite strict instructions
10		in the preparation of their Wills, that each of them wished to leave the whole of his estate upon trust for the other for life, with remainder over to Ah Toy.

15		About the only other point we would comment on is Clause 9 of Ah Toy's letter of instructions.	Ad valorem stamp duty on any convenance as defined in the Stamp Ordinance is one half per cent.	We do not know that Ah Toy is correct when he says that this will probably increase to one per cent before the end of the year.	An amendment to the Stamp Ordinance has been introduced in the Legislative Council on about six occasions since approximately July 1971.	on each occasion however the elected
25		members have refused to consider the Bill, their complaint being generally that they do not have sufficient fiscal control in the Territory and they want to know in any event what is going to happen to the increased revenue.	The Bill is due for
30		presentation again on the 7th November but unless the situation changes it is quite likely that the elected members will	maintain their previous attitude.

35	Yours faithfully,
WARD KELLER 7 RORRISON
Per:
( .	(P. James)"

40



With the foregoing letter, James sent a more personal letter to Adams:

45
"Dear Phil,
Re: Herbert Brothers

50		I have been doing a lot of work for the two Herbert brothers and annexed hereto is the formal
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30
 instructions for your opinion.	I am making this a personal note however in case you are puzzled at all by the rather odd relationship of their Accountant, Ah Toy, from the point of view that he is both their Accountant and also the residuary beneficiary in each of the Wills, copies of which are enclosed.
The arrangement was that Ah Toy would spend an increasing amount of time out at the Koolpinyah property during the joint lives of the Herberts and on the death of the first of them, he would be occupied full time as a Manager.	I actually drafted a Service Agreement along those lines, containing an undertaking on the part of Herbert Bros. that in return therefor Herbert Bros. would leave Wills in the form of those enclosed.	However, Herbert Bros. decided that they would not worry about the Service Agreement.
I don't like the arrangement as far as the Wills are concerned but of course I had no choice. I did however take the precaution of taking their medical adviser with me out to Koolpinyah when the wills were signed.
I thought I had better mention this background information.	You can see for obvious reasons, it should not be included in the formal instructions.
Kindest regards, 11


Cross-examined as to why he wrote that he did not like the arrangement but that he had no choice, James
(	.	said, "Well, because they were the brothers' instructions.	Really what it was, that I don't like any
arrangement whereby anyone leaves their estate to a person in a fiduciary relationship with them and, as I said, I had expressed concern about that before, but I
40		had no choice because they were capable of making their decision and they made it, and that was it.11	James was questioned on another occasion as to his concern arising from the fact that a professional advisor of the Brothers
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25
 was to be their beneficiary.	He attempted to explain it. The language he used to do so was rather confusing, but I am confident he was trying to say that he was concerned because an accountant was to be the beneficiary of his, the accountant's, client (what James called an "objective concern"), but he was not concerned, in this particular
case, that Ah Toy was to be the beneficiary of the
Brothers ("not a subjective concern").	The idea in general concerned him, but not as it was realized in the facts of this particular case.	He said under cross examination that he supposed he had made those comments in the letter to Adams to anticipate any questions that Adams might ask because of the unusual relationship between testators and beneficiary.		James also said he was concerned to ensure from his own point of view that the whole deal was pretty clean.		He said that he discussed the matter with a partner of Ward Keller.	He could not remember which one: he thought it was Mr Hugh Bradley, but it may have been Mr Alec Rorrison.	James said he had in mind that he was then only an employed solicitor.	He also took the trouble to discuss the matter with the president of the Law Society, Mr Ian Barker: counsel in these actions for the Howards.	Mr Barker did not contradict or qualify that assertion, so I take it to be true.	James could not remember whether, in consulting Mr Barker, he had used names or whether he had put the facts withoµt names.	I think it is likely that, in his way, James was saying to Adams, "This is the kind
of situation that I do not like, but the Brothers were clear about what they wanted, and my duty was to carry out their instructions.	I had no choice in the matter. But, because it is the kind of arrangement I do not like,
5	I have taken special care to see that it is what the
Brothers want."


Mr Adams' opinion was sent to Ward Keller & Rorrison with a letter dated 26 October 1972:

"OPINION
I have been asked by the instructing solicitors Messrs. Ward, Keller and Rorrison of Darwin to
15		advise on the best avenue of probate planning for Messrs. Oscar Schomburgk Herbert and Evan Schomburgk Herbert who carry on business as pastoralists under the name of Herbert Bros.
20		Mr o.s. Herbert is aged 86 years and Mr E.S. Herbert is aged 66 years.	They have decided, and given their solicitors strict instructions in the preparation of their wills, that each of them wished to leave the whole of his estate to the other for
25	life with remainder over to their accountant, Mr.
L.C. Ah Toy of Darwin.	I accept therefore that they require any proposal which I should make as being directed to assist in bringing about this result with the minimum amount being chargeable for death duties.
I understand that the only death duties eligible on estates in the Northern Territory are
(1) Federal Estate Duty under the Estate Duty
35		Assessment Act and (2) Succession Duty under the Succession Duties Act 1893 of South Australia, which has continued to be operative in the Territory in unamended form since the Territory was constituted as Commonwealth Territory in 1911.
40
In common with the deathduty Acts of the Australian States the Succession Duties Act levies duty on the deceased's real and personal estate situated in the Territory, and when he dies
45	domiciled in the Territory the duty extends to his personal property situated elsewhere.
The rate of duty under the Succession Duties Act, where the estate passes to "a stranger in blood", is a flat rate of ten per cent.

5		Federal estate duty, of course, is chargeable under the Estate Duty Assessment Act which applies equally to the Territory as it does to the States.

From the information supplied to me I think the
10	probable estate of the partners and the likely death
duty impositions can be summarised as follows:



15
Assets

Land (leases and freeholds) half share of each partner
Stock plant and Commonwealth
$

646,000
$


323,000

Bonds
half share of each partner
90,000

45,000

Probable value of estate of each partner


368,000
25
Death Duties



Succession duty at 10%
36,800


30
Estate duty on balance ($33,200) at 27% approxi



mately say
90,000


Total death duties on each estate approximately

$126,800

35

The problem is how to minimise these duties to the greatest possible extent with the least expense in gift and stamp duties. At the same time it is
40		most desirable and probably even necessary that the business should continue to operate under the control of the partners and the survivor of them and with the least possible disturbance in mode of operation.	It is important too to preserve the tax
45	loss situation.

The plan which I propose below will, I think, fulfil these requirements better than many others which I have considered or which it might be
50	possible to suggest.
THE PLAN
	Form a family company with the Herbert Brothers

55		holding one "A" share each.	They to be joint Governing Directors and the survivor of them to be
the sole Governing Director.
The "A" share would confer all the usual powers given in such cases including the right to the full
5		powers of the board of directors and the right at general meetings to cast three times as many votes as all other shareholders combined.
The Articles would also provide for
10		differential dividends and that "A" shares would, on  a winding up, confer a preferential right to return of capital but no right to further  participate  in the assets.

15		On the death of the holder of an "A" share it will cease to confer the special voting and Governing Directors rights and will become a "B" class share with no special rights other than a preferential right on a winding up to return of capital but no right to further participation in the assets.

The Articles will classify the remaining shares as "C" class ordinary shares.
25
	The Herbert Brothers sell the land (freehold and leasehold) to the company at the value placed thereon by the Stamp Office for the purpose of assessment of stamp duty.

30
The price, when so ascertained, would be a debt owing by the company to the vendors in equal shares.
	The debt owing to each brother to be dealt with

35		by a "Bray" type loan agreement providing for payment on demand by the creditor during his life but otherwise over forty years.
Assuming that the debt owed to each brother by
40		the company was $323,000. it could be expected that in circumstances similar to Bray the debt for death duty purposes would, as a result of the loan agreement, be reduced to around $90,000. and no gift duty would be chargeable.
45
The references to the Bray cases are:
Bray (No. 1) v. F.C. of T. (1968) 42 A.L.J.R. 231; (1968) 117 C.L.R. 349.
Bray (No. 2) v. F.C. of T. (1971) 45 A.L.J.R.
50	224; 71 ATC	40o0

The form of agreement used in the Bray case is set out in full in Bray No. 1.	As you probably know already the Commissioner failed in Bray No. 1 in his
55		attempt to assess estate duty on the face value of the debt and he also failed in Bray No. 2 to have
gift duty chargeable on the transaction.
The State of New south Wales has legislated recently to make a Bray type debt chargeable with
5	State death duty at face value but the Commonwealth has not to my knowledge so far shown any sign that intends to change the law as a result of the Bray Cases.

10		The result of those transactions will be that each of the Herbert Brothers will have reduced his estate from $368,000 which would attract duties of
$126,800 to the following -

15	1/2 share in stock plant and bonds	45,000
Plus value of debt of $323,000.
for death duty purposes, say	90,000
,,--.,
file_0.bin


I	125,000
Death duties on $13-5,000 would be -
Succession duty at 10%	13,500
25	Estate duty at 27% on balance
of $121,500	31,590


Total (without taking into account
30	a probable rebate of duty available under Part 111 A of the Estate Duty
Assessment Act 1914-1970	45,090


35		4.	Herbert Brothers partnership would continue to operate as before as regards the stock and plant, the only change being that they would be a tenant of the family company in respect of the land and would pay a nominal rent sufficient to cover rates taxes
40		depreciation and other outgoings.	The company would therefore make no profit and thus would not incur liability for income tax.	Through the "A" shares and Governing Directors rights the brothers would continue in full control of the company (and thus of
45		the land) during their joint lives and the life of the survivor.

5.	on the death of one of the brothers the survivor would carry on the business for his own
50		benefit.	On the death of the survivor of them, the business would, under his will, pass to Mr. Ah toy. At the same time the rights given by the "A" shares should cease and his 100 "C" class ordinary shares would carry the entire equity in the company which
55		owns the land and he would virtually own and control the company.



5		20th October 1972 Bar Chambers
524 Hay Street Perth."
 (SIGNATURE)
Counsel

10



Ah Toy read the Adams opinion.


On 6 November 1972, James wrote to Ah Toy as follows:

"Re:	Herbert Bros. - Koolpinyah Station
We have already forwarded to you a copy of the
20	opinion of Mr P.R.Adams, Q.C.

We refer you in particular to the first paragraph of Page 4 of the opinion and we would have to emphasize that from the Estate Duty point of view
25	the proposal is dependent upon the existing Commonwealth Legislation.

Of course any tax planning proposition can only be based upon the Legislation in existence at the
30	time the proposals for planning are implemented.

If the Commonwealth did amend its Legislation as a result of the Bray cases, then a great deal of the saving would be lost.
35
It is perhaps significant however, that the first of the Bray cases which dealt with Estate Duty was decided in September 1968.	The Commonwealth did not appeal to the Full Court of the High Court nor
40		has there been any amending Legislation in the 4 years which has elapsed since the decision was given.

Even the second Bray case which dealt with Gift
45		Duty was decided on the 8th April 1971, and once again the Commonwealth did not appeal to the Full Court of the High Court, nor has there been any amending Legislation in the period of 18 months since that decision.
50
In any event there is of course a significant reduction in Succession Duty namely from $36800.00 to $13500.00.	We are still acting under the Succession Duty Act of 1893 despite the wealth of
5		High Court decisions on Probate, Estate and Succession Duties since 1945, and the writer is inclined to the view that our "Parliamentary fathers" in the Territory would be so utterly confused with the complexity of tax Legislation and
10		decisions generally that they would never consider the introduction of amending Legislation, short of the turn of the century.
Assuming that you desire to proceed, it is of
15	course rather essential that we should get the Company incorporated and prepare the Agreement for Sale as soon as possible.	The writer is of course quite concerned with the position particularly of Mr O.S.Herbert.	He appears to be in particularly good health for a person of his age but there could easily be a rapid deterioration.
The beauty of this proposal is that it comes into operation immediately upon the execution of the
25		Agreement for Sale.	The writer is preparing and lodging applications for search and registration of the name Koolpinyah Station Pty. Limited, but basically we would like to get the Memorandum and Articles of Association and the Agreement for Sale
30		prepared, say this week with the possible view of having them	executed say next Sunday.
There is one important matter and that is the question of stamp Duty.	Your figures indicated the
35		total value of leasehold and freehold of $646,000.00 which would involve Stamp Duty to the extent of
$3,230.00.	In all the circumstances we think you will agree that this is an insignificant figure and we can in any event take consolation from the fact
40		that the half percentage ad valorem Stamp Duty is the lowest of anywhere in Australia, the average being 1-1/2%.	From that point of view also it is of importance to complete this matter as soon as possible in view of the proposed Legislation
45		increasing ad valorem Stamp Duty on conveyances from 1/2% to 1%.
We have received Mr Adams' opinion fee and the same is enclosed herewith.	It would perhaps be wise
50	if you made arrangements to pay this account direct.
Yours faithfully,
WARD. KELLER & RORRISON
55	Per:
(P.James)"



5	On the same date, James wrote to Adams:
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"Further to our letter of the 13th ultimo, we advise that Mr Ah Toy will be in Perth on the 17th November.

It occurs to the writer that if you have any queries it might be as simple if you could confer with Mr Ah Toy rather than enter into correspondence in connection with any such queries.

It would therefore be appreciated if you could perhaps drop the writer a line and advise a suitable time on the 17th, if in fact, you are available at all on that date."


In a letter of the same date to Ah Toy, James said:


"We confirm our verbal advice to you that on the 3rd instant we delivered to the A.N.Z. Bank, 57 Smith Street, Darwin, Pastoral Lease 947, the 12 Freehold Titles and the Wills of the two Herbert Brothers.
These were taken by the Bank to be held in safe custody.

The Pastoral Lease and Freehold Titles had all been endorsed at the Titles Office with a transfer from joint tenancy to tenancy in common.

We had previously returned to you the Agricultural Lease which was already registered in Herbert Brothers names as tenants in common.

This completes this part of the matter and we are enclosing a note of our costs."


On the morning of 8 November 1972, the first meeting of directors of a company to be formed for the purposes of the Bray Scheme was held at Ah Toy's office.	The Brothers, Ah Toy and James were present.	James testified
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15
 that, having received the opinion of Adams, it was discussed at that meeting.	While he could not remember what words were used, he did recall being authorized to go ahead with Adams' proposals.	He said that Adams' opinion had been sent by him to Ah Toy, and by Ah Toy to the Brothers in advance of the meeting.	That would have
accorded with Ah Toy's practice.	James said that the
Brothers were certainly fully aware of the advantages of the scheme, so whatever discussion took place then was brief.	The memorandum of association of a company to be called Koolpinyah Station Pty Limited was tabled.	Oscar and Evan were appointed directors.	Oscar was appointed chairman.	Ah Toy was appointed secretary, and his office to be the registered office of the company.	Oscar and Evan were allotted one "A" class share each.
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The memorandum of association provided for a share capital of $10,000 divided into shares of $1 each.	There was power to divide the share capital into classes in any manner required or permitted by the articles of association, including the division of the shares into "A", "B" and "C" class shares and unclassified shares, subject to the articles of association.	The articles of association provided that the shares of the company be classed as follows:

shares numbered 1 - 2: "A" class shares shares numbered 3 - 200: "B" class shares
shares numbered 201 - 1000: "C" class shares shares numbered 1001 - 10000: unclassified shares.


The articles of association conferred upon the
5		holders of the "A" class shares the right, at a general meeting and at every poll, to cast three times the number of votes of all  other shareholders.	In effect, they
conferred upon the holders of those shares the inalienable right to control the company.


The articles of association also provided that, upon the death of a member holding an "A" class share, the share should become a "B" class share.	In such event, the "A" class share held by the surviving member
15		continued as an "A" class Share and, whilst held by the surviving member, conferred upon him the rights, qualities and privileges set forth in the articles of association so far as applicable.	It was provided that, upon the death of the survivor of the Brothers, the "A" class share held by him should become a "B" class share.

Oscar's diary entry for Wednesday 8 November 1972 is as follows:

25		"To town with E.	See dentist, Roach at 9 & he puts in a filling.	Meet James in LAT's office & sign papers re Koolpinyah prop.		To store & then to Bagot.	Aileen is to see Dr at Hospital this p.m. Get some fresh vegetables	from Hawker, home 12.30.
30		Sheets of iron have been loosened on big storeroom. The Bairds nail them up again.	JB to town to get his Holden."

I take the reference to "Koolpinyah prop." as some evidence of Oscar's understanding that the papers related to a company.
5

A company bank account was later opened.	Only the
Brothers had authority to sign cheques.
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The second meeting of directors took place at Koolpinyah Station on Saturday 11 November 1972.	The Brothers were present as well as Ah Toy and James.	The copied minutes of that meeting forming part of exhibit A show that, whatever other business was then transacted, it was resolved that authority be given to affix the common seal to an agreement for purchase from Oscar and Evan of a number of specified parcels of land.	Ah Toy, in evidence, said that there were a number of agreements to which the seal was authorized to be affixed, but the copied minutes may well be incomplete: they refer to only one agreement, numbered 1, but to no subsequently numbered agreements.	According to Ah Toy, James explained the nature of each document to the Brothers as the seal was affixed to it.	James too said that he explained the documents to the Brothers.	James said that, amongst other things, he explained to them together that the loan debt referred to in the loan agreements was repayable over 40 years, although "it could be repaid if they wanted to make a demand under their own hand."		He
explained to them that, if ever they had second thoughts about the proposal, they could easily bring it to an end by just making a demand from the company of the whole of the loan debt. Ah Toy said that some business was
5	transacted at that meeting concerning the sale of cattle
to a man named filriggs.
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 With regard to the mental capacity of Evan, it is significant to note that he wrote a memorandum in preparation for the meeting of 11 November 1972 to remind him to raise a number of matters:

-"Ask LAT 8AM Sat 11.11.72 after signing documents with Pierre le James
15	1.	Any news of regulation of clock? taking South
	Receipt P.O. Box 1866
	When & how is T.L. seed & super to be delivered here
	Is settlement date with s & Y confirmed for 25-

20	11-72
	What is dope on Berno sand etc etc (waiting for date of hearing)"





? .		Oscar's diary for 11 November 1972 contains the following entry:

"James and L.A.T. here early to have papers on new company fixed. E to K'bum corner fence. 1 car to
30	Forestry & returns.



In respect of that entry, the minutes of the meeting of 11 November 1972 show the meeting as having commenced
35		at 8.30am. This would have been early for a meeting at the station.	The entry also shows Oscar's awareness of
the fact that the meeting concerned the new company, and his awareness of other matters happening on the station.
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Ah Toy said that, at about that time, he informed James he was going to Perth on Arts Council business and
he asked James to arrange for him to meet the barrister,
Adams.	The arrangement was made.	Ah Toy went to Adams' chambers at the appointed time.	After waiting for an hour or two and Adams not arriving, he left.	Ah Toy made a phone call to Adams the next day and discussed how the Brothers might take advantage of trading losses incurred by their partnership.


Adams)ote to James at Ward Keller and Rorrison on
15		22 November 1972 referring to a conference with Ah Toy on that day.	The letter advised that the Brothers' stock and plant be sold to the newly formed company and that the debt thereby created be covered by a "Bray type agreement".


During this time, Ah Toy continued to concern himself with the day to day business of the station. Reference may be had, for example, to a memo in Ah Toy's hand to the Brothers dated 24 November 1972 concerning
25	the Department of Works.


There is evidence that Ah Toy used to keep the Brothers informed of business matters transacted by him
on their behalf.	Apart from furnishing them with copies of documents, he used to provide them with memos explaining and giving particulars of transactions with which he was concerned.	One such memo, dated 1 December
5	1972 (exhibit A54), is referred to below (p.272 1.19).



On 30 November 1972, a meeting of directors of Koolpinyah Station Pty Limited held at the station resolved to affix the common seal to a number of agreements including two loan agreements.	Each was an agreement for a loan to the company from each brother of
$97,650 .expressed to operate on the day of the meeting. Each loan was to be repaid at the rate of $2,440 per annum commencing on 30 November 1973.	Each agreement
15		contained a provision for repayment of the loan debt in full by the company to the lender upon the expiration of
90 days written notic by the lender.	Each agreement also provided for the lender or an assignee of the loan to require a floating charge over the assets of the company.


The power to call up the loans on 90 days' notice and to require floating charges effectively enabled the Brothers to cause the assets of the company to be
25		transferred back to them and to put an end to the Bray Scheme whenever they wished.	Ah Toy and James would have been well aware that if Ward were to find out about the Bray Scheme - as would not have seemed unlikely - he
could easily have advised the Brothers to call up the loans if he had thought the scheme was not to their advantage.

5		Correspondence concerning the Bray scheme and Koolpinyah Station Pty Limited continued between Ward Keller and Rorrison and Adams of the Perth bar.


After 30 November 1972, Ward Keller & Rorrison had stamp duty assessed;		they registered the transfers and took such other steps as were necessary to carry the Bray Scheme into effect.	Ah Toy urged Ward Keller & Rorrison to complete the business as soon as possible because he expected an increase in the rate of stamp duty from 1/2%
15	to 1%: an increase that did not occur till 1978.
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 This urging on the part of Ah Toy was given by James as the explanation for the introductory line of a memorandum he directed to Watson-Brown on 28 December 1972 saying "Ah Toy will probably plague you to death on this matter."	James said that Ah Toy continued pressing even when Ward Keller & Rorrison were on holidays:

"TONY:
25
Ah Toy will probably plague you to death on this matter.	Basically it consists of:-

	A sale agreement from two Herbert Bros to the

30	Company of the land.
	Two transfers in respect thereof one being the leasehold	nd one being the freehold.
	Two loan agreements each for half of the purchase price, one entered into between Evan & the co. and the other between Oscar and the co.


5	4.		A sale agreement for the livestock & plant entered into between both of them and the Co.

5.		Two loan agreements each in respect of half of that consideration.
10
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30
 I have marked each of the documents clearly on the file.	The only agreement that isn't there is the Agreement for sale of the land and that is with John Gordon for stamp duty purposes.

I	have told Ah Toy that I	want a split up of the valuation of the land between the freehold and the leasehold.		I	expect I	will get this before I	go and shoot it over to Gordon.	Ah Toy is all prepared for stamp duty of $5,775 & will give you cheque when you want it.	Perhaps this may be done before I go.
What I want you to do is chase up Pierre Gebert at the Lands Branch and get the consent on the transfer of the leasehold stuff.

As soon as both transfers have been stamped and you have the consent ring up Ah Toy and ask him to let you have the Pastoral Lease, the Agricultural Lease and the 25 freehold titles and get them registered. Then I think we can sit back and relax.
P.J."



35		Watson-Brown said that the memorandum came to him because he was to attend to the matter over the Christmas break.	He said he did not in fact recall Ah Toy having plagued him to death.

40		On 16 December 1972, a man named Peter Gerald Spillet, a research fellow attached to the Museum of Arts and Sciences at the University College of the Northern
Territory, whose work included the gatherin of q al
history of the Northern Territory, vist	q.	PP1-pinyq.h
Station by arrangement and conducted a recorded interview of the Brothers.	Oscar's diary for that day shows the following:

5
"	. Spillet brought lunch & got old history of Dad & Koolpinyah ...	"
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 There is no doubt that Oscar understood what was taking place.	He was physically feeble due to ill health and age, but, allowing for some mental slow-down consistent with his age of 86 years, he was alert enough. The interview lasted for 2 hours and 10 minutes and, when transcribed, occupied 56 1/2 pages of A4 size paper.	The audio-cassette of the interview became an exhibit and was played in court.	The participants were Oscar, Evan and Spillet.	It ranged over many events including references to the Brothers' grandfather who came to Australia as a ship's surgeon, and to their father who was, amongst other things, a judge in the Northern Territory.	A number of outstanding events in the lives of the Brothers were discussed in more or less detail, including some effects of cyclones and wars in the Top End.

25		A meeting of directors of Koolpinyah Station Pty Limited was held at the station at 1.30pm on Saturday 23 December 1972.	The minutes were signed by both Brothers.


A meeting of directors held at the station at 5.30pm
30	on 8 February 1973 resolved to allot to Ah Toy 100 Class
c shares, numbered 201 - 300.	According to Ah Toy he had been advised that all the necessary transfers of property
in accordance with the Bray Scheme had been completed and it was now necessary, in accordance with the scheme, for
5		the directors to meet to allot  "C" class shares to  him. He said he explained this to the Brothers and that it had already been explained to them by James when he was
explaining the Bray scheme to them.	He told them that, when both of them had died, he would be the sole shareholder and would control the company.	According to him, Evan said that they understood.		Ah Toy paid $100 to the company for the shares.


At the time of these transactions, Oscar wrote a
15		letter to Mrs Howard which reflects favourably on his mental capacity:
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Dear Molly,
25
 "Koolpinyah Station Box 1866
Darwin. N.T.
23/5/73
Your letter arrived on that wonderful day!
Many thanks for the good birthday wishes.	First of all I much sympathyse with you & John for the sad news of the breaking up of the old home at Hilltop.
30
I can well imagine how you feel - not that Evan & I have ever gone through the same but I can assure you we have several times been on the verge of doing it. What with set-backs & rebuffs from the powers
35	that be it has been a toss & a go, but what we would do & where we would go has with the ties of the old home for 66 years kept us anchored!
Anyhow I hope you both will find a comfy spot
40	in the near future.	I quite agree with your dislike
of flats to live in - or near.	Darwin has many of them now & there is a cry for more with the huge population of the place.
5		It so happened we did not get to the ES&A bank that day.	I had the bad luck to trip & fall and lost a lot of blood that morning & Evan refused to take me in, although I felt fit enough in the afternoon.		We got our apologies to the manager and
10	we are to have lunch with him whenever we like.
My old garden is now a jungle of weeds & grass.
It kept the homestead in fruit and vegetables for many years but now we have to buy them at the store
15		if we want them - everything imported from Alice Springs or South.	Eyes & backbone are needed in a garden and I aint got em!!
Well Molly let us know when you can how things are going.	When John's birthday arrives give him our congratulations -
Evan and I both O.K. and send you
our best.
25
Yours
OSCAR'


30
The ability to write such a letter is relevant to the question whether Oscar had an understanding of the transactions then being conducted affecting his interest in Koolpinyah Station.
35

My attention was drawn by counsel to the minutes of the director's meeting held on Saturday 9 June 1973.	The minutes were originally typed showing the time of the meeting as 9.00am.	Ah Toy said he was delayed and was
40		unable to get there till the afternoon.	According to Ah Toy, Evan noticed the incorrect time on the predrawn minutes and said, "That is not the time of the meeting."
The minutes were altered accordingly and the alteration initialled by the Brothers.	Here was evidence that Evan was alert to events occurring about him.

5		It is likely that at this time Evan was still suffering from anxiety related headache.	There is reproduced in exhibit A a letter from cox to Evan dated 7
February 1973 as follows:


10
"Dear Mr Herbert,

I am enclosing a prescription for some more Valium.
15
It is some time since I saw you and I think it would be wise to have another checkup sometime soon.
Regards,
20	David Cox"




cox conceded that he may have delivered the letter to Evan through Ah Toy.	If so, it would have been a
25	reasonable method for Cox to have used, no doubt knowing
(
that Ah Toy saw Evan often.	It is possible that it was
Ah Toy who had told Cox that Evan was suffering from headaches at about that time and that Evan had asked for more Valium.	It is possible that the request had been
30		made by Evan to cox on one of Cox's social visits to Koolpinyah Station.	cox believed it was possible that Ah Toy may have said to him that he was concerned about Evan's health and that he was trying to encourage Evan to visit Cox again.	Cox said he may have used the letter as
a means to achieve that end.	Cox had no actual recollection of how the request was made, but he was sure there was a request.	It was in September 1971 that Cox had prescribed Valium for Evan's headache.	Cox would
5		almost certainly have referred to the clinical notes relating to that visit before issuing the further prescription.	He said that the circumstances of the
Northern Territory in those days were such that a doctor might prescribe a drug in circumstances where it would not normally be done:	that, he said, was why he suggested a further checkup soon.


Ah Toy said that he remembered receiving a phone call in August 1973 from a person he thought was Mr
15		Harold Brown from Fannie Bay Bakery about a possible sale of the whole of Koolpinyah Station for $4,000,ooo.oo.	Ah Toy asked him to put his proposal in a letter.	He thought he received the letter soon after and he believed he referred the letter to the Brothers.


The annual general meeting of shareholders of Koolpinyah station Pty Limited was held at the station on
31 December 1973.	The minutes were signed only by Oscar. Ah Toy explained that the minutes were prepared for
25	signature after the death of Evan on 28 January 1974.


on 29 January 1974, Ah Toy wrote to Mrs Howard as follows:
"Dear Mrs Howard,
It is my unhappy lot to advise you and
5		your family that Mr Evan Schomburgk Herbert passed away peacefully at Koolpinyah Station on Monday 28th Jan 1974 of a heart attack.
At the time of writing I am unable to give you
10		details of the funeral arrangements,	We are endeavouring to have him laid to rest on the station itself at the homestead  site, but as this requires the consent of the Administrator there could be a slight delay in having the consent given.
15
Oscar Herbert has asked me especially to advise you of the sad news.	We have been told that you or your family could very well be in the U.S.A.
I would be pleased to answer any further queries.
MR Oscar is as well as could be expected at this stage, but pleased (sic) be assured that his friends are doing everything to make this time as comfortable as possible.
25
Yours Truly, (Signature) Laurence Ah Toy"

30

on 30 January 1974, Oscar signed a document appointing Ah Toy to be a director of Koolpinyah Station Pty Limited.


35		In the course of giving evidence, Ah Toy showed considerable familiarity with the station.	He was able to identify a large number of features on a chart.	They included the homestead and the billabong nearby, Gunn Point, the general locations of Rector's Paddock, Bankers
40		Jungle, Black Jungle, Beatrice Hill, Limil Limil, Blue Water Hole, and Old Man Rock (a large rock formation in the mouth of the Adelaide river).	He was also able to
identify many features of the property when the court and counsel later took a view by helicopter.


on 5 February 1974 Oscar was admitted to hospital
5	with a bad cough and discharged on 11 February 1974.


on 19 February 1974, Mrs Howard wrote to Ah Toy in the following terms:

10
"Dear Mr Ah Toy,

I am enclosing a stamped envelope and would be so pleased if you would be kind enough to
15		let me know how Mr Oscar Herbert is & where he is as I feel he can't be living on at Koolpinyah by himself, & I haven't heard from him since Evan died.
I did put the notice in the S.A.Advertiser when I
20		heard from you as I thought any one knowing the Herberts would like to know, & of course Evan had been at St. Peter's College and had friends here.
Thanking you.
25
Yours sincerely,
A.M. Howard"




30

On 23 February 1974, Oscar was admitted to hospital suffering from pneumonia.


On 25 February 1974, Ah Toy wrote to Mrs Howard as
35	follows:



"Dear Mrs Howard,
40	Thank you for your note dated 19th February
which was received today.

You will be pleased to learn that Evan was buried in the homestead paddock overlooking the
5		lagoon and everything for the funeral went according to Oscar's wishes.	Under Dr. M. Bartlett's instructions Oscar could neither attend the ceremony at the cathedral or the graveside because it was feared that the long journey into town and back to
10	Koolpinyah could be very detrimental to his health.

Since Evan's death Oscar has been in hospital for short spells.	He is on his second visit.	He has declined invitations to live in town
15		or down with Ted Yates at Humpty Doo.	The staff including the non-aboriginal Baird family have my strictest instructions that someone is to be with Oscar 24 hours per day, but I'm of the opinion that it is not the physical problem, but the mental problem which is causing Oscar concern.		He has blamed himself for Evan's death because he did not insist that Evan seek medical attention.		We have assured him that very little could have been done to prevent the serious heart attack.
25
I have advertised for a full time mature housekeeper for the station, with nursing experience.	Oscar has declined to employ anyone at this stage and I must respect his personal wishes.
30	We are still ensuring that he has everything he wants.

Thank you for sending a stamped addressed envelope, but please be assured that it is not
35	necessary.	I will be pleased to answer any queries you care to make.

Kindest regards, (Signature)"
40




On 7 March 1974, Oscar died.


45		on 12 March 1974, Ah Toy wrote to Mrs Howard as follows:

"Dear Mrs. Howard,
50	During my recent trip to Hobart and Sydney
(only returned yesterday) Oscar Herbert passed away very peacefully in the Darwin Hospital on Thursday 7th March.

5		I deeply regret not being with him at the end, but understand that he had lapsed into unconsciousness and did not recognise any who visited him.

10		I had left him in good health and spirits on March 2nd and it	came as a great shock to learn that he took a turn for the worse on Sunday.

We have again made arrangements for Oscar
15	to be laid to rest side by side with Evan on the station and the funeral service will take place on Friday March 15th at 9.00 am.

I would be pleased to assist you with any other details.

Kind regards, (Signature)"

25



On the same day, Ah Toy appointed Jimmy Ah Toy, his father, as a director of Koolpinyah Station Pty Limited.


30		Ah Toy said the Brothers expressed a wish to be buried on Koolpinyah Station.	Their adjoining graves, yet without headstones, are surrounded by a low wooden railing erected about two years ago.	Ah Toy said in evidence that he intended to erect headstones on the
35		Brothers' graves. He said he did not know whether the Brothers would be concerned about headstones. He said they were private people.


James said that Ward actually arranged the Brothers'
40	funerals, and did so quickly.	James did not know how
Ward was able to arrange their burial at the station, being a place not classified as a cemetery; he could only assume that as a member of the Legislative Council then, Ward exercised influence to that end.
5

on 21 March 1974, Mr I.T. Sutherland of the
Commonwealth Archives Office wrote to Ah Toy as follows:

"Dear Mr Ah Toy
10
Mr Spillett suggested that I write to you regarding preservation of the private archives of the Herbert family shortly after the death of Mr E. Herbert but, because of personal ethics, I refrained
15	from doing so.	I had intended to correspond with Mr
o. Herbert after he recovered from his illness, unfortunately this did not eventuate.
As I am at present working in Alice
20		Springs (until the 5th of April, I have only recently learnt of the death of Mr O. Herbert.
An approach was made to the Herbert brothers in 1960 by the Secretary, Department of
25	Territories for the transfer of their personal papers.	They replied that they would hold the material until an archival repository was established in Darwin when they would be honoured to hand over all their father's official and private
30	documents etc.
After the establishment of the Northern Territory Administration archives repository, the Herbert brothers were invited to donate their
35		records, however this correspondence remained unanswered.
On the 4th of February 1974 I drafted a letter to them and invited them to deposit their
40	records with this Office.	Fortunately I was able to stop the despatch of this letter when I heard of the death of Mr E. Herbert.	Since then action has been held in abeyance.
45		I am writing to you in the hope that you may be able to assist this office in obtaining the records from the estate of the Herbert brothers for depositing in this Office where they will be made available for all persons interested in researching
the history of the Territory.
In the Northern Territory, where tpe official government records are often sparse owing
5		to loss of many records in the second world war and natural disasters, the gaps may often be remedied by reference to material gathered by residents and officials who have maintained their own papers.	The records of the Herbert brothers will certainly
10	assist in filling in some gaps in Territory records.
I would be most grateful for any assistance you might be able to give me in regard to depositing of the Herbert brothers records with this
15	office.

Yours faithfully, (Signature) Officer in Charge
Northern Territory Branch"



25	On 1 April 1974, Ah Toy replied to Sutherland:


"Dear Mr Sutherland,
30
I refer to your letter dated March 21st and confirm that I spoke to Mr. Spillett regarding the preservation of the private archives of the Herbert Family.	It will be necessary for a valuer
35		to inspect personal articles, but when that qas been completed I will be happy for you to accompany me and Mr Spillett to ensure that whatever is of
(	historic interest can be preserved.
40	Yours faithfully,
L.C. AH TOY

per"

45

This reply was criticised.	I think it was in keeping with Ah Toy's dispositions.	In the first place, the comment about the valuer would reflect his concern to
50	see that the Archives not take possession of anything of
significant monetary value.	The expression, "whatever is of historic interest",	signifies that Ah Toy acknowledged there might be such things, but had no thoughts of his own as to which things they might be:
5	that was a matter for experts.


The Brothers kept a number of books at the homestead.	Ah Toy said he had seen books there.	He remembered seeing photographs on Evan's dressing table but he could not say whether they were family photographs.		The Brothers had some memorabilia but they did not show them to or discuss them with Ah Toy.


Ah Toy's attitude to the Brothers' things might seem
15		to be rather callous.	However, on reflection I seriously doubt that it was so from the viewpoint of Ah Toy.	The relationship between the Brothers and Ah Toy was essentially a practical one in which there was little sentiment.	Ah Toy was the one person the Brothers were able to identify whom, they believed, they could rely upon to continue to operate Koolpinyah Station as a cattle station.	The practical nature of their relationship is well demonstrated by the fact that they did not discuss their respective families with one
25		another unless there was a practical reason for doing so. I think the Brothers were quite prepared to forego the emotional incidents of a choice of heir in return for the confidence that Koolpinyah station would be continued.
They believed that the very fact of the station being carried on would be a lasting monument to them.
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On 1 March 1974, an investment of $20,000.00 in the name of the Brothers matured.	On 16 April 1974, Ah Toy caused this money to be credited to Koolpinyah station Pty Ltd instead of to Oscar and the estate of Evan, then
deceased, who were probably entitled to it.		Ah Toy was wrong to do so, and showed careless dealing;			but I am confident that it was not a dishonest act.	Ah Toy saw the company, in a general way, as owning all that was once the Brothers': the nice question, whether a particular asset had been properly transferred to the company, did not concern him.	In response to a question why he caused the credit to go to the company, Ah Toy said that Koolpinyah Station Pty Ltd was "what the Brothers were operating at the time."	Other amounts were wrongly transferred to the credit of the company in a similar manner.	Ah Toy regarded the company as "the operating arm of the Herbert brothers, the station."	The facts reveal a failure to distinguish properly the various entities involved and a consequent failure to observe the respective rights of those entities.	The failure to make this distinction might reflect unfavourably on an accountant, as such, but it does not suggest a relevantly sinister disposition in this case.

On 23 April 1974, Mrs A.M. Howard, referred to in
these reasons at p. 27, wrote to Ah Toy as follows:


"Dear Mr Ah Toy,

5		In your letter of March 12th you very kindly said you would be pleased to assist me in any details connected with my cousins, the late Oscar & Evan Herbert.
10		I know you must have a lot of work connected with their estate, but I would be glad if you would let me know what is to happen to Koolpinyah as Oscar was so keen it should go to the Church of England.	They also asked on September
15		22nd 1970 for the names and addresses of my sons & their children, which I sent you on receipt of your letter of that date, & I would be glad to know what the outcome of that is.

20		Thanking you for your most explicit letters of the past & I hope you will let me know further developments.
With kind regards yours sincerely
25
A.M. Howard 11



No keenness on the part of Oscar for Koolpinyah to
30	go to the Church of England is suggested by the Brothers' conduct.	One cannot help but suspect that Oscar may not have been entirely frank with Mrs Howard as to his true intentions.


35		On 8 May 1974, Mr A.S. Philip wrote to the Executor of the estate of Oscar as follows:


"Dear Sir,
40
I have heard of the recent demise of my two cousins Evan and Oscar Herbert of Koolpinia (sic) Station Northern Territory.

45		As one of the few relatives I wonder if you could please advise me of the disposition of their
Will.
Thanking you in anticipation.
5	Yours Faithfully
A.S. Philip J.P."



10
on 14 May 1974, Ah Toy replied:


15	"Dear sir,
I refer to your letter dated 8th May 1974 and regret to advise that you are not a beneficiary of either of the estate of the Late E.S.Herbert or Late
	..  J






25
 o.s. Herbert.
 
Yours faithfully,
L.C. AH TOY'


on 15 May 1974, Ah Toy wrote to Mrs Howard:
30


"Dear Mrs. Howard,
35		I refer to your letter dated April 23rd and advise that as sole executor and trustee I am endeavouring to finalise the estates of the late Evan and Oscar Herbert.
40		I regret to advise you that no provision has been made in either of their wills for any part of their estate to go to the Church of England or your family.	It was both their wishes that I carry on the cattle stations Koolpinyah and Humpty Doo for as
45		long as is possible without any restrictions and I intend to ensure that their wishes are carried out.
Yours truly, (Signature)11
50

Ah Toy's letter to Mrs Howard of 15 May 1974 was somewhat abrupt.	He may have found it difficult to enter
into a more gentle dialogue with a person who would certainly have hoped to benefit under the Brothers' wills, and whom the Brothers had deliberately excluded. He must certainly have sensed the inevitability of
5		conflict between Mrs Howard and himself, or at least hostility on her part.	However, the letter is entirely accurate and expresses accurately the reason for which Ah Toy was made residuary beneficiary.

After the deaths of the Brothers, Ah Toy did not make an inventory of their personal effects at the station.	This was (and was conceded by Ah Toy to be) a default.	He said that he realized in about 1979 that it was a "singular omission" for an executor to make.
15		However, Ah Toy said that in 1975, after a call from a Dr Slim Bauer, he authorized Bauer and Mr Sutherland of the Commonwealth Archives to go to the station and to take possession of the material later transferred to the archives.		Ah Toy insisted that Bauer accompany Sutherland because he was friendly with and trusted the former.	By then some of the records and other things had been destroyed by predators and the elements, and some documents had become illegible.	There was no evidence that any document of particular historical or other value
25		had been destroyed or rendered completely illegible.	Ah Toy, having inspected the documents now held in the archives, said he believed only about half of them to be of any historical importance.	Although Ah Toy knew that
Evan kept a diary, he did not know that it was as detailed as it was.	He was not aware at all that Oscar kept a diary.


5		The evidence relating to Ah Toy's failure to take care of personal effects, to make an inventory of them, to erect headstones on the Brothers' graves and the like, was admitted as tending to show that he was the kind of
person who was really contemptuous of the Brothers, and that therefore his all-pervading solicitude for them in their lifetimes should be seen as insincere and as part of a plan, more or less well defined, to improperly influence or coerce them to benefit him in their wills and by means of the Bray Scheme dispositions.	It is true
15	that Ah Toy seems to have shown little or no sensitivity in relation to the personal effects of the Brothers after their deaths.		He did little to cooperate with public bodies concerned with the preservation of those things. This is consistent with his seeming general lack of sensitivity.	I think his makeup was such that he found it difficult to face up to emotional situations.	Mr Barker pointed to his lack of concern about allegedly historic relics as reprehensible.	I do not agree.
Whilst seemingly callous and unfeeling in some ways, he
25		did what he perceived as his duty: a duty generally governed by practical considerations.	He 1'.new that the property had been left to him for purely practical reasons.	It is true, I think, that many men might have
considered the personal effects of the Brothers worthy of preservation for historic or sentimental reasons.	The Brothers were accustomed to telling visitors to the homestead that it had been transported there from
5		elsewhere by Chinese people who, in order to reassemble the building, had marked parts of it with Chinese characters.	The Brothers used to show the characters to
the visitors.	Ah Toy said that he did not try to salvage any of the beams bearing those characters because they were damaged and were not worth preserving.	Because of Ah Toy's lack of interest in matters historical, he did not bother to make the inquiries that others might have made and he thereby allowed a considerable number of records (some of which were later recovered for archival
15		purposes), to be damaged or destroyed by the elements (especially by Cyclone Tracy in December 1974) and predators, such as insects.	It does not follow that, because Ah Toy may have lacked a due measure of sensibility and feeling, he was not honest and diligent in his dealings with the Brothers.	It does not follow that he deceived them into wrongly believing he intended to carry out their central wish to continue to run Koolpinyah station for as long as possible in order to induce them to make him their beneficiary.	I do not
25		doubt that his motive for diligent service was enlightened self-interest.	This practical trait of Ah Toy is illustrated by his valuing the Brothers' house and furniture in purely commercial terms as virtually
worthless and therefore not worthy of preservation.
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25
 Ah Toy said that when he inspected the house sometime in 1975 he saw nothing of interest.	I believe that, according to his lights, that meant "nothing useful".	He said that by that time most of the material
had been removed.	The things collected and kept by the
Commonwealth archivists are now contained in some 45 cardboard boxes, each about 1 foot square and about 6 inches deep.	Ah Toy said that he had not known that those things were in the house.	There is, in truth, no evidence from which it is possible to assess the value, historical or otherwise, of much of that collection.
Archivists may gather material, but that alone does not demonstrate the material to be of value.	Some of it would be of interest to persons wishing to learn about the day to day events of Northern Territory cattlemen during the greater part of the 20th century: in particular the Brothers' diaries and old station records. Ah Toy said that, in all his discussions with the Brothers, they never mentioned their personal effects to him.	He said that, if he had known then what he now knows, he would have done someth.ing about the Brothers' personal effects.	He said he would have expected the Brothers to have informed him that there were things in the house of historical interest.

Ah Toy said under cross-examination that he might
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25
 have to sell "quite a bit" of the freehold land forming part of the Brothers' estate.	I took him to mean that it might be necessary to sell in order to avoid financial difficulty, and he denied that the Brothers would "not have dreamed" of doing the same thing.	Although the reason for the Brothers leaving their property to Ah Toy
was the expectation that he would continue to run
Koolpinyah station as a pastoral property, the fact that he may have failed to do so would not invalidate the disposition if Ah Toy had done nothing by deed or omission to encourage the Brothers in a false belief, subject, of course, to his otherwise qualifying.	In fact, despite the minutely thorough testing of Ah Toy in relation to this matter, I think he had, at the time of the hearing, substantially complied with the Brothers' expectations.	The disposal of some of the property, even considerable parts of it, may well have been and may continue to be a condition of its survival as a pastoral property.		There is nothing to indicate that the Brothers expected Ah Toy to carry on the property at any cost and, if necessary, to move lemming-like into commercial suicide.	Overall, Koolpinyah station has not been a commercially successful pastoral property.	At best, it has been marginal.	A recession in the cattle market against a background of ever increasing costs may well force Ah Toy, whatever might have been his intention, to abandon wholly or in part the pastoral enterprise.		The cross-examination of Ah Toy relating to sales of parts of
Koolpinyah station has not persuaded me that Ah Toy's conduct since the deaths of the Brothers is such as to cause serious doubt of his integrity in his dealings with the Brothers before the signing of the wills.
5

It was alleged by the Howards that, after the death of the Brothers, Ah Toy agitated for the removal of Aboriginal people who had traditionally made their home upon Koolpinyah Station.		An examination of the evidence for and against the contention that Ah Toy was inconsiderate of the Aborigines in this way by no means establishes the proposition that such steps as Ah Toy took were unreasonable.	His explanation, which I see no reason to reject, is that he thought it better that the
15	' Aborigines' situation be formalized.	For example, he said that at Humpty Doo the area in which incoming Aborigines wished to reside was likely to be overcrowded and he proposed, as an alternative, an excision of land. He said in evidence:

"I said to Mr Valadian (an officer representing Aboriginal interests) - let me start - he said to me that the Aboriginal community at Humpty Doo wanted an additional area, and wanted additional areas on
25	the freehold land, to stop the faction fighting within the Humpty Doo camp between the 3 groups and he came to me with a plan of the proposed area that they wanted to add to the Aboriginal area from the freehold block, which is block 13.	I said to him
30		that is not acceptable because, in my earlier agreement back in 1975, I believe, or 1976, when I spoke to him about it, I said 'The Aboriginal community who lives at Humpty Doo can stay there for as long as they wish.'	Then he said, 'But they have
35		increased in number and they need an additional area.'	I said, 'Well, this is freehold land and is not part of the pastoral lease and therefore I don't
propose excising it for an Aboriginal living area as under the pastoral lease excision for Aboriginal living areas.'	I then said, 'What about some other site on pastoral lease 547 in the Humpty Doo area?'
5	He said words to the effect that, 'Well, what we will need to do is to show that you do not wish the land at Humpty Doo to be increased in size is to give notice to the community that you want them off the block so that it will precipitate or facilitate
10		discussions between Federal Government and the Northern Territory government about providing an Aboriginal living area at Humpty Doo.'	We subsequently discussed where it was possible to have an Aboriginal living area on the pastoral lease but
15		he came back to me and said, 'No, the people who have lived on the freehold block - on the freehold site, that is the Aboriginal camp, do not want to move.	There's one group that wants to - is prepared to move up to the lagoon near the highway, but that's not going to resolve the problem.	I then said, 'Well, I will formally write and give you notice that the camp is to be vacated so that at least we will have it in writing as to formal notice of vacating the camp to enable some process to
25	resolve the Aboriginal living area on Humpty Doo to be finalized."


Ah Toy was cross-examined concerning a letter he
30		sent to the Aboriginal Development Foundation dated 30 May 1985 concerning Aborigines at Humpty Doo.	He had earlier testified that he had taken no steps to remove Aborigines from the property.	He said he had earlier forgotten his letter of 30 May 1985 but admitted having
35		sent it.	As far as I can see, the letter is not inconsistent with his testimony and does not, on the face of it, disclose an unreasonable attitude on his part:


40	"The Executive Officer
Aboriginal Development Foundation GPO Box 2784
DARWIN	NT	5794
45	Dear Sir
I refer to your letter dated 23rd April 1985 and advise that my previous instructions on improvements to the present site are to remain.	No improvements will be allowed.
5
I have been contacted by two different relatives of some of the Humpty Doo community who have concern about the community.	Points made by the people to me were:
10
1. There are apparently three groups within the community and there is considerable ill-will between the groups.

15	2.



3.



4.
25



30
 One group which has been granted ownership of the Wagait Reserve is resented by the others. It is said that they should move out to their traditional area.
There is inadequate housing for the community and insufficient space for the different groups to be away from each other.
Some aborigines who have lived at Humpty Doo longer than some of the present occupiers have been "kicked out" of the community apparently because of the associated problem of alcohol, but no attempt has been made to give them purpose in living peacefully within the group.
It now appears clear to me that the Humpty Doo community need to develop a substantial living area far greater than is possible within the present location.
35
I therefore confirm my verbal advice that a more suitable alternative area must be found now in the Humpty doo area.	It is my concern that unless some timetable is given the matter will be postponed
40		indefinitely.	I regretfully advise that I give three years from 30 June 1985 for the community to vacate the area presently occupied.
I have given the assurance that the present
45		graveyard will not be disturbed and will be respected now and in the future, but something must be done to clean up the site, adequately fence it and have grave sites clearly marked.	I have been told there are other grave sites which will also be
50		marked for me.	I have previously written to you on this matter.
The station liaises with the Aboriginal Sacred Sites authority and has not been advised of any further
55	sacred sites.
Yours faithfully
KOOLPINYAH STATION PTY LIMITED
(Signature)
5	LC Ah Toy
Director
cc Mr P. Sheridan, Area Officer, DAA"
10

Ah Toy said that the Aborigines at Humpty Doo were still there at the time of his giving evidence, no action having been taken since the letter of 30 May 1985.

Asked what the situation was at the time of giving evidence, Ah Toy said:

"In the current negotiations with the Northern Territory Department of Lands, they will be
20		acquiring a part of the freehold section 13 and incorporating, in addition to that, an additional area which includes some of the pastoral lease to the north of the freehold block.	In exchange for that, they will relocate the Humpty Doo homestead
25	and the facilities that I have got at Humpty Doo.11


Ah Toy said that the present court proceedings had had the effect of preventing him from finalizing the
30		negotiations concerning the Aboriginal living area.	He said he had been given some advice by his solicitor concerning the matter.

It was suggested that the appearance of the
35		Brothers' dress, as depicted in the photograph exhibit 9, tended to support the contention that they were incompetent and lacking in testamentary capacity.	Ah Toy
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 said that Oscar, shown in his pyjamas in the photograph exhibit 9, was not usually dressed that way.	It is impossible to draw any inference adverse to Oscar's mental state from exhibit 9 showing him in pyjamas.
Certainly he appears to be what he was, a frail old man; but nothing in his appearance suggests mental deterioration.	Evan looks no worse in his person or
dress in exhibit 9 than innumerable working station owners, managers, overseers and station hands that one has met.	It is not uncommon for persons working about pastoral properties to wear old and even shabby clothes till they can no longer be used.


It was put to Ah Toy that the station had been
15		neglected since the death of Oscar.	Ah Toy denied the general proposition but conceded that, following the crash of cattle prices in about 1975, it had been neglected for a time by reason of shortage of money.	He agreed that the station exhibited signs of considerable neglect in 1985.	He blamed that neglect on the manager he had then and his own failure to supervise the work more closely.	That manager has since been replaced.

Ah Toy agreed that he had devised a plan for the
25	subdivision of one-third or one-fifth of Koolpinyah Station into small allotments.	He said he believed the Brothers would have approved.
Ah Toy's delay in applying for probate of the Brothers' wills was inordinate.	He agreed that to describe his conduct in that respect as less than diligent would be an understatement.	He conceded he had
5		received a letter concerning his failure to apply for probate about 6 weeks after Cyclone Tracy although, at the time of giving evidence, he had no recollection of
having received it.	In the chaotic state that existed in Darwin at that time, it is possible that the letter did not come to his attention.· He said it would have arrived in the middle of his trying to cope with the physical problems of living in Darwin and the problems associated with attending to the affairs of his clients.	The latter did not abate until he joined Price Waterhouse: see
15     below.  He also said that, being the sole beneficiary of what he believed to be valid wills, he saw no particular necessity to apply for probate.
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Ah Toy was eventually compelled to apply for probate.	The first public advertisement was placed in the local newspaper in 1980, 6 years after the deaths of the Brothers.	He applied on 2 December 1980 because the Howard's solicitors threatened to apply, and the Registrar of Probate threatened legal action against him. Those applications were in common form.	I think the delay was the result of two considerations:


first, probate of the wills was unnecessary to
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25
 enable Ah Toy to deal with most of what had formerly been the Brothers' assets but which had become the assets of Koolpinyah Station Pty Limited by virtue of the implementation of the Bray Scheme.
Secondly, Ah Toy, despite what he said to the contrary, must have been well aware that the disappointed relatives would oppose the granting of
probate, and that such opposition would involve an unpleasant and costly legal contest: as indeed it has.	He said he did not form a belief that applications for grants of probate would be opposed until sometime in 1980.	However, he must have been aware that, as the Brothers' accountant, unrelated to them in blood, having been made their sole beneficiary, he was likely to become embroiled in a legal tussle with Mrs Howard as soon as applications for probate of the wills were made.	Cox said that Ah Toy had confided in him even before the wills were made that he felt uncomfortable about being the Brothers' major beneficiary and that he thought that the relatives would contest the will.	He  told  Cox in confidence that he felt it was not an appropriate thing to happen.	Cox believed that Ah Toy had asked the Brothers to reconsider their position.

I am confident that Ah Toy's failure to apply for probate sooner than he did was not referable to what might be called a "guilty mind" arising from any conduct
on his part that might have led to the making of the wills in his favour or to the dispositions implementing the Bray Scheme.	I think that he hoped that, by not apply for probate, the problem might somehow go away.
5		That he may have harboured such a hope is in keeping with my impression of him that his thinking was often confused.	I do not accept the accuracy of his agreement
with a leading question of Mr Barker that the delay in applying for probate of the wills was the result of an oversight.

In fact, Mrs Howard lodged her caveat on 5 November 1980 demanding, as first cousin of the deceased, that nothing be done in the estate of the deceased without
15		notice to her.	On 26 February 1981, a summons was issued by Ward Keller on behalf of Ah Toy requiring Mrs Howard to show cause why the caveat should not be removed.

An overall view of Ah Toy's conduct in these matters reveals a person moving somewhat clumsily from one situation to the next, hoping to avoid the cost and unpleasantness of inevitable conflict by not facing realities squarely.


25		Ah Toy was severely criticized for the amount and kind of attention he gave to the Brothers, including the number of times he met with them.	Counsel extracted from the evidence the following statistical information.	One
or both of the Brothers visited Ah Toy's office in Darwin
67 times in 1970;	94 times in 1971;	82 times in 1972 and 83 times in 1973.	Ah Toy visited Koolpinyah Station
6 times in 1970; 21 times in 1971, 47 times in 1972 and
5	36 times in 1973.



It is clear that Ah Toy filled a void in the Brothers' lives.	Frederick Barry had been a bookkeeper who performed a simpler function than Ah Toy.	The relatives who are contesting the Brother's wills in these proceedings, and who stand to gain from intestacy, showed no practical interest in the welfare of the ageing Brothers.	Had they shown any such interest, they would have learned that Oscar was a frail old man in poor
15		health and that Evan had an alcohol problem.	Ward seems to have been the Brothers' closest friend and confidant. It is likely that, in bringing Ah Toy into the Brothers' lives, Ward expected that he would assist the Brothers generally.		Their need of help was growing by reason of infirmity due to age.	Their legal affairs had been somewhat neglected (their out-of-date wills bear witness).	Ah Toy cannot be condemned for giving the Brothers the advice and assistance that their legal advisers and relations and good friends did not give.	It
25		is likely that the Brothers would not have been able to carry on their business as long as they did but for Ah Toy.	When asked what his relationship to the Brothers was, Ah Toy said, "I was their accountant	. I gave
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 them financial advice ...	I assisted them - I acted as a purchasing officer for them, and I believe I was their friend."	He agreed that he was part of the "Herberts' management team."	Ah Toy agreed with Mr Barker's assertion that he was "part of the confidential relationship" which existed between the Brothers and their solicitors and that mostly, but not always, instructions to the Brothers' solicitors came through him.
No doubt, Ah Toy was motivated by the prospect of some advantage to himself.	In a matter such as this, the law could not justly judge Ah Toy adversely because his motives for doing good included self interest.	No-one
15	could pass such a test where a main criterion was purity of motive.


But, it was sqid that Ah Toy's great zeal in the service of the Brothers was motivated by a desire to inherit their estate.	There would be nothing wrong with such a motive, even if it were true; but it was said to give rise to the suspicion of impropriety.	I do not think that Ah Toy was so motivated.	At the early stages of his relationship with the Brothers, he could not have
25		realistically hoped to inherit Koolpinyah Station. He was, as an accountant with understandable ambition, working to build his business, no doubt bent upon pleasing and retaining the clients he perceived to be
worth cultivating.	There was, at the early stages, no circumstance to create a belief in him that the Brothers would consider choosing him as their beneficiary.	Such a thought would then have seemed to him, as to others,
5		fantastic.	In fact the Brothers' first intimation to Ah Toy upon the matter of their wills was that they had chosen Ward to  be their beneficiary.	When informed of
that choice, Ah Toy's enthusiasm in the Brothers' interests did not slacken.
)..Q
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Ah Toy was cross-examined concerning conversation with the Public Trustee and an officer of the Public Trustee.	He admitted little of what was put to him.
Neither the Public Trustee nor any officer of his department was called.	I must assume that they would not have assisted Mr Barker's case if they had been called, either because of the substance of the evidence they could have given or because the cross-examination of Ah Toy was admissible as going to credit only.
Nevertheless, to tell the Public Trustee that a small amount of money in a bank account was the only asset of the Brothers' estate was not the truth.	As well as money in the bank, the estates included the amount of
$10,000.00 that Ah Toy had borrowed from the Brothers in September 1971, and which had not been repaid, as well as matured investments of the Brothers which Ah Toy had wrongly paid across to Koolpinyah Station Pty Ltd.	It is possible that, once having wrongly transferred assets
from the estates to Koolpinyah Station Pty Ltd, Ah Toy overlooked the fact that those assets ought to have been counted with the assets of the estates.	He admitted that, when his personal bank account was short of funds,
5		he would transfer funds from the Koolpinyah Station Pty Ltd account.	This conduct was loose, but it does not reflect adversely  on  Ah Toy  in any sense relevant to the
q estions of knowledge and approval of the wills or of undue influence.


Ah Toy was criticized for taking the initiative concerning the Brothers' wills, and for doing so almost as soon as he was engaged by them.	There was good reason to inquire about their wills and to pursue the matter
15		with Ward Keller and Rorrison.	It is likely that, if he had not done so, the Brothers would have remained forgetful or ignorant that their existing wills would have evantually resulted in intestacy.	There is no reason to think that the inquiry about the wills was prompted by improper hope of gain.		If they had wished to, the Brothers could have told Ah Toy that their solicitors had the matter in hand and that his services in that regard were not required.	They were quite capable of doing so.	If the Brothers had not seen some
25		benefit in Ah Toy's concern about their wills, I have no doubt they would have told him not to bother himself with them.	The fact that Ah Toy raised the matter with the Brothers a number of times was understandable:	he was
concerned that Oscar might not live much longer because of his age and ill health, and that there might not be a lot of time in hand.
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The Howard family argued that the Brothers were weakened in relation to Ah Toy by a sense of dependence on him and that they were therefore able to be overborne by him.	The facts are otherwise.	They were men of at least average intelligence.	They ha		led almost Spartan lives at Koolpinyah Station, more independent of the society of others than most people.	They had had to deal for years with the kind of tough minded men who carry on the pastoral and associated industries in Northern Australia.	I do not accept the submission that they would have been mentally subservient to Ah Toy.	It is true that they valued his services highly, but it is a great leap from there to the situation contended for by the Howard family.

Ah Toy's inability under cross-examination to tell Mr Barker his then status, if any, with either Hecate Pty Ltd or Hera Pty Ltd is rather an illustration of a general lack of appreciation of his duties as a company director than of anything underhand or sinister.	Upon
25		inquiry, Ah Toy was later able to say that he was rlot, at the time of the hearing, a shareholder or director of either company and that he had no beneficial interest in them or in any trust of which those companies may have
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25
 been trustee.	Ah Toy's inquiries showed that he was never a shareholder of Hera Pty Ltd.	I am convinced that he was ignorant of those facts, as he said he was, at the time of his cross-examination.	It is not unlikely that Ah Toy left most things concerning them to Geoff James,
solicitor, in whom Ah Toy had confidence.	Ah Toy admitted he should have inquired about the possibility that he was still a director of those companies, but he was not concerned because the companies were under Geoff James' control.

The homestead and much of what was in it was damaged by cyclone Tracy in December 1974.	It was demolished in about 1986.

Ah Toy was cross-examined concerning the fact that, despite visiting the station frequently during the lives of the Brothers, he did not visit it after their deaths till 1975.	He explained this by sayi,ng he had begun to attend to things at Bathurst Island.	Later he gave additional reasons.	He said that when Oscar died he was at a conference in Hobart for a client.	When he returned and attended Oscar's funeral, he was very frustrated and angry with himself because he felt he had let Oscar down badly.	He should not have been away when Oscar died.	He was angry with himself also because, after Evan's death, he had discussed providing some domestic or home nursing care for Oscar with some sisters at the Rural Health
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25
 Advisory Service.	He remembered Oscar saying he did not want it.	B agreed under cross-examination that he had heard Oscar say, after Evan's death, that Ah Toy wanted him to get somebody to look after him but he did not want it.	Ah Toy thought he should have insisted upon it, that he should have tried to convince Oscar that he needed
nursing help.	Oscar had said he would be alright because
Band his family were there, and Maggie.	Ah Toy  had spoken to a Sister Smith who told him that she had been out to the station and she considered Oscar would be alright as long as Maggie looked after him.	Ah Toy said that he blamed himself for Oscar's death because he might have prevented it.	The station was the scene of his failure, and Ah Toy felt that was why he avoided going there in 1974.	Ah Toy said he was frustrated because he had expected Oscar to die before Evan, but Evan died first leaving Oscar, who was less mobile than Evan, to run the station.		Evan had been the one who dealt with Ah Toy on a regular basis.	Evan had managed t e station and attended to its day to day operations.	The import of this part of Ah Toy's explanation was a little obscure, but I take him to have meant that he was unable to deal with the great practical and emotional difficulties associated with Oscar surviving Evan, both as to the running of the station and the caring for Oscar.	Ah Toy felt he had been tried and found wanting.		I accept this explanation.	His absence from the station at the critical time following Evan's death and for so long
after Oscar's death was consistent with the lack of ability to handle emotional situations that he exhibited in various ways and to which I have already referred.
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Ah Toy also referred to the time he lived with his grandmother when he was at high school.	He said she taught him that, when someone died, provision had to be
made for their safe journey through the after life.	It was customary to perform a ceremony called "jossing" where offerings of fruit and paper money were put at the graveside.	The ceremony included "bayshin" which is to genuflect and to ensure that the gods accept those offerings and take the dead person into the after life. Ah Toy said that, although he is himself a Christian, he felt guilt that, having been chosen by the Brothers to be their heir, he ought to have performed that ceremony for them but had failed to do so.


Ah Toy's own life was disrupted by Cyclone Tracy. H s house was very substantially damaged; the bedrooms had been unroofed and the living room wall had been damaged.	The garden was destroyed.	There was no power or water.		He moved into his sister's house in Kahlin which had been designed for cyclone conditions and had
25		withstood the cyclone.	A number of other people also stayed in his sister's house.	Ah Toy was not married at that time.	The longer term effect of the cyclone was to devastate Ah Toy's business as an accountant.	He
recalled trying to work at his office but being preoccupied with repairing his house.	He was concerned about his staff.	When evacuations from the Northern Territory commenced, 6 of his 10 employees left.	It was
5		not until the end of 1978 that he obtained the help of Price Waterhouse, a firm of accountants, to run his practice.	Later he became a partner of that firm.	He
said that the cyclone changed the course of his practice and his own future.	As for his house, a Navy team put a temporary roof over the bedrooms.	Still, in a major storm water came in and the bedrooms and living room were awash.	Reconstruction of his house could not commence until 1976 when manpower and materials became available. The consequences of Cyclone Tracy must have greatly
15		preoccupied Ah Toy and distracted him from matters to which he might otherwise have attended.


Ah Toy said that it was not necessary to explain things in simple terms to the Brothers in order for them
_J	to understand. Contrary to the submissions put on behalf of the Howards, the Brothers were not demented or simple minded; they had at least an ordinary layman's ability to understand legal and business matters.


25		Ah Toy agreed that he had permitted the serious noxious weed Mimosa Pigra to spread into the station.	He said also that he had made efforts to control the weed using herbicides.	He estimates he has spent more than
$25,000 in trying to eradicate the weed.	Mimosa Pigra is a notorious pest in the "Top End".	It has so far been impossible for the relevant authorities to contain it.
It produces an abundance of seeds that survive
5		herbicides.		Killing the living plants does not eradicate the pest.	The present hope is for some form of biological control.	The spread of the weed onto
Koolpinyah Station is not to Ah Toy's discredit.	His admission that he permitted the weed to spread is typical of the manner in which he gave his evidence:	the answer meant no more than that he was unable to prevent it from spreading onto the station.	That he could have prevented its spread is not to be inferred from the answer.		Any assertions by the Department of Primary Production that
15		landholders should control the weed are of little value. It is not easy to see how the Department could reasonably expect landholders to expend the large sums pf money required for doubtful control measures when its own officers, with the resources of the government, have failed.


Ah Toy was vigorously cross-examined to show that he had	failed to comply with the Brothers' wish that Koolpinyah Station be carried on as a pastoral enterprise
25		for as long as possible.	He had disposed of some of the station land and he intended to dispose of more of it. However, the Brothers did not expect that the station be kept intact to the extent that there could be no
justification for selling any part of it.	Ah Toy pointed out that the Brothers had themselves sold parts of the station.


5		The station  has run at a loss.	Ah Toy denied that he deliberately caused it to do so.	He said, "It cannot make a profit".	He said that the reason  he sold  land in
the past was to provide capital to continue the operation and development of the pastoral lease.	When the Brothers were alive, they owed no money except possibly for current trade debts.	After their deaths, Ah Toy sold some of the station land the proceeds of which he said he has put back into the company, although he has benefited in some ways such as from the payment of legal
15		costs: about $22,000.	At the time of giving evidence, Koolpinyah Station Pty Limited owed amounts of $800,000 secured by mortgages.	Ah Toy said the proceeds of any future sales of station land will also be put back into the company.


Ah Toy testified to conversations with the Honourable Marshall Perron, then a minister of the Crown, now Chief Minister of the Northern Territory, to the effect that the government was considering the
25		acquisition of the whole of Koolpinyah station because, being close to Darwin, there were increasing demands on the land for public purposes.	Mr Perron said the pastoral lease was blocking the development of Darwin to
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25
 the east.	Ah Toy said he asked Mr Perron to give him a chance to come up with a plan to obviate the need for resumption by the government.	As a result of conversations with Mr Perron and other Ministers, Ah Toy engaged Kym Burke Planning Consultant to prepare plans of
subdivisions of land in the vicinity of Gunn Point Road,
Stuart Highway and Arnhem Highway (see exhibit 34 or exhibit 40) as part of a submission to the Town Planning Authority.	The plan is dated April 1986.	Ah Toy said he
wanted to show the government that the company was serious about some development of Koolpinyah Station. The government did not accept the proposal relating to the land in the north (marked A on exhibit 40).	Most of that land was to be resumed for a water control area.
The land marked Bon	exhibit 40 is to become freehold land of Koolpinyah Station Pty Limited.	The land marked
c,	near Lambells Lagoon, is land to be resumed by the
government for horticulture.	Most of the land marked D is to be resumed for water control.	Parts of that land, near Wanderrie Road, will become freehold land of Koolpinyah Station Pty Limited in exchange for an area of land for Aborigines at Humpty Doo: see below.	The small area marked E will become freehold land.		Ah Toy said that the areas marked F and H may one day be sold, and the areas marked I, J and L subdivided.	Some of the area marked K will be resumed by the government for a railway easement.	What is to be done with the balance of that land will have to be reassessed after the resumption.

Ah Toy said that since 1983, when he retired from active practice as an accountant, he has been trying to run Koolpinyah Station as a full time job without salary.
5		He said he has never drawn a salary from Koolpinyah station Pty Limited.	He said that, at the time of giving evidence, the company owed him about $400,000.
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15
 Considerable numbers of cattle have been run on Koolpinyah Station since 1974, and there has been no time since then when cattle have not been run there.	About 1975 or 1976, cattle prices were so low that it was not worth mustering and transporting them for sale.	Cattle prices did not cover the cost of mustering.	Most stations responded by not mustering at all.
Consequently, many station-hands were laid off.	For about 3 years of the 70s Koolpinyah Station went into a "holding operation".	But, with that exception, cattle have been mustered and turned-off every year.

Ah Toy went into a great deal of somewhat impenetrable detail concerning land of the station which the government had acquired or wanted to acquire and land which he had succeeded in getting back for the station.
25	In particular, the land bordered green on the plan exhibit o (the grazing licence paddock now incorporated into the pastoral lease) was valuable land for grazing
purposes, formerly lost by the station with other land,
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15
 which Ah Toy was able to get back in return for land that the government wanted as crocodile breeding grounds, habitat of rare plants, etc.	Ah Toy thought the changes were to the considerable advantage of the station.	At the time Ah Toy gave evidence, negotiations were
continuing with the government for the resumption of land
at the north west of the station for the use of hunters and for conservation for the possible future supply of some of Darwin's water needs.	Drilling tests have shown an abundance of underground water there.	Another area is to be resumed for horticultural purposes.		Koolpinyah station Pty Limited, through Ah Toy, caused a plan of subdivision to be prepared in support of a case for itself to carry out the subdivision for horticulture; however, the government rejected the idea on the ground that the company would have a monopoly over the only suitable horticultural land near Darwin.		Therefore, the government intends to do the subdividing itself.	The government also proposes to resume an area around the old Humpty Doo homestead, linking it with the Arnhem Highway, as an area of land for Aborigines.	Negotiations for this resumption, involving an exchange of land, had been going on for a long time when Ah Toy gave evidence.


25		Asked whether "at the end of the day" the net result of the negotiations taking place with the Northern Territory government will be favourable to Koolpinyah station Pty Limited, Ah Toy said that it will be very
favourable because the company will have secure tenure over what he calls "the Koolpinyah end" of the pastoral operation.	He expected that, as a result of the negotiations, the area from Lambells Lagoon to the south
5		across in a broad sweep past the homestead site, excluding Malaka swamp, right to the Gunn Point forestry boundary, will be held under perpetual lease, not pastoral lease.	According to Ah Toy, the government particularly wanted to acquire Malaka Swamp.	He specified by reference to a plan attached to the pastoral lease (exhibit R) land which had been surrendered to the Crown by the Brothers.	The land, hatched red on the plan, surrounds Middle Arm and East Arm of Darwin Harbour, excluding 2 relatively small areas, one of which
15	was the old Leper Hospital.


Ah Toy said the best land on the station is not suitable for subdivision into smaller areas because at least three-quarters of it is subject to inundation in the wet season.	Ah Toy indicated, by reference to the plan exhibit o, the area bounded by the old grazing
licence, including Tommy Policemans Lagoon, in the south, the Adelaide River in the east, a line running north from the western end of the old grazing licence west of the
25		homestead area, and the Gunn Point Reserve boundary on the north, omitting Malaka Swamp.	He said that is some of the best pastoral land in the Top End wetlands of the Northern Territory and it is his intention that it be
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 used for pastoral operations.	He said he intends to upgrade the fencing and watering facilities on that land so that better use can be made of it during the dry season.	If the negotiations with the government reach the conclusion that Ah Toy thinks they will, freehold
land west of Humpty Dao will have to be sold because
there the station land is surrounded by development. Koolpinyah Station Pty Limited may either have to develop that land or sell it for development.	Apart from that, he may have to sell some land to meet capital requirements of the station.
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I	accept generally the evidence of Ah Toy concerning his dealings with station land and his reasons therefor. The evidence concerning Ah Toy's alienation of station land does not reflect adversely on his state of mind, in any relevant sense, during the lives of the Brothers until the time they made their wills and until the times of their deaths.	Especially, he did not knowingly lead the Brothers to believe wrongly that he would not dispose of any station land if the station were left to him.
Nor, indeed, do I believe that he knowingly led the Brothers to think that he would pursue any particular course of conduct if left the property.	However, he
25		did, either expressly or by inference from his words or conduct, give the Brothers the firm impression that he was a person who, if the station were left to him, would continue to run it as a cattle station for as long as it
was reasonably possible.


Ah Toy described fencing erected on the station since the deaths of the Brothers.	Some of it is shown on
5	exhibit o. He estimated there were some 60 kilometres of
fencing, most of which has been erected since the
Brothers' deaths.


Reference was made above to a cattle musterer named Stephens.	Leonard James Stephens was, as I assessed him in the witness box, an impartial, observant witness.	His observations were unsophisticated, but they tended to support the proposition that neither of the	rothers would have impressed an ordinary impartial observer as
15	being of less than normal mental capacity.


Ah Toy explained the process by which each year cattle were mustered and turned-off when the station was run by the Brothers.	He said they employed a mustering contractor whose contract commenced on 1 May each year (the beginning of the dry season) and ended on 31 October.	The contractor used to go out on horseback with his plant (as his mobile equipment was called) and muster the stock on different parts of the station.	He set up
25	camp near where he was mustering.	The mustered cattle were yarded.	Yates, in consultation with the musterer, decided which cattle were to be branded, marked and let go, and which were to be sent for slaughter.	Mustering


took place mostly in open country on the number 3 paddock, around Donald's Camp (near Humpty Doo), on Black Jungle Plains, at a place nearby called Top Yard, or in the Tommy Policeman Lagoon area, out from Fogg Dam; a
5		little was done on the Howard Plain and some at Gunn Point.	Of those places, only Gunn Point and the area near Donald's  Camp are no longer  part of the station.
Gunn Point was given to the Northern Territory Administration as a forest reserve in about 1969, just before Ah Toy was engaged by the Brothers.	Ah Toy thought that land was disposed of as a gift.	The area at Donald's Camp was subject to a grazing licence which was cancelled and a licence to use that area has been issued to one, Charlie On junior.
15

More recently, the method of mustering has changed. An employee of the station now does the ground mustering instead of a contractor.	It is done with the help of helicopters, portable yards, bull catchers and four-wheel drive vehicles.		This is more economical than mustering on horseback.	However, the use of this equipment does largely restrict mustering operations to open plain country.	Because of the incidence of TB, cattle over a certain age caught away from the lease must be sent for
25	slaughter.	Younger beasts caught away from the lease are marked and branded and held in the yards for a time in order to quieten them.	Then they are let out into fenced areas clear of TB and Brucellosis infected cattle.

It was contended that Evan drank alcohol so heavily that his testamentary capacity had been destroyed by 1 October 1972, the date on which he signed his will.	This
5	forms a distinct part of the evidence and it is
convenient to consider much of it separately.



Ah Toy said that only once did he encounter Evan very drunk and unkempt at the station.		Evan had urinated in his trousers and his shirt was hanging out.	Ah Toy said that sometimes in an afternoon Evan would go upstairs at the homestead and, when he returned later, he became more argumentative with Oscar.	Evan was not as careful about his dress as Oscar.	On the occasions when
15		Evan visited Ah Toy in Darwin, he was untidy, but his clothes were clean.	It is not uncommon for men in the bush, without the influence of women, to allow their dress and hygiene standards to decline.	Ah Toy did not agree with the submission put on behalf of the Howards that Evan was a man who had lost all pride in himself.


Ah Toy denied that he had ever given Evan beer or brandy to drink, or that he had ever been with Evan on the station when Evan had started a journey in a motor
25		vehicle sober and finished it drunk.	Ah Toy denied ever having taken bottles of alcohol to the station.	These denials were the result of evidence rightly expected by Mr Barker to be given by the witness B.	Ah Toy did not



think the Brothers were affectionately disposed towards B's family.	B impressed me as a vengeful man who was prepared at least to exaggerate and probably to lie in order to portray Evan as a dirty, drunken sot.	He might
5	have been motivated to do so by the fact that he and his father were dismissed from service at the station shortly after cyclone Tracy.	Indeed, Ah Toy conceded he might have ordered them off the property.	He certainly prosecuted the witness B for killing wildlife on the
10		station without permission on areas where, Ah Toy said, cattle were running.


Professor Raymond Chynoweth testified as to the Brothers' testamentary capacity.	In the course of his
15		evidence, he was required to comment on the effects upon Evan of heavy drinking of alcohol.	He was a Fellow of the Royal Australia and New Zealand College of Psychiatry and a Fellow of the Royal College of Physicians.	He had an impressive curriculum vitae.
20

Professor Chynoweth had prepared a report for the purposes of the litigation dated 24 October 1988. It became exhibit X.	The report itself identifies the material upon which he relied to reach his conclusions,
25	which included, inter alia, reports of Dr Williams and Mr Wayne G.J. Reid (called on behalf of the Howards and who expressed the opinion that the Brothers lacked testamentary capacity at the material time) and the audio
209

tape, exhibit B, (see page 162) and a transcript thereof. Professor Chynoweth expressed his conclusion as follows:

"After a careful perusal of the material
5		presented to me, I am of the clinical opinion that both Oscar and Evan either were or were more likely than not, to be mentally competent at the time they both signed their Wills on the 1st October 1972.

10		I am therefore unable to support the conclusions that were reached by Dr S.E. Williams and Mr Wayne G.J. Reid."
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As one might expect, Professor Chynoweth dealt with each brother separately:	in general, the facts pertaining to each were different.


As I am concerned for the moment with Evan's alcoholism, I will confine myself to that part of
20		Professor Chynoweth's evidence dealing with Evan.	The witness observed that in 1967 Evan was admitted to Darwin Hospital, having developed weakness in both legs for one week before admission.	The hospital notes stated that he had been a heavy drinker up to 2 weeks before his admission and had not been eating much until then. Professor Chynoweth noted that a provisional diagnosis of alcoholic peripheral neuritis was made.	After admitting the diagnosis as a possibility, and noting certain facts he perceived to be relevant, the witness concluded that
30		there was no evidence to support the notion that Evan was suffering from damaging effects of alcohol on the brain either at the time of admission to hospital in 1967 with peripheral neuritis possibly related to thiamine
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deficiency, or at the time of his death in January 1974. He said that with regard to the time when the will was signed, Evan was likely to be mentally competent, and he stated his reasons.	With special reference to the tape
5		recording of the interview with Spillet (Exhibit B), Professor Chynoweth said that Evan demonstrated a capacity to maintain a theme apd concentration in answer to a question.	This applied not only to the distant past, but on occasions to the more recent past.	Evan, he
10		said, was not only able to maintain concentration and attention for quite a considerable period of time during the interview, but, in relation to a particular question, he was able to come back to the original question from time to time and give a pertinent answer, drawing on
15	recent memory for that answer.	The witness said that Evan had less to contribute to the interview during the early stages which focused more on the early history of the family.	When he did contribute he referred mainly to stories about certain personalities which he delivered in
20		a very fluent manner with coherence and relevance to the point he was making.	Professor Chynoweth thought that indicated a degree of control over his thinking process. Evan sustained attention throughout the time he was delivering the story.
25

The evening before giving evidence, Professor Chynoweth was shown some carbon copies of letters written by Evan.	They were contained in a book Evan kept called


a "DUPLICATE	CARBON BOOK" containing carbon copy letters dated up to and including 7 December 1973.	He commented upon the significance of two letters dated 18 September 1972 and 12 October 1972.	In order to assist an
5		appreciation of the witness's comments the l tters are set forth:





Mr Kevin Joiner Darwin caravan Centre
15		Goyder Road.	Darwin Dear Sir,
 "Koolpinyah Station
P.O. Box 1866 Darwin	NT 18-9-72
With regard to the verbal arrangement between
20		us re shooting pigs, we now have to advise you that this is cancelled due to mustering operations, no further shooting of any kind permitted.
Yours faithfully
25	Herbert Bros.
Per ESH"




"Koolpinyah Stn
12-10-72
Dear Len,
35
Oscar & I are over at 178 inspecting repairs to dam.	No 3 dam has been repaired and good water for stock there now (only water in No 3).

40		In No 3 are 4/500 head cattle & 150 horses all watering at dam.	In this mob of cattle.are 80/100 aged fat bullocks which we want put into abattoirs as soon as possible.

45		Snake Billabong Yards will be repaired and fit to take stock by tomorrow.

Oscar and I will be back from North by 11.30 am and would like to see you here, if you get here
50	while we are away run down to No 3 and see for


yourself.


5
 

Regards,
Evans Herbert
for Herbert Bros"





I think these letters were chosen at random by way
10	of illustration, and that what was said about those letters can be said about most of the letters in exhibit
Y.	Professor Chynoweth said that the letters were written in a good hand with good sentence construction. The content of the letters was relevant, and referred to
15	current events.	Evan was aware of the situation he was concerned with, he expressed it clearly, had no doubt in his mind, and was aware of what he was describing. Professor Chynoweth regarded the letters in exhibit Y generally as like a brush across a canvas.	He had looked
20		at many of them.	He thought that in them Evan demonstrated a sensitivity for and appreciation of personal relationships.	He showed sensitivity to Oscar's ill health.	Some of the concerns he expressed about bereavement showed a sensitivity that tends to be
25		impaired in the presence of brain damage, particularly in relation to alcohol.	Professor Chynoweth summed up the effect of the letters as showing evidence of the preservation of his finer faculties, judgments and sensitivities.
30

Professor Chynoweth was shown a letter written by


Evan on 19 September 1971.	The copy was contained in exhibit Y, but a photocopy was separately admitted (exhibit Z):

5



10
Dear Molly,
 
"Koolpinyah Stn
P.O. Box 1866 Darwin	NT	5794
19-9-71

As usual when you see my handwrite, you will say to yourself "he wants something" well this time
15		its not me its me brother!	Oscar is going along reasonably well, his bronchealtis well under control by local medicos.	T.G. but is having a hell of a time with cataract in his left eye which I hope local eye man will make his mind up eventually.
20
What he wants, and apparently unobtainable locally is 4 pairs size 9 cotton socks black, white, or brindle in colour, not nylon as he says they make his feet swell.
25
Everything going along well in the Beef cattle Industry of North Australia or as well as can be expected we had, I think I told you before, a wonderful wet last one and even if next is a bit
30	late and light we should be OK.
What does John think of the cancellation of
S.A. cricket tour.	I think the powers that be in Australia should be be well ashamed of themselves.
35
We trust you and yours are in the pink as it leaves me at present.
If you can get them please let know what socks
40	cost & we shall reimburse as they say in the Stock Exchange.

Love.
45	Evan"


That letter confirmed for Chynoweth what he had already observed.	The letter was well constructed; the form of writing was clear, the content showed an understanding of Oscar's ill health: comparing his
5		eyesight problem with his chest condition which appeared to be doing quite well.	The witness thought that it showed that Evan was aware of current events.	It showed that he was aware of the reason why Oscar needed cotton socks and not nylon ones.	The letter shows that Evan was
10  feeling well: "in the pink".  It also showed a degree of levity. Chynoweth said it was a controlled and sensible letter.


A letter written by Evan on 17 May 1972 was shown to
15	Chynoweth:



Koolpinyah Stn
P.O. Box 1866 Darwin	NT	5794
17-5-72
Dear Cam,
25
Oscar and I were delighted to get yours of 4 May last and to hear you had settled down in the ranks of the benedicts	Congratulations

30		With regard to poor old Ross I dont know why he doesnt reply to you as you are such a good friend of his and also I doubt if Alan Stewart will be on Nourlangie much longer I have no doubt you get the NTNews which tells you all about the acquisition of
35		Nourlangie by H.M.G.	Ross of course might continue there under H.M.G. but at least he should let you know your first cousins the N.T.Police might be able to give you some information about him.
40		With regard to your friend David Rogers we shall be glad to see him out here on pig safari on

your recommendation so if he trots out to see us with a note from you O.K.
We hope the final paragraph of your letter
5		materialises and your wife and yourself will step across the threshold of Koolpinyah.
With all the best from us both Cam.

10	Yours sincerely,
Evan Herbert


15

Professor Chynoweth said of this letter that it was presented in firm handwriting and was clear to read.	He said the sentences were well constructed and the letter understandable.	It showed concern in a pleasant way with
20	positive comments as well as with sympathy.


Another letter about which Professor Chynoweth was asked was written by Evan on 20 April 1971, addressed to Oscar:	see page 57.
25

The witness said of that letter: first, it was a warm and friendly letter addressed to Evan's brother giving details of personal as well as administrative matters which were relevant for Oscar to hear.	Secondly,
30		the letter was well constructed and somewhat formal.	It showed some interest in doing things in a proper way: the request to have the honour of meeting the matron at outpatients.	Although Chynoweth thought the style was "old world", he thought it refreshing to read.	It
35	reflected a person who knew what he wanted to say and who
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expressed it in orderly form.	Evan gave to Oscar relevant information about the weather and about his pet. Professor Chynoweth thought that the comment about the dog reflected a sensitivity showing a preservation of
5	mental function.
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I have taken into account the whole of Professor Chynoweth's evidence concerning Evan, not overlooking the forceful questioning in support of the Howard family's contention that he was so affected by alcohol abuse as to lack testamentary capacity.


It is necessary to remember that much of the hypothesis put to Chynoweth in cross-examination on
15		behalf of the Howard family tending to support their allegations about Evan's alcoholic consumption was not borne out by the evidence, or was merely a caricature of the proved facts.


20		Several witnesses whom one would have expected to have noticed something of the appalling drunkenness so graphically depicted by the questioner in Chynoweth's cross-examination did not do so.	B, called chiefly to show what a drunkard Evan was, impressed me, both by his
25		demeanour and the content of his testimony, as unreliable.		Certainly, Evan was a very heavy drinker; a fact not irrelevant to the issue of testamentary capacity.	However, it should also be borne in mind that


many practising members of learned professions as well as tradesmen can be said to be heavy drinkers indeed and, although heavy drinking has in many cases reduced their efficiency, they are able to continue in their practices
5		or trades.	It would have been unacceptable to suggest that their alcoholism renders them incapable of making a will.	Of course I have not overlooked that there are also some alcoholics who are rendered insane, or almost so, by alcoholism: this has been recognized by the
10		criminal law for many years.	In this case there is so much objectively reliable evidence that Evan was a normally intelligent, literate man that any doubt created by the allegations of alcoholism and its effect are swept away as untenable.
15
Doctor Herbert Michael Bower, a psychiatrist from South Yarra, Victoria, gave evidence.	Although over 70 years old, Dr Bower was practising almost full time.
Since I rely more heavily upon his evidence than that of
20	any of the other experts, I set out his curriculum vitae in full:

Curriculum Vitae	Herbert Michael BOWER

25
1914
Born Vienna, Austria, education Scotch Grammar and Universities of Vienna and Basle (Switzerland) Philosophy and Medicine.
30
1938
Medical degree University of Basle (Honours)

1939
Doctor of Medicine by thesis
35
1940
Queensland private practice (schizophrenic




1941/42
 patient)

5

(Wauchope and Hatches Creek)

1943/47
Medical course Melbourne University,


graduated (Honours)

1947/49
Launceston General Hospital (Tasmania)
10

resident, registrar, senior registrar.


Establishment of Hypertension Clinic.

1950
Victorian Department of Mental Health.
15
1953
Diploma of psychological Medicine,
('-.,,

Melbourne University

1954/55
Medical Superintendent, Beechworth


Psychiatric Hospital.	First Australian
20

research publication on tranquilizers in


schizophrenia

1956/70
Medical Superintendent, Kew Psychiatric


Hospital.	Research in rehabilitation of
25

dementias, criminal insanity

1961
Survey of psychogeriatric services in USA,

30

UK, Canada, Continent for Victorian Government

1963
Beattie-Smith lecturer, Melbourne


University "Old Age in Western Society"

1964
Convenor of standing committee on
(;i..q

psychiatric education

1965
Establishment of first psychogeriatric Day


Centre in Victoria.	Undergraduate


teaching in psychiatry, Melbourne
40

University

1967/68
Research in cerebral blood flow in


dementia, Dept. Nuclear Medicine, Royal

Medical Officer Northern Territory











































45
1968

1970
 Melbourne Hospital
President, Victorian Society of Gerontology
50

Psychiatry

1973/74
Senior Lecturer in political science, Monash University
55
1975
Consultant Psychogeriatrician Mount Royal Hospital

Director of Postgraduate teaching in
220




1976

5


1988
10
 Establishment of Gender Dysphoria Clinic, Queen Victoria Hospital.	Since 1975 Undergraduate teaching in Psychiatry, Melb. University Private practice, Consultant at Mount Royal.
Director Psychogeriatric section,
Melbourne Clinic.
Memberships:


15



20
 Fellow of Royal College of Psychiatrists (London)
Fellow of Royal Australian & New Zealand College of Psychiatrists Fellow of American Geriatrics Society Fellow of American Association of Gerontology
Senior Associate (Reader) in Psychiatry, University of Melbourne
Publications:	Contributed to three books and many
papers in all areas of psychiatry, listed in all textbooks of geriatric and organic psychiatry.
25




Dr Bower has written well over a hundred papers on psychiatry and geriatric psychiatry.
30

In considering Evan's testamentary capacity, Bower had regard to the following matters:


	Darwin Hospital Medical Records

35	2.	Post Mortem report
	Statement of Dr Cox
	Lawyers' Correspondence PR Adams QC Opinion Agreements
	Claimants' Draft, Unsworn and sworn but unfiled

40	affidavits






6.
Wills 1948, 1971, 1972

7.
Stockman's diary 1973

8.
Psychiatric assessment Dr S.E. Williams 1988

9.
Neuropsychological Assessment Mr Wayne Reid
5

1988

10.
Affidavits of Peter James and Dr Cox

11.
Interview with Peter Spillet 1972 (tape


(-,.

recording and transcript)
10
That
part of his report relating especially to Evan

was as follows:

"Evan HERBERT	(born 18 July 1904)
15	Darwin Hospital medical records:
The first entries go back to 1958, death occurred 1974 and post-mortem on 30.1.74.

20		In 1958, Evan Herbert was admitted for eye surgery (pterygium) and hernia operation.	In 1967, an x-ray report mentions a disc lesion in the lumbar vertebra.	The Liver was found to be enlarged but otµer signs of liver cirrhosis are absent. Peripheral neuropathy of?	long-standing is noted, alcohol suspected.	In 1972 he is admitted with strangulated hernia, requiring surgery.	He is seen in 1972 by an opthalmologist, measurement of refraction (visual acuity).		Mental condition or any
30		abnormalities not mentioned anywhere in hospital records.
Post-Mortem Report:
35		Extensive coronary disease and infarction causing death.	Fatty changes in liver.	Brain showed some atheroma of main arteries, no cerebral haemorrhage or other abnormalities.	Brain weight is given as
130 g.; (this is a typing error and a nought is
40		missing;	it should read 1300 g. which is normal weight for male brain).	In summary, nothing in the records point definitely to a dementing process, however, presence of peripheral neuropathy, enlarged liver and suspected alcoholism deserve some comment.
45
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55
 A condition called Korsakow's psychosis may occur in alcoholics and is characterised by mild to moderate dementia, short-term memory dysfunction with confabulations (invented and false memories) and almost invariably peripheral neuropathy.
Conversely, peripheral neuropathy alone or in combination with liver changes (and absence of Korsakow's psychosis) is common in alcoholics. Furthermore, Korsakow's psychosis often (in Victor's opinion invariably) follows or occurs parallel with Wernicke's encephalopathy, not easily missed due to dramatic symptoms of clouding of consciousness, ataxia (instability) and eye muscle paralysis.
Korsakow's psychosis as a cause for Mr Evan Herbert's testamentary incapacity can therefore be dismissed.		Alcoholic dementia remains an extremely doubtful possibility and clinical evidence is missing.	A precise incidence of dementing processes in alcoholics is difficult to assess as there are so man variables (age, intake, duration, nutrition, constitution, type of beverage).
Indubitably, heavy alcohol consumption may reduce mental capacity but concrete evidence in Mr Evan Herbert's case is missing, we do not even know whether he was a heavy drinker and anecdotal evidence is notoriously unreliable.
statement of Dr o.w. cox
...	(line missing from faxed exhibit) ...
Herbert is the statement that nothing about the way Evan behaved on the 1st October 1974 alerted him to the necessity to make a more formal examination of his mental competence.
Lawyers' Correspondence etc.;
Nothing of any relevance is contained in this document.	The letter from Mr James is of course addressed to both brothers and has been discussed under Oscar Herbert.
Claimants' drafts:
Mr Baird's statement contains references to Evan's heavier drinking but ability to make decisions, his liver complaint in 1970, his mixing of alcoholic concoctions and Ah Toy's "persuasive influence" over Evan.

I am unable to comment with any degree of certainty on this statement, Mr Baird certainly had a lot to lose under Ah Toy's management and a conscious or even unconscious bias cannot be ruled out.	The same comments apply to the remaining statement in this



file.
Wills. 1948. 1971, 1972:
5		The wills are virtually interchangeable with those of his brother Oscar and my previous comments apply here.
Stockman's diary.1973:
10
The writing is copperplate, fluent, there are no misspellings and the diary certainly rules out any short-term memory deficit (the Korsakow's psychosis patient cannot recall memory traces even after 1-2
15	minutes).	Content is trivial, but appropriate to
(	the management of a station (car repairs, gates to be mended, arrival and departure of friends) and indicates perfectionistic personality.	Without applying graphological criteria for which I am not
20		qualified, the dementing patient shows disintegration of writing, vague and shaky outlines, uneven level, overwriting, missing of letters or words, poor placement on page etc.	None of this is present in Evan's writing, the diary supports
25	strongly absence of any significant decline of higher mental functions.
Affidavit Dr Cox:
30		According to his statement, Dr Cox saw Evan Herbert in September 1971 professionally, prescribed Valium for sleep disturbance and mild anxiety and obviously found no signs or symptoms of dementia.	He saw Evan at Koolpinyah Station subsequently and found him physically active, and mentally stable.	Dr Cox seemed unaware of any alcohol-related problem.	He also witnessed Evan Herbert's signing of the will.
Interview with Peter Spillett:
40
Here Evan plays the subordinate role, he even says: "In my humble opinion, being the very much junior of the family".
45		It is Evan who provides the correct name or translation of the property's aboriginal name "Koolpinyah" as blue water, he knows more historical details than Oscar, his accent is less cultured and he either was not invited or did not go to the
50		Queen's dinner in Darwin, whereas Oscar did.	Yet Evan uses words such as "polyglot crew of station hands" and names one cattle tick as "Boophilus Indicus", talks of various grasses and tells anecdotes with humour and relish.	Towards the end
55	of the interview, Evan has taken over and offers Mr Spillett a cup of milo.	The interview shows Evan as
223




the submissive yet younger and more alert brother in contrast to Oscar who seemed to tire towards the end.
5	There is not the slightest evidence of a decline in memory or basic intelligence.
Neuropsychological assessment Mr Wayne Reid:
10		His clinical opinion, expressed in 8 lines, holds Evan Herbert to be cognitively impaired and not of testamentary capacity.	He assumes automatically that the presence of peripheral neuropathy indicates sufficiently severe alcohol consumption to impair
15		memory and judgement.	He supports this opinion by quoting Evan's poor personal hygiene and incontinence.	I shall go into the question in detail, when discussing Dr Williams' assessment, let me say here that peripheral neuropathy was diagnosed
20		first in 1967 when no-one doubted his mental faculties, there are a number of causes of peripheral neuropathy, if alcoholic in nature, it does not denote dementia in the absence of other clinical signs, nowhere do we read about Evan having
25		been incontinent, he seemed neat and tidy at the signing of the will, the only reference to poor personal hygiene is in the policeman's report who describes the room and bed of the dead man as in a mess.	This opinion, to express myself cautiously,
30	shows lack of clinical medical experience and must be dismissed.
Psychiatric Assessment Dr S.K. Williams
In his report, Dr Williams concurs with me that a Wernicke-Korsakow syndrome was probably not present but argues that confabulation may have covered his memory deficit.	But confabulation is only one symptom of the disorder, the short-term memory
40		deficit is of such dimension that normal living in society is impossible and the medical staff would surely have commented on Mr Evan Herbert's helplessness.	His second proposal, namely frontal lobe damage due to alcohol deserves some comment.
45	It is true that some alcoholics (and large population studies in heavy drinkers are absent in the literature) develop progressive intellectual impairment late in life.	This impairment is accompanied by cerebral atrophy (shrinkage).	Post
50		mortem examinations in alcoholics have confirmed this.	(Courville 1955).	Fortunately, we have a post mortem report on the brain of the late Evan Herbert which showed some vessel changes and normal weight.	It is admittedly circumstantial evidence
55	against alcoholic dementia but coupled with other evidence (Diary, interview, Dr Cox's and James'


statements makes frontal lobe damage, postulated by Dr Williams, most unlikely).
The psychological effects of alcohol (dependence,
5		relationship with Ah Toy, transference  of subservient role from brother to Ah Toy are pure speculations, we have no facts supporting such assumptions and one must be careful not to misinterpret, say trust and friendship, feelings of
10		being supported by a professional in a difficult life situation and give such relationships a sinister meaning.

Opinion
15
( .		Evan Herbert was the younger brother and all his life aware of it.	He came to the Territory as a baby and was protected and cared for by Oscar.	Less educated, he was the physical labourer on the
20		property and probably drank secretly.	He died suddenly of a coronary occlusion.	He may have neglected himself a bit (clothes, underwear, bed linen etc.).	He too cared for Koolpinyah and wanted it preserved.		He probably saw in Ah toy the means
25	towards preserving the property.

Nothing in the numerous documents presented to me points towards a dementing illness which would have made him incapable of grasping the meaning of his
30		will.	He was, in my opinion, of testamentary capacity."



For the first time, shortly before giving evidence,
35		Bower was shown 2 copy letters from exhibit Y containing carbon copies of letter written by Evan.	They were the letters dated 18 September 1972 and 12 october 1972 (set forth above).	Having regard to those letters, Dr Bower observed what he called their good construction and that
40		fact that they made sense.	He said he would have little doubt in believing that the writer's thinking was normal. Dr Bower had also looked at other letters in exhibit Y before giving evidence.	He said that there were two letters in particular which assisted him.	The letter to


Molly struck Dr Bower as particularly instructive because it showed not only clear thinking but also a rather rueful sense of humour confirming Dr Bowers' opinion that it was written by someone who was mentally intact.	The
5		letter shows Evan's concern about his brother Oscar, about whom he writes quite tenderly concerning his eye problem.	Evan writes also about certain wishes of Oscar as an amusing aside.	Dr Bower refers also to the joke about the stock exchange.	He observed that the writing
10		was almost copperplate.	Dr Bower also commented on Evan's letter to Oscar of 20 April 1971 set out above. After briefly describing the letter, Bower said that it was a completely normal letter from one gentleman to another.	In relation to the comment about Oscar's dog,
15		Dr Bower said it shows that Evan is not able to write about facts merely, but shows an ability to make abstractions, which exhibits reasonable intellectual capacity.	Dr Bower said that, while he thought Evan might well have been a heavy drinker, he was not prepared
20	to concede on the material put to him that Evan was alcoholic in the sense in which he understood the word.

It should also be remembered that very much of the material put to Dr Bower about Evan's drinking emanated
25		from the man B, later to become a witness.	My conclusion that B was unreliable was based on my observations of him as a witness and was not influenced by Dr Bower's reluctance to accept his assertions in an affidavit




concerning Evan's drinking habits.	Dr Bower's reluctance was based upon the inconsistency he perceived between what B had said in his affidavit and other material he had considered and which he identified: they could not
5	stand together.	Dr Bower elaborated that opinion cogently under the most searching and lengthy cross examination.


( .	Dr Bower said, "There are very many heavy drinkers -
10		and I would go further to say alcoholics - who go on drinking, have heptatomegaly, have peripheral neuropathy and who remain mentally unimpaired."



15
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 In relation to matters concerning Evan's alcohol consumption and his mental capacity, Dr Bower was searchingly and thoroughly cross-examined, the effect of which was to reinforce in my mind the soundness of his opinion.


20		Asked about the Brothers' wish that Koolpinyah Station continue to be run as a cattle station after their deaths, Dr Bower said it was normal for elderly people to wish for continuity after their deaths of their estate and possessions.	It is a very common wish
25		expressed by elderly people: a kind of wish to live forever: they cannot live forever but they know that they can live on in their property and in the memories of others.	Dr Bower said it is perfectly normal and he


would not call it an obsession.



Dr Bower regarded the recorded interview between Spillet and the Brothers as probably the most important
5		positive evidence enabling him to come to his judgment concerning the Brothers' mental capacity.

In summarising under cross-examination his assessment of the Brothers, Dr Bower said:
10
"It is far from me to suggest that the two brothers were Einsteins.	I think they were normal elderly bachelors formed by 60 years in the Northern Territory, probably sophisticated
15		because they went to St Peters in Adelaide, and since then have not read much, and emerged then as rather quaint and quite loveable characters, and in one of them there is memory impairment, and in the other one there is heavy drinking.
20		That would be my characterisation of the two brothers and, coming to the crux of the matter, a testamentary capacity.	I would have thought that both Evan and Oscar certainly had testamentary capacity."
25
B, truck driver of Darwin, was the main witness of Evan's drunkenness.	Although I soon perceived that he was not to be relied upon, he was perhaps the chief source of the primary evidence upon which the allegation.
30		of Evan's lack of testamentary capacity was founded. Therefore, I have spent some time examining his evidence. B was born on 21 March 1949.	His father was said to be too ill to give evidence.	When asked about his father's health, B said, "Not the best".	When asked to be more
35	specific, he said, "Pretty bad.	He has had a stroke".
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 At the time of giving evidence, B was married with 3 children.	From about 1957 to 1975, he lived on Koolpinyah Station, about 30 yards from the main homestead.		When he went to the Station, his father already worked there as a general hand doing maintenance work, pumping water, clearing and improving pastures, using a bulldozer and killing beef for the homestead.	B was 18 years old when he moved to the station.	His task was to assist his father.

In the years that he worked there, B said that on a couple of occasions Evan accompanied him and his father on a few jobs and saw what they were doing.	He said he saw Evan every day that he lived at Koolpinyah Station until his death.	He said he went into the homestead from time to time.


B said he became aware that Evan drank alcohol after he had moved onto the Station.	He said he had been there
20		about a month and Evan asked him to buy brandy when he went to Charlie On's store, Parap, to buy groceries for his family.	He said that Evan asked him to buy about 3 bottles of "Four Star" brandy, called "Chateau Tanunda". He said he bought the brandy on the Station account every
25		Friday for about two years.	He said Oscar called him over one day and said he wanted him to stop buying brandy for Evan.	In answer to subsequent questions, B said that he bought between 3 and 4 bottles a week for Evan before


Oscar spoke to him.
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B said that when he stopped buying brandy for Evan, "He went on the beer."	He said he bought Evan a carton of beer every week.	He said he thought he later resumed buying brandy for Evan.		He said that after Evan had been on the beer for about 6 or 8 months, he went back on the brandy.	B said he bought brandy because Evan asked him to.	He said he would either deliver the brandy to Evan or leave it for him at the Blue Waterhole gate about a mile and a half from the homestead.	He said he left it at the Blue Waterhole gate on quite a few occasions.


B agreed under cross-examination that Evan himself
15		frequently visited the store where B said he purchased liquor for Evan.	He agreed that if Evan had wanted liquor he could have bought it himself.
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After he stopped buying brandy for Evan, he said he continued to see 3 or 4 bottles of brandy at a time at the Blue Waterhole gate wrapped in a brown paper bag.
When asked how often he saw bottles of brandy at the Blue Waterhole gate after he stopped buying it, he said, "It was quite a few times.	I can't actually say.	I can't actually tell you, you know, if there was one there every day or something like that, you know, but just as a regular thing.	As I used to go past I would look to the right because I remembered I used to do it.	Just out of


curiosity, I always used to look over there and every time I had gone past, most times anyway I'd gone past, there would have been bottles there."


5		B said he saw Evan drink alcohol at least 3 or 4 times a week at the bore water hole pump shed.	He said that was Evan's favourite drinking spot.	He said he had also seen him drinking brandy on quite a few occasions at Snake Billabong.	B said Evan used to drink it with Fanta
10	orange; then he drank it straight because he had run out of Fanta.


When Evan was apparently drunk, according to B, "He'd stagger around, not to the state that you normally
15	see the drunks in the mall, but he had a bit of a stagger to him.		He'd drool from the chin.	He'd let the spit hang down and it would form into a blob and drop onto his chest.	When he was like that you could normally tell he's been drinking and he's drunk at that stage.	He had
20		a habit of smoking his cigarette and not flicking the ash and letting the ash fall and gather on the hairs of his chest where the spit was.	He also used to drive around the station in the car and if he was drunk he would normally use first gear most times and the car would sway
25		all over the road, but not real bad.	He  could  pretty well hold his alcohol in that way.	And he had a habit of pissing his pants and that was pretty regular too.	When he was on the brandy he used to mess himself something


terrible, too.	He would shit himself, you know, and he would mess the car up as well as himself."	B said that this state of affairs continued until Evan died.	"He would piss his pants just about every day.	When he used
5		to shit himself, that wasn't very regular, but that would be at least once a week or so."	B said it was part of his job to clean the car because the same vehicle was used to go to town.	He said. "When I'd come to clean the car, it would be all over the car seat.	He'd shit his
10		pants and it would be on the car seat and I'd have to hose it out.	Also, he'd spill the contents of his drink on the seat which would be a big, sticky, gooey mess and there'd be glass in the car and I'd occasionally find a bottle there, brandy.	He was very stroppy when he was
15		drunk.	You couldn't talk to him very much.	He was a different sort of person when he was sober.	Well, at least you could talk to him when he was sober, but when he was drunk he was very stroppy and very bombastic.	He had a favourite spot at the back stairs where he would
20		urinate off the top of the stairs down the staircase. Eventually that rusted out the back staircase and we had to replace it, plus it had a bad odour in the area.	We brought that up with Oscar.	You could see him from my place and actually I'd seen him on numerous times when I
25	was coming over to the homestead when he would be
$tanding there doing it.	He didn't bathe too often and he was very dirty.	At the time when he had been drinking, his clothes were fairly filthy.	They'd get it


washed on a regular basis by the native girl, Maggie. She'd often give a scream out and say, 'I'm not washing his shitty pants any more' and she was pretty irate about it all."	B said these things took place for the whole
5	period until Evan's death.



B said, "We used the car mainly on a Wednesday because my dad would have to go to town and collect mail and bring out stores and it would be at least once a week
10		I'd have to wash it on a Wednesday."	He said the car smelt of alcohol "mixed with when he used to mess himself.	Its something else again."


B said that he had seen Evan drinking alcohol in his
15		bedroom.	He said, "He had this habit - when we were having coffee, always excusing himself and going to his bedroom to have a drink."	B said he saw this happen once or twice a week.


20		B said that from time to time Evan drove around the station with him to check jobs that they were doing.
When Evan had been drinking, according to B, "he would drive very slowly like he wasn't too sure of himself, but on a couple of occasions we'd gone with him and one
25		particular time to Snake Billabong because we were bulldozing the billabong out so we could get more water and he drove all the way down in first gear.	I remember that quite clearly because it was one of the slowest


trips I've ever had.	Its a good 5 miles."



B, asked whether he remembered Evan asking B's father for something, said, "I was in the power house,
5		the edge of the power house, this is Oscar and Evan's power house which is very close to my dad's house, and Evan had come over to dad and telling him that he had a sore arm.	I could see him pointing to his arm, and dad went inside the house and came out with a bottle of
10		metho.	Dad gave him the bottle of metho and he went away, but he was sober when he had come there and about 2 or 3 hours later I seen him and he was pretty well drunk then."	B said he had seen his father•give Evan methylated spirits on another occasion.	He could not
15		remember when.	He said Evan seemed to be alright when B's father gave him the bottle, but 4 or 5 hours later he "wasn't too healthy".	He had "gone back to his normal state of piddling his pants and spit coming down his chin."	Under cross-examination, B agreed that Evan may
20		have suffered from a rash and may have been speaking the truth when he said he wanted methylated spirits for use on his arm.


B said that, in about 1969 or 1970, Evan went to him
25		and asked him to accompany him to Bridge Creek to help him get a truck that had broken down.	B said Evan had been drinking, starting to get to the stage he was normally in.	B said that when he went to Snake


Billabong, he saw the truck had been burnt to the ground. According to B, he said to Evan, "Don't look like it's broken down, Evan, you burnt the thing."	He said Evan gave a bit of a chuckle and said, "Oh, well, we will just
5	have to get another one."	The vehicle was a 1956 Chevrolet tabletop truck, about 2 tons.
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B related another occasion in 1970 or 1971 when he, his father and Evan were at Snake Billabong in a Holden vehicle.	B said Evan struck a match and threw it on the ground not more than a metre from the car.	B said,  "I seen him do it and I said to dad, I said: 'Evan's just lit a match.'	And by this time the fire had started to pick up and we could hear the crackling and Dad said, 'Leave it.		I couldn't be bothered.'	And I said to him, 'Yes, but you don't want to walk back.		I certainly don't want to walk back.'	So we went back and put the fire out.		It was very dry grass.	It wasn't the sort of grass that you'd want to burn because it wasn't high.	It was very low down grass.		But, you know, you wouldn't want to burn it because - for no reason.	I couldn't see any reason for burning it....Evan never said a word. Both me and my dad ...	had to break tree branches down and beat it out.	It was pretty close to the car by now. It was just about ready to lick around the tyres."	B said that when Evan set the fire, "He'd been drinking, but he hadn't got quite to the stage that he normally is where he pisses his pants and that."




Under cross-examination, B said that at the time the match was thrown onto the ground, he thought his father was leading the group, Evan coming after and he, B,
5	coming last.	It was put to B:


"It would be just a matter of putting your foot on it as you walked over it to put it out, wouldn't it?---I suppose you could say that.
10
No, don't worry about what I could say, or might say, Mr Baird.	What do you say?---I suppose I could've, yes.

15		Well, why didn't you?---I didn't do it.	I don't think it ignited straight away - I'm not too sure."




B said, "We used to burn off at Koolpinyah.	It made
20		it better for mustering cattle. We'd just burn the grass so that the horses and the riders couldn't get injured by fallen timber and that. So we'd burn off some of the big areas. Evan had a bad habit of burning very close to the homestead paddock.  We've had to put out a few fires oh a
25	few occasions that were close to the homestead."



B said, "On the corner of Mungma Springs and I think it was the fence line that comes from Bridge Creek, the cattle had this idea that they wanted to go through
30	there.	I don't know what reason for.	They used to break the fence down.	And we used to have to go out and fix it, me and the native boys.	And we'd fix it up but the cattle would continue to do it and Evan would get his old


clothes and hang it up there so that cattle will smell the odour of his clothes and that.	Well, that worked for a while, but when that would go away the cattle would continue to break it down.	So Evan used to go down there
5		and sit down there with a 303 and shoot the cattle all coming through ...	I don't know why.	All I know is he wouldn't even let us cut them up and use them for meat. We thought it was pretty strange at the time because, you know, it was the same cattle that was going to the
10		abattoirs and some of them were pretty good	It happened on quite a few occasions.	It would've happened '68 to about '70."	B said that Evan shot about
30 or 40 head.



15		Under cross-examination, B conceded that Evan shot only 3 or 4 cattle each year coming through the fence. Even if this evidence were accepted, I would not regard it as tending to prove any lack of rationality on the part of Evan.	It is commonly understood that cattle can
20		be led by "rogues" and it might not be unreasonable to shoot the first few cattle to break through a fence in an attempt to rid the herd of them.


B said, "Evan had this idea that he'd spray and
25		poison the saplings and that that grew along the fence line along the main homestead paddock which was Kwombi paddock.	He'd get me to bolt the spraying machine on the back of the truck - that's when he had the truck, and


then later on the Toyota after the truck was burnt - and he'd go round and spray the fence line.	Him and Oscar had a few barneys over that because the spray would float in the wind and it eventually killed off some of Oscar's
5		garden and he wasn't too happy."	B said that on a few occasions he told Evan that he was mixing the herbicide too strong and not diluting it sufficiently, and Evan
replied, "Well, the stronger the better."
I
I	'

10		B said, "Well, Evan would go down around the station in the truck or the car and he'd come back and tell Oscar that he'd just seen a hundred head of cattle in the Corrobum paddock or Kwombi paddock and he'd have to get Ted Yates out to muster them.	They'd get in contact with
15	Ted and he'd come out there and he'd muster the area up, but there was never ever a hundred head there.	Ted would be lucky if he found 10 or 20 head.	I know on a few
(	occasions that, having coffee with them, Oscar got a bit annoyed with Evan because he said to Evan that Ted would
20		get very cranky if he had to bring all the mustering crew down and he wanted Evan to be sure that those cattle were there.	But it never was and that happened quite a few times."


25		B said that he knew Ah Toy, having met him in late 1971 or early 1972.	Ah Toy had come out to pay the wages on the station.	B said  he saw Ah Toy and  Evan together on occasions.	He said that, "In around about '72, '73,


he used to come there on the weekends and I've seen him then with Evan	• I've seen them in the homestead.
One particular day I was pumping fuel in the fuel shed and they were there and they went down in the toyota down
5	towards Snake Billabong ...	They were gone for about 2 or 3 hours."	B said that Evan was sober when he left and drunk when he returned.


B said he also saw Evan and Ah Toy going off towards
10		Bankers Jungle a couple of times.	He said on the occasion he saw Ah Toy and Evan go towards Snake Billabong they left from the homestead and he saw them from the pumping shed.	When Evan returned from having been in the direction of Bankers Jungle with Ah Toy, he
15	was drunk.	According to B, he had not been "too bad" when he set out.


B said there was a rubbish dump about 1/2 mile from the homestead on the road to Snake Billabong.	Normal
20		household rubbish was dumped there.	He said he saw Evan taking rubbish to the dump about once a fortnight.	When asked what sort of rubbish Evan took to the dump, B said, "It was a good spot for brandy bottles."	This reply was at least as revealing of Bas	it was of Evan.
25

B was asked whether one day he took something from the rubbish dump. He said, "Yes, [some time in 1973] I had gone down to the rubbish dump to dump my household
240
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 rubbish and there was an old saddle bag there.	It was pretty old and it was frayed and the contents were spewed out of it.	There were medals from the First World War, a big brass plate from the war with the inscription written on it, 'To Lloyd Herbert', and also there was a silver cup and some silver cornerings - I don't know what they are, but they're all silver."	B said he picked up the medals and the cup and took them home with him.		The cup, a delightful engraved sterling silver piece, became exhibit 56.		Asked what happened to the medals, B said that he had them with him but he had moved house 2 or 3 times and he was unable to find them.	When asked about the plaque he said, "I know its over home there somewhere, but I don't know where.	Somewhere in my storeroom."


As far as I know, if B had not been interested to assist the case against Ah Toy in this litigation, the silver cup would have remained in his possession
20		indefinitely, notwithstanding that he knew it did not belong to him.	The cup was mentioned by Oscar to Spillett on 16 December 1972:

Spillett:
25
Oscar: Spillett:
30
Oscar:
 Where was your father born? Strathalbyn.
Oh yes, so he was actually born in South Australia.	And his father?
His father was an English surgeon
...	who came out in one of the boats from England.	In fact, we have a cup here which the passengers gave




him for his services when he was on board.


B said that he saw papers at the rubbish tip but
5	that they did not interest him.	He said there were some photographs in the saddle bag with the cup that he left there.


The Brothers were still alive when these things were allegedly found at the tip.	He said, "I didn't at the  time go and take them back to Evan because I thought: 'well, he threw them away down at the rubbish dump, he must be don't want them.'	It didn't occur to me to go up there and give it back to them."	He failed to explain
15		why he did not return the articles to Oscar if he thought that Evan was behaving irratibnally.	When it was suggested to B that the articles allegedly found at the rubbish dump would have been of importance to the Brothers, he responded by saying, "Well, Evan threw them
20		away."	He agreed that he was surprised to see them on the rubbish dump.	Asked why he said that Evan had put them there, B said it could only have been Evan.	Mr Downes asked B whether it would not have been appropriate to speak to Oscar and to ask him if he really wanted the
25		articles thrown out.	B said he did not do it and he supposed it was an oversight on his part.	I think it unlikely that the articles were found at the tip at all. I do not believe B's claim that his failure to speak to Oscar about the articles was an oversight.		When it was


put to B that he kept them because he wanted them for himself, his response was that they were no good to him, he did not need them.	He did not think there was any value in them.
5

Apart from the articles which B claimed to have found at the rubbish dump and the unsigned wills, B admitted removing a magnifying glass from the homestead and giving it to the solicitors representing the Howards.
10	This is one of the innumerable factors tending to show B's bias.


B's testimony is unreliable.	I have reached this conclusion, not only by reference to the content of his
15	evidence but also from the manner in which he gave it.
He was transparently biased.	He gave the impression that he harboured grievances against the Brothers and Ah Toy: against the former for some real or imagined cause and against the latter for having not readily complied with
20	his demands on various occasions and for having himself been favoured, in B's mind undeservedly.


After consideration of B's evidence, including his cross-examination in relation to the alleged discovery of
25		the silver cup and other articles at the tip, I believe he probably lied to the court.	It is possible that he removed them from the house himself just as he removed the unsigned wills, but whereas, having handed them to
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 Yates, he could not deny the latter for which he could give some kind of an excuse, the removal and retention of the articles would have been inexcusable.	He probably took the wills in order to assist those who might wish to impugn them.	The other articles may have been taken for his own benefit otherwise it is difficult to see why he did not hand them to someone who would see that they were properly dealt with.	The allegation that he took them from the tip has enabled him at once to support his allegation of drinking against Evan and to exculpate himself for having taken them.	But, whatever the truth might be as to what actually happened and what his motives might have been, the significant thing about B's evidence is that it is unreliaple.

B was asked questions relating to Oscar's eyesight. He said, "he used to like to read underneath the house.
and he'd have a pretty heavy lens - spectacles on and he also had a magnifying glass that he would use to hold up at certain times when he wanted to look at something.	There was another occasion that I observed.
That was when a King Brown snake had come into the toilet and Oscar - the native girls had told him that there was a King Brown there and he went down to kill it and it was right on the edge of the wall right next to his leg and he didn't see it ...	It was a pretty big snake.
It would be at least 2 metres .	I killed it.	I
pushed Oscar out of the way and said, 'Look, can't you


see it Oscar?	Right near your leg'."
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B said of Oscar, "His hearing wasn't the best either.	You'd have to talk very loud for him."	B said that, in the last 4 years of his life, Oscar had suffered swollen feet.	"He used to wear a slipper sort of a shoe and he had difficulty getting them on because he used to have to go down to the garden and he'd shuffle down to the garden and I'd often look at his legs and you could see that his feet had been very swollen.... Healso had a bad cough.	He had this pretty regular, this bad cough, like a bronchitis or something.	He'd have to cough into his hankies.	It was pretty bad because he'd have this odour about him when he'd cough.	If you got very close to him you could smell it."	B said that on one occasion he had to rush Oscar to hospital because of coughing.	He gave other evidence tending to show Oscar's ill health.


20		B alleged, "Towards the end there he'd be inclined to wander off.	You'd speak to him and he'd be talking to you normally and all of a sudden he'd stop and you'd be talking to him and he just wasn't with you, you know. You'd have to bring him back on it."	By "towards the
25	end" he meant about 1973.


B said that the Brothers food was not very good: "Oscar would take his hand at billabong stews and mainly


tinned food."	He said a billabong stew was something you kept adding to, even if it goes on for a couple of days.
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In about 1970 or 1971, B said he asked Evan for a loan in order to buy land at the Sixteen Mile.		Evan asked him why he wanted the money.	B said it was for land.	Evan called in Oscar.		B said that, when he told Oscar why he wanted the money, Oscar said he need not worry about buying land because everyone on the station would be looked after, including the natives.	B said he accepted Oscar's assurance.	As a result, according to B, he did not borrow the money.


B ·said he remembered an occasion when, shortly after
15		Evan's death, concerned about what would happen when Oscar died, he asked Oscar what would happen to all the employees if Oscar should happen to die.	B testified that Oscar said, "Nothing's going to happen to anybody. Everybody will be well looked after and the station will
20	continue on the way it is.	That includes everybody, and the Aboriginals too."


B said that he continued working at the station after Oscar's death.	B's father used to go to town and
25	pick up his pay-cheque and B's from Ah Toy's office.


It was clear that, at the time of giving evidence, there was ill will towards Ah Toy on B's part.	B said


that he left his employment at Koolpinyah in late January 1975 because his father had been told by Ah Toy that there was no money with which to pay wages or to repair the homestead recently damaged in Cyclone Tracy.	B said
5		that he continued to visit Koolpinyah from time to time on shooting and fishing trips.	He said the Brothers used to allow him to shoot and fish anywhere on the property. On one such occasion, B said he was arrested for hunting on Koolpinyah and charged before a court but, because he
10		was part Aboriginal, he succeeded in having the case dismissed under a provision of the Crown Lands Act.	B has hunted on Koolpinyah since that time.


B said that he had quarrelled with Ah Toy on at
15		least 2 occasions.	When asked about the first, he said, "It was one year that I was due for my holiday and I went to get my holiday pay anQ I didn't receive the full amount that I should get, and I spoke to Evan about it, and he said to go and see Laurence, so I came into town
20		to see Laurence ...	I had said to Laurence, I said that I'd been short paid and I wanted to know why, and he said that I wasn't entitled to that payment, but I had been receiving that payment before Laurence had started to pay us, when Fred Barry was paying us we never had any
25		problems, and I remember saying to him ,'Well, when Fred was the accountant we never had any problems - what's the problem now?'	And he said that we were overpaid or something to that effect like that.	. I wasn't


entitled to that holiday pay because when we first started on the station Oscar and Evan agreed to the conditions that under what my father had got before he came to the station because he used to work for the
5		Northern Australian Railway and he'd - in those days you received an airfare for yourself and your family, and that was part of it too, and that I'd got the same conditions and we never had any problems with that before, only with Laurence - when Laurence took over the
10		accountancy.	So I - when I had the argument with him I - he paid up in the end, so everything was alright then, but it took an argument to get the money from him and I just referred to the conditions on my employment, at the time that Oscar and Evan agreed to employ us as."
15

In describing another quarrel he had with Ah Toy, B said, "It was after Oscar and Evan had died, after being on the station nearly 10 years we're entitled to some sort of long service pay, both dad and myself.	Laurence
20	wouldn't come at that, either, so we had to bring in the union, which we never had to do before."


B agreed he and Yates thought it strange that Ah Toy got the property.	B said he did not think it was right
25	that Ah Toy should get the property.	He did not think Ah Toy deserved the property.

I observed B closely during his testimony.	I soon


formed a strong impression then, which has not been diminished by my re-reading the evidence, that he was determined to denigrate Evan and Oscar in any way feasible.	Much of his evidence grossly distorts the
5		truth. I suspect strongly that his hostility stems from the Brothers having favoured Ah Toy ahead of him and his family.


B showed up particularly badly when being cross
10		examined about loans which had allegedly been made to him by the Brothers.	During that part of his testimony he was deliberately evasive.


B said he went into the homestead after the cyclone.
15	The water was getting in, mainly in the centre room and the front verandah, and it was coming down on all the books.	He said he removed some papers from Evan's pigeonholes.	Asked whether he remembered what he removed, he said it was two wills, both Oscar's and
20		Evan's, but not signed.	He said, "I gave them to Ted Yates, I think."


B was shown an unsigned copy of Oscar's will (exhibit A61).	He said it was very hard to say whether
25		it looked like the one he found in Evan's desk.	He said it might be the one.	He agreed that the document he saw mentioned Laurence Cheong Ah Toy.	B thought he could remember some of the words of exhibit A61 being in the


document he found but he could not remember others.	I am satisfied that exhibit A61 is one of the documents found by B.	B agreed that each of the documents he saw and which he removed from the homestead benefitted Ah Toy on
5	the brother's death.


I include questions and answers of Bin	cross examination to illustrate his lack of frankness:

10	Well, may I take it that when you found the wills
(	you read them?---I can't remember.
Well, you must've read them at some time?---Yes, possibly.
15
Well, you read them very carefully in the witness box yesterday, didn't you?---I suppose so, yes.
And may I take it that you did that because you were
20	trying to see if what was in the wills was the same as what you remembered from having read them at an earlier point of time?---Yes.


B agreed that he had discussed the wills he had
25		removed from Evan's desk with Yates.	He said he thought he took them to Yates at Humpty Doo.	B said he left the wills with Yates notwithstanding that Yates' name did not appear o	either of them and that the name of a firm of Solicitors appeared on them:	Ward Keller and Rorrison.
30		When asked whether he took any other documents from the homestead when he took the wills, he said he could not remember.	When pressed on the matter he said, "No, I don't think so."	But, on this point see the evidence of Yates at p.235.25.		It is difficult to understand why, if
35	B removed the unsigned wills to protect them from weather
damage as he said, he would not have removed other documents that were undoubtedly in the house at the same time.	Of course, one explanation might be that he was not interested in protecting documents from the cyclone,
5	but doing what he could to frustrate the Brothers' wills.

In fact, I prefer Yates' evidence that the wills and other documents were delivered to him by B during 1974, before	Cyclone Tracy: see Yates, page 254.	It follows that B was not telling the truth when he said that the copy wills were removed from the homestead after Cyclone Tracy.

Under cross-examination, B was shown a number of documents, now exhibits A45 to A65 inclusive.	I find
15		that they were documents in the possession of the Brothers at the times of their deaths and later irregularly removed from the homestead.	B was asked to inspect them.	He was then asked the following questions, to which he gave the following answers:
Do you remember seeing any of those documents?-- None.

Did you see any documents like those documents on that day?---I can't - I can't remember.	There was
25		papers there but I can't remember what exactly they were.

Did you ever, on any occasion, take any other documents, apart from the wills?---No.
30
In this respect see Yates' evidence at p.253 1.25.


B was shown exhibit A49, consisting of a carbon copy
on letterhead of a letter from Ah Toy to James dated 28 September 1972.	The carbon copy is not signed but rather initialled by Ah Toy.	This letter is set forth at page
119.	B was asked whether he had seen the document
5		before.	He said he had not.	This document  is one of many sent by Ah Toy to the Brothers to keep them informed in relation to matters being transacted affecting their
property.	B testified that it was possible for persons other than himself or his father to have entered the homestead after the Brothers' death.	It is likely that B in fact removed the documents referred to, as well as the wills, from the homestead after the Brothers' death.	See Yates p. 253 1.25.


15		It is convenient here to introduce Edward Thomas George Yates (Yates).	At the time of giving evidence, he was 77 years old.		He had been a station manager employed by the Brothers.	He first met them in about 1938, they having then just started to operate "Koolpinyah Cool Stores".	The Brothers had a slaughterhouse at Howard Springs.	See generally Edwards' evidence, p.256 1.25. Yates erected a yard on the railway line at the Ten Mile for trucking cattle for the Brothers.	He became particularly friendly with Evan and saw him regularly
25		during the ensuing years and through the Second World War until the early 1950s.	At that time, Yates was living at the Ten Mile where he had a farm.	Evan frequently stopped overnight there on his way to town.	From time to



time Yates took posts and other material to Koolpinyah.



In about 1951, Evan requested Yates to mahage the cattle part of the business for him.	Yates agreed to do
5		so and let his own farm to tenants.	He and his wife went to live at Humpty Doo.
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Yates said that from 1951 he saw the Brothers quite often.	He gave them reports of what he was doing from time to time.	Yates said that, in the 1950s, all mustering was done by the station's own stockmen on horseback.	In the 1960s, the Brothers started to use contract musterers, supervised by Yates.	The Reborse brothers were the first contractors, and Stephens followed.


Yates said that Evan was always a bit of a drinker, and a heavy drinker towards the end of his life.	He described Evan as a complete alcoholic in the finish.	He
20		described the progression from moderate drinking.	He said that Evan "was a man that always held his grog pretty good."	He said, "He got to the stage in the finish where he was neglecting himself and was in a sad state in my books."	He said that Evan was mainly a
25		spirits drinker in the finish but that he drank beer socially.	He described Evan's habit of slipping out to the storeroom for a drink.	Yates said that Evan was a heavy drinker in the last 8 or 9 years before he died.
252
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 He said he saw Evan at least once a month during that period and sometimes more often.		Sometimes he camped in the vicinity of the homestead for considerable periods. He said he had seen Evan wet his pants "a time or two." Yates did not suggest that that was Evan's "normal state":	compare B, p.234 1.18.	He said that when Evan
used to go to the storeroom for a drink, he would say,

"As the Governor of South Carolina said to the Governor of North Carolina, its a long time between drinks."

Even at night time, Evan had some drinks.	Yates said, "I have been there and heard him get up and have a couple of guggle guggles during the night."


15		Yates had known Ah Toy, through his family, for many years, although he did not meet him more formally until Ah Toy became the accountant for Koolpinyah Station.	He used to see Ah Toy at the station on the days when the Brothers settled up with the musterers.

On 1 April 1974, Yates gave notice of termination of his employment as manager of the station.	Thereafter he had no formal connexion with the station.

25		Yates remembered B bringing some papers to him some time in 1974.	He said they were correspondence about the setting up of the company and copies of the Brothers' wills, letters and so forth: see B, p.249.24.	Yates said

253




he thought the documents were delivered to him by Bon the verandah of his house at Humpty Doo in about April 1974, two or three months after he had finished his service at Koolpinyah station.
5

I referred earlier to the fact that B handed 2 unsigned copies of the Brothers' wills to Yates.	It is quite clear that Yates had no right to possess the documents and B had no right to deliver them to him.	I
10		regard B's gratuitous intermeddling, along with other evidence of his behaviour, as supporting the evidence of ill will towards the Brothers and Ah Toy and as fortifying my general impression that he was a biased and unreliable witness.	The evidence discloses that both B
15		and Yates had grievances against the Brothers who had allegedly created hopes that they might benefit in some way from the Brothers' wills.


Yates delivered the papers given to him by B to the
20		witness Edwards.	He said that Edwards came to his house for the documents.		He had contacted Edwards and said, "I've just been given some papers that might be of interest."	He also said that when he handed the documents to Edwards he said, "Here's some stuff that
25		might be interesting to the relatives."	He said that it did not occur to him to tell Ah Toy about the papers, nor did it occur to him to find out who the Brothers' solicitors were so that he could send the documents to


them.	He agreed that he did not wish to give the copy wills to anyone who might assist Ah Toy.	Yates had met the Howards and other relatives, and had some contact with them after the Brothers' deaths.
5
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Having regard to a submission made on behalf of the Howards that Humpty Doo station was different from Koolpinyah station and that the Brothers might not have intended to dispose of Humpty Doo station in the same way as Koolpinyah station, there is general evidence that they were operated as one property.	Although Humpty Doo was sometimes mentioned as if it were a separate entity, according to Yates Koolpinyah station and Humpty Doo were run as one property.	In fact, when it was put to Yates that the "two stations" were run as one station, he said, "Actually, they were one station."


Like Edwards, Yates was unhappy that the Brothers had chosen Ah Toy as their ultimate sole beneficiary.	He
20		said he noticed Ah Toy's name in copies of the Brothers' wills.	He said that he was surprised because he did not expect Ah Toy to "get the lot".	He added a rider to that remark consistent with prejudice.	Immediately after, he said, "I don't think they ever did either":	this can
25		only be construed as an implied assertion that the Brothers were either deceived, or that they failed to understand the effect of what they had done.	However, it is significant that, apart from that general assertion,


nothing that Yates said lends any concrete support to the contention that the Brothers were deceived by Ah Toy or by any other person or that they acted without knowledge of the effect of their actions.
5

Certain of the evidence indicates that, despite a denial, Yates thought that he ought to have received some benefit from the Brothers' estates.	In answer to the question, "Were you disappointed to see that your name
10		wasn't there?", Yates said, "Not really, not really.	I never expected anything out of them although when I went there	. he (Evan) said, 'Come out, Ted, and run the place and you will never regret it.1	That's the words he said to me."	Asked whether he had regretted going out to
15		work at the station, Yates said, "Well, not really, not really, not really."

It is significant to me that, despite Yates' association with the Brothers for a number of years, and
20		despite his clear displeasure that Ah Toy had been made beneficiary of their wills, Yates did not portray Evan remotely as degraded as did B.	In fact none of the persons who saw the Brothers from time to time gave a picture of them matching B's.
25

Roy Maxwell Edwards (Edwards) was called on behalf of the Howards. He was born at Palmerston, now Darwin, on 6 July 1906. He is a pastoralist and a highly


respected member of old Territorian society.	He first met Oscar and his partner, a man named sunter, just after the First World War.	Edwards also knew the parents and other relatives of Oscar.	His family were very friendly
5		with Judge Herbert.	Before Judge Herbert was appointed to the Bench, he practised as a solicitor in Mitchell Street.
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 Edwards said that about 1911 (he was doubtful a about the date) the Herberts bought some land on the other side of the Howard River.	Oscar and his brother Lloyd went to live there.	A cousin of Lloyd and Oscar joined them.	Lloyd and Sunter went to the First World War.	Lloyd was killed on active service.	The Herberts found that the property was not lucrative so they bought more land from a man named Laurie who owned Humpty Doo, and they also bought Bankers' Jungle.


Edwards met Evan for the first time in 1919 when he
20		came to Darwin on holidays from St Peter's, a school in Adelaide.	Evan and Edwards became very good friends. Evan returned to school for a while.	He joined Oscar permanently at the end of 1919 or early in 1920.	Edwards referred to the fact that they bought Sunter's share of
25	the property.


Edwards used to visit the Twenty Mile in his youth. The train stopped at the Twenty Mile where the Herberts


would meet him with horses and they would ride together out to Koolpinyah.	In those days the homestead was occupied by Rachel Herbert, the Brothers' aunt, Oscar, and Sunter until he was bought out.
5
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Sometimes, Evan stayed with the Edwards family on the Esplanade.	Edwards' father owned three blocks of land where Lameroo Lodge is now located.

10		Edwards said that, as far as he knew, Evan did not drink alcohol in those days, and, indeed, Evan used to become annoyed if Edwards drank after playing football. He thought Evan started to drink during the war.	He saw him drinking from time to time.
15

One day, very early in the 1930s, Edwards went to call for Evan at Rapid Creek.	Evan had just delivered some cattle there for F.E. Holmes, the butcher.	He had his holding paddock at the old Catholic Mission Station
20		there.	Edwards picked up Evan, and the stockman returned the horse to Koolpinyah.	Evan went with Edwards to town to collect the proceeds of sale.	Edwards remembered Evan going to Holmes' office on the corner of smith Street and Knuckey Street, now occupied by a travel agent.	When
25		Edwards met Evan afterwards, Evan was very distressed. He said that Holmes' manager, Wing, said that Holmes had been paying too much for cattle.	Evan said that he did not know what they would do because they were not making


any money as it was.	Edwards suggested to Evan that they remove the hides and process the cattle themselves.	At first Evan was unenthusiastic but, a few days later, he asked Edwards to go to Koolpinyah to discuss the matter
5	with him and Oscar.	Edwards did so.



At that time, Edwards was engaged managing his family's pearling luggers.	He had forwarding agencies in Darwin.	He was agent for a number of different firms,
10	including Goldsborough Mort.



Some time later, the Brothers built a slaughterhouse on the Howard River on land leased from Vesteys.	Lou Kernock, an old friend of the Brothers, helped them to
15		build it.	A man named Jack Hales retailed meat for them in Darwin alongside Cashman's buildings which, if I correctly understood the evidence, is the present site of the Darwin Newsagency.	The butcher shop was owned by a man named Snell.
20

The Brothers had trouble with the retail outlet and again they went to Edwards for advice.	Edwards suggested that they buy the shop.	They persuaded Edwards to go into it with them.	A man named Connors was brought in
25	for a third share.	The building was bought from the Brothers' mother and the business came to be known as "Koolpinyah Cool stores."	The shares were: the Brothers one third, Edwards one third, and Connors one third.




Koolpinyah Cool Stores continued during the years of the Second World War.	Connors operated the Cool stores in town and the Brothers operated the slaughterhouse at
5	Howard River.


Edwards saw Evan and Oscar two or three times during the war when he was flying for Australian National Airways.	He said that Oscar took his mother to Sydney
10	shortly after the bombing of Darwin and was away for 3 or
4 years.	He thought Oscar returned to Darwin about 12 months before the end of the war.


Just after the Second World War, Edwards heard that
15		Newcastle Waters Station was to be sold.	He used to buy considerable numbers of cattle from there.		He invited the Brothers to join with him in a partnership to acquire and operate Newcastle Waters Station.	They did so, but sold out to Edwards about 5 years later.	By then, the
20		Koolpinyah Cool Stores had been sold to William Angliss. From then, there was no partnership relationship between the Brothers and Edwards.

Edwards said he continued to maintain a home in
25		Darwin and whenever he went there on business he visited the Brothers en route.	That would occur every 2 or 3 months.	Edwards used to go into Queensland with cattle, so there were times that he was away for weeks.




Edwards sold Newcastle Waters Station in about 1981.
For as long as he owned it, he visited Darwin from time to time and it was his practice to break every trip on
5	which his wife accompanied him to visit the Brothers. Mrs Edwards would make up a hamper.	The Brothers were living pretty roughly.


It was clear that Edwards knew why he had been
10	called.	The following passage appears in the transcript.


"What can you tell us about them during the 60s?---Well, when we were out there?

15		Yes?---Evan - he could never sit down and talk for any length of time.	He'd be always over to the store where he kept liquor, evidently.
Why do you say that?---Well, he came back
20	smelling of it.	And then he'd be agitated and away he'd go again.	And I'd pass a remark to Oscar, who I was very fond of, 'How's the boy going?' and he'd just shake his head.	It was very distressing for me."

Edwards was a person caught in a situation where he was clearly affected by his admitted prejudice.	The question was "What can you tell us about them during the 60s?"	Without any prompting from the questioner, Edwards
30		launched straight into a description of Evan's drinking habits.	It is clear from the whole of the evidence that Evan drank excessively.	But, I am convinced that, because Edwards was and remained opposed to the idea that Ah Toy should inherit the Brothers' assets, he has been
35	moved to cooperate with those in whose interest it is to


set aside their wills.	It must not be thought that my comments amount to any attack upon Edwards' subjective honesty.	On the contrary, his admitted prejudice is to the opposite effect.	The reason I cannot rely as heavily
5	upon his evidence as I otherwise might have been able to is that he was clearly and admittedly prejudiced against Ah Toy.


Edwards saw Evan go into a hotel in Darwin with
10		another man in the 1960s.	He never saw him drink at Koolpinyah Station in the 1960s because Oscar was against liquor and he more or less forbade it.	Evan used to get around this prohibition by going to the store for a little nip.
15

Edwards was then questioned about the situation in the 1970s.	He said that Evan started to become dirty and very decrepit looking about 3 or 4 years before his death. He said that Evan had deteriorated and that, about
20		12 months before he died, he was in a very decrepit and dirty state.	Edwards noticed that Evan seemed to be very distant from things that they used to discuss.	He had been a keen cricketer, having played for St Peter's College, but he ceased to be interested in cricket.	"He
25		just didn't seem to have any conversation.	He was only interested in getting up every 5 seconds to go over to the shed to get some more booze."
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 Edwards described the Brothers towards the end of their lives.	He said Evan was very unkempt and dirty while Oscar was unkempt but clean.	I note that, despite Edwards' repeated emphasizing of Evan's unkempt and dirty condition, at no stage did he suggest that Evan had urinated or defecated in his clothing.	Again, this might be because of the exercising of restraint on Evan's part in the presence of Edwards but, having regard to Edwards' own description of Evan as going for a drink every few seconds, there is little evidence of such restraint.


Edwards was asked what it was like inside the Brothers' house.	He said, "After Miss Herbert	that's their aunt, Rachel Herbert, after she died and left, she
15     left there to go south before the war started and I think she died in a hospital down there, but it was always very tidy. But, of course, you can imagine 2 bachelors living in the house with just some native women to cook for them and do the housekeeping.. It was pretty rough ... it got
20	much rougher."


Edwards confirmed what is generally known about Oscar, that he was partially deaf, that he had poor eyesight and that he was epileptic and generally feeble.
25

Edwards said he knew Ward as a young solicitor having just arrived in Darwin before the Second World War.	He said that Ward was a close friend of the


Brothers.	He also said that Ward did a great deal for them although it is not clear from the evidence what he meant by this.


5		Edwards admitted under cross-examination to knowing Alice Marie Howard.	Edwards seemed evasive concerning his association with Mrs Howard.	He said he thought he
first met Mrs Howard at his wife's house in Adelaide
(
I	either before or about 1974.	He agreed it might have

10		been shortly after the Brothers died.	His wife had acquired the house some 20 years ago.	They had been married about 26 or 27 years.	It is curious that Edwards should have been concerned to stress that the house was owned by his wife.	The legal ownership of the house did
15		not seem to me to be pertinent except that, by stressing the ownership, Edwards might have felt that he was distancing himself from Mrs Howard.	He was asked: "And that was a house that was available for you and your wife to live in when you went to Adelaide?---Well,	I hope
20		so."	I insisted upon Edwards giving straight answers, whereupon he amended his previous answer to "Yes."


Asked whether Mrs Howard made contact with his wife, he replied that he did not know, and "I don't watch
25		everything my wife does."	Later, he said they met by appointment arranged by a relative of Mrs Howard.	He had forgotten how Mrs Howard's relative made contact with him to arrange the appointment.		He had also forgotten what


the relative had said in the course of arranging the appointment.


Edwards said he had already known of Mrs Howard
5		through the Brothers.	Edwards said he could not be definite as to whether Mrs Howard informed him that she wanted  to talk to him about the Brothers' estates.	He
admitted that "there would have been" discussion about the Brothers.	He could not remember Mrs Howard saying to him that she was disappointed that "a Chinaman named Ah Toy seemed to be running the property".	Edwards said that he thought Mrs Edwards was just discussing "how sad it was the way they both died, or something like that.	I cannot remember because I was not interested in anybody
15	else's issue as far as wills were concerned.	. I
wasn't interested in discussing that with anybody.	Why should I be?"


Edwards at first said that he did not deliver any
0o	documents to Ward from Mrs Howard.	He did say, however,
that he was approached by an employee of Koolpinyah Station, whom he said could have been B, who had removed some documents from the property.	Edwards said to him, "I think you had better give those to Mr Justice Ward.	I
25		don't know anything about them.	They're nothing to do with me".	He also agreed that it could have been Yates who approached him with the documents.	This is consistent with the evidence of Yates: see p.254 1.19.
However, someone showed him a number of documents, saying that he had picked them up at the homestead.	The only person of whom there was evidence that he removed papers from the homestead is B.	I refer later to the
5	significance of a number of documents produced out of the custody of the estate of Alice Marie Howard: see page 269, lines 4 et seq.


Edwards said that he did not see or read all of the documents shown to him by the person who claimed to have taken them from the homestead.		He said that he had forgotten whether he delivered the documents to Ward or whether someone else did so.	He said he could have delivered them himself.	He said he thought there were
15	one or two such documents, not 9 or 10.


If, at the time of delivery of any such documents to him, Ward was a member of the Supreme Court of the Northern Territory, he would have had no business with them, and they should have been delivered either to Ah Toy or to Ward Keller and Rorrison whose name appeared on some of them.	ward would have well known that his old firm had acted on the making of the wills.	Ward had become a judge of this court on 27 September 1974.
25

I am satisfied that the documents referred to were improperly removed from the homestead by someone and, further, that they were improperly delivered into the




possession of the Howard family.	It is likely that more than one of B, Yates, Edwards and Ward were implicated. On 22 July 1975 Ward wrote to Mrs Howard as follows:

5
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Dear Mrs Howard,
 
"Judge's Chambers Supreme Court
Darwin 22nd July 1975.

At long last I am returning to you the letters
15	you enclosed for me or sent via Roy Edwards.	I had put them somewhere for safe keeping, but mislaid them in the course of various moves I have been obliged to make more recently.	still, here they are
- I think they are the only ones you are concerned
20	with.

Like you, I am not happy with the way things ended.	It would be better if the staff, for instance, got the enjoyment of Koolpinyah.
25
Yours sincerely, (Signature)  DICK WARD"


30

It will be noted that this letter seems to refer to letters sent to ward by Mrs Howard herself and to others sent to him "v.:j..a Roy Edwards".	I noted the letterhead, "Judge's Chambers, Supreme court, Darwin".	It would have
35		been interesting to hear Ward's reasons for suggesting that the "staff" of the station should have had the enjoyment of it.


It is possible that documents found their way from
40	the homestead to Mrs Howard by more than one means.	The


reference by Ward to documents sent to him by Mrs Howard as well as documents received via Edwards may suggest this.	Nothing of this is significant in itself except as reinforcing my impression that Edwards was not impartial.
5

It was put to Edwards that he did not think that it was proper for the Brothers to leave their property to Ah Toy.	Edwards said, "Well, it seemed a peculiar benefit to hand to somebody who was practically a stranger."
10		Edwards said he t ought it was peculiar that they should leave their estates to Ah Toy and he agreed that he disapproved of it very strongly.	He said, "I don't think I would leave my money to a stranger."	Ah Toy was certainly a stranger in blood, and I take it that is what
15		Edwards meant by the word "stranger".	He was not otherwise a stranger except, perhaps, ethnically.	I would have been interested also to hear of Edwards whether he would have felt that it would have been peculiar if Ward, another stranger in blood, had been
20	left the Brothers' estate.



Asked whether he thought Ah Toy must have "got to the Brothers", Edwards said that, having thought about it, "Yes, I do."	He thought Ah Toy "might have persuaded
25		them".	Edwards was asked whether he would like to see Ah Toy fail in these proceedings, to which he said, "I'd have liked to have seen the Herberts leave a different will, put it that way, sir."	He said he supposed it


could be said that he would like to see Ah Toy fail in these proceedings, but that he would not like to say it.


In the course of the proceedings, a number of
5		documents were produced from the possession, custody or power of the estate of the late Alice Marie Howard, having been discovered to Ah Toy in a List of Documents (Exhibit A43).	Their production was significant in a number of respects.	In the first place, it tended to
10		prove that documents had been taken from the homestead after the deaths of the Brothers and delivered into the possession of Mrs Howard.	The circumstances are unclear, but suspicion falls, as I have said, upon B, Yates, Edwards and Ward as having sqme role in the process by
15		which those documents found there way from the homestead to Mrs Howard.	The fact that persons were involved in such an enterprise tends also to show prejudice on their part against Ah Toy or bias in favour of the Howards' cause.	The nature of those documents also tends to
20		support Ah Toy's claim that the Brothers were kept fully informed of business transactions concerning them in which he was involved by his furnishing them with copies of relevant documents, thus giving them a chance to study them at their leisure and to discuss them with trusted
25	friends such as Ward and Edwards.


The copy wills fell into this category par excellence.	The wills had not been whisked away from the


Brothers after signing, not to be seen by them again: copies were left with them, enabling them to discuss their wills with Ward or anyone in whom they might wish to confide.	Later the copy wills were taken away by B.
5	Thereafter, they came into the possession of Mrs Howard.


I shall describe some of the documents so produced: The two unsigned carbon copy wills are almost certainly those which B removed from the homestead.	They are documents 26 and 27 in exhibit A43.


Exhibit A46 is a memorandum dated 1 September 1972 from Ah Toy, in his handwriting, to Oscar relating to a proposed visit by Ward to the station concerning a court
15   case.  It also dealt with an arrangement for Oscar to be taken by Ward to Ah Toy in Darwin, and then by Ah Toy to see Cox. Seep. 108 1.6.


Exhibit A47 is the original of a letter from Ward Keller and Rorrison to Ah Toy dated 6 November 1972 and a carbon copy of the opinion of Adams referred to in the letter: see p.151 1.17.	It is clear that this letter was passed on by Ah Toy to the Brothers, together with a copy of Adams' opinion.	These documents came into existence
25	after the wills.	They were available to the Brothers to
discuss with Ward or Edwards at any time.	The leaving of the wills and such documents as exhibit A47 with the Brothers is not consistent with underhand or guilty
conduct on the part of Ah Toy.	It is consistent with innocent and open dealing.	It may be noted that Ward himself was still then a partner of Ward Keller and Rorrison.
5

Exhibit A48 is a photocopy letter from M.R. Finger
of the Department of the Northern Territory to Ah Toy dated 5 January 1973, to which is attached a compliments slip of Ah Toy.	This was in all probability a document
r o	copied by Ah Toy, to which he attached his compliments
slip, delivered to the Brothers for their information.



Exhibit A49 is a carbon copy on letterhead of the original letter from Ah Toy to James dated 28 September
15	1972, a copy of which forms part of exhibit A, which is
set forth fully at p.119 1.15.	The words ''c.c. Herbert Brothers" suggest that a copy was supplied to the Brothers.	The copy of the original shows that it was signed "Laurence" in full.	The carbon copy was merely initialled.		It was made for the information of the Brothers.


It is also apparent that exhibit A49 is the very carbon copy on letterhead from which the photocopy
25		exhibited to Mrs Howard's affidavit sworn 26 February 1981 was made.	Exhibit A49 appears to be water damaged, reinforcing the already compelling evidence that it was once at the homestead at Koolpinyah.






Exhibit A50 is a carbon copy letter on letterhead from Ah Toy to the Department of the Northern Territory, initialled by Ah Toy.	This copy was produced by Ah Toy
5	for the information of the Brothers.



Exhibit A51:	the same remarks may be made of the carbon copy letter on letterhead initialled by Ah Toy dated 9 April 1973, being a letter from Ah Toy to Max
10	Thomason.


Exhibit A52 is a carbon copy letter on letterhead from Ah Toy to s. Cleanthous dated 9 April 1973 and initialled by Ah Toy.
15
Exhibit A55 is in the same category as exhibits A50, A51 and A52.


Exhibit A54 is the original of a memorandum fr6m Ah
20		Toy to Oscar dated 1 December 1972.	Like the other documents in this list, it was taken from the homestead and ultimately produced from the possession of the estate of Alice Marie Howard.	I set out the document here to show that Ah Toy made a practice of keeping the Brothers
25	informed of steps being taken in relation to the management of their estate:
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Memo to: From:
 o.s. Herbert LAT
 Date:	1-12-72
Steno:
Subject:
5	Client:
c.c:
 Koolpinyah Company
 Station Pty Limited -

Encl.:

	Yesterday I arranged for your new company to

10		purchase the stock (3311@ $50 per head) horses and plant for the total sum of $195,300

	The company paid a cheque of this amount into Herbert Bros A/C.

15
3.



20	4.

5.

25
 Today (1-12-72) OSH + ESH will each lend to the company the sum of $97,650 (1/2 of $195,300) Cheques were signed yesterday.
The company will then owe OSH + ESH $97,650 each.

Thus the company has been lent the money to enable it to purchase the stock, plant etc from OSH + ESH by its shareholders and directors who are also OSH + ESH!




The significance of Ah Toy's sending this and other
30		documents to the Brothers is not merely that it shows that the Brothers were being informed by Ah Toy of what was taking place, but it also shows that Ah Toy was not fearful of the likelihood of the Brothers discussing these documents with trusted friends such as Ward.	I
35	regard the fact that copy documents and memoranda were given to the Brothers in this way, before any controversy, as significant in Ah Toy's favour.	It tends to show absence of a guilty mind.


40		A number of other documents referred to in exhibit A43 fell into the category of documents removed from the


homestead and delivered into the possession of Mrs Howard.	Those referred to specifically are sufficient to establish the general proposition above.


5		Matron Kathleen Lorraine Brennan, retired, gave evidence relating to the Brothers' condition during the years she knew them.	She was matron of the Darwin Hospital from 1965 to 1983.	Although her evidence goes nowhere near the extremes of B's evidence, she testified
10		that Evan drank alcohol very heavily at times.	The fact that Evan was a very heavy drinker at certain times in his life, and especially towards the end of it, is not really in contention in this case.	The issue is whether he drank so heavily as to have destroyed his testamentary
15		capacity at the time he signed his will on 1 October 1972 or whether, if the alcohol did not affect his mind to such an extent, it may have contributed to his succumbing to alleged improper influence from Ah Toy to which he might otherwise not have succumbed.
20

Matron Brennan's overall description of the Brothers, including their deterioration as they grew older, is realistic if a little coloured by her own and the Brothers' old-fashioned outlook.	She sai,d that the
25		Brothers were very attached to the Church of England at some time in their lives, and that they were much relieved to find that she, Matron Brennan, despite her name, was also a member of that church.	After responding


to questions in which she described the general deterioration in the Brothers' manner of dress that occurred with the passage of time, Matron Brennan said, "These things might seem significant now.	They weren't
5		significant to me at the time.	I just recall that I saw those things."	Matron Brennan also observed that, as time passed, the Brothers' meals became inadequate.	This seems to have been in part due to the fact that Evan took over the task of preparing meals from Aboriginal girls.
10		There was, however, nothing in Matron Brennan's evidence that would influence me to doubt the fundamental thrust of the evidence of Professor Chynoweth or Dr Bower.


In describing the Brothers' attitude to the
15		Aborigines at the station, Matron Brennan said, "Well, they were employees.	They addressed Mr Herbert senior and Mr Herbert as the big boss and boss."	She also said, "I think they had a serious regard to obligations and responsibilities towards employees but it was a mixed
20	relationship.	These people lived on the station.	They lived nearby, and while there was a social gulf there was an affinity, especially with the little children.
After the meal the children were brought down.	They would display their tummies and they'd have their tummies
25		poked and it would be - this is Mr Oscar Herbert - 'very full' and it was all smiles and then off they would go to the camp."	At Christmas the children were given good quality toys.




Matron Brennan's attention was drawn to a carbon copy of a letter dated 31 May 1972 from Evan to her (part of exhibit Y).	She acknowledged that she was known to
5		Evan as "Laurie".	I reproduce the letter here as another indication of Evan's mental capacity at that time:


(1-0-,


15
 




Dear Laurie,
 "Koolpinyah Station
P.O. Box 1866 Darwin NT   5794
31-5-72
Delighted to receive your annual lette of 28- 5-72 and to hear all is well with you in your rushing rural capacity	Apparently Koolpinyah is not on the list not "rural" enough I suppose or not
20	enough children?

You certainly have been moving about all good for you I suppose, it is supposed to keep some people out of mischief!	Your request for permission
,_
25	to come out on Sunday 18th June is granted and will have red carpet laid.

Oscar is in much better shape as far as his bronchialites is concerned a man by name of Bartlett
I		here got that under control but his eyes if anything are worse and Moo doesn't seem to be able to do much about them.	We heard on the grape vine that an eye specialist from Adelaide was coming up here in July in an official capacity was asking Moo about it he
35	said he knew nothing of it.	Maurice Brown is the name of the man and our informant is a cousin of ours in Adelaide, do you know anything?	What Cousin Molly suggests is another opinion rather than have Oscar go South which would kill him.
40
Well I think that is about enough gossip for a while until we can have a verbal one on 18-6-72.
Love
45	Evan"
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10
 The Howards asserted that Ah Toy wilfully caused the Aboriginal people living on the station to leave the station.	In so far as that assertion is material to these proceedings, Matron Brennan said that some of the Aborigines, as far as she knew, left the station and went to live at Bagot.	She wa	clearly speaking about a time during the Brothers' lifetime.	Ah Toy said Aborigines still lived at the old homestead site.	They had been there since before he was engaged by the Brothers.	He denied that he had done anything to have them r.emoved from the property.


Aileen Henry of Snake Bay, Melville Island, gave evidence concerning her life at Koolpinyah Station from
15		when she was a baby until the death of Oscar.	She named some of the Aborigines who lived in the same community: Old Paddy, Old Jack, Maggie, Morgan, Caroline, Robert, William, Samson and Irene, the last four of whom were siblings of the witness.	The witness said that
20	Koolpinyah was her mother's country.	Her father was

Tiwi.	Her mother's people were Limengen. described the extent of Limengen country.
 Mrs Henry
It was located
to the east of Koolpinyah station and did not include the homestead.	She said there was an Aboriginal burial
25		ground on Koolpinyah, 3 or 4 miles from the homestead. She said that 13 or 14 Aboriginal people were buried there.	She said that the Brothers knew about the burial ground because, when she and her family went out to clean


the graves, they always told the Brothers where they were going. She said that she used to visit the burial ground "every couple of days".


5
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She said that her people used to hunt kangaroo, fish and goanna on Koolpinyah Station with spears.	She said that they used to go hunting every day and they ate the food they caught.	When she was very little, they used to hold corroborees on the station.	She said that the Brothers went to the corroborees when they were separate ceremonies concerning men.


Mrs Henry used to do cleaning work in the homestead.
She remembered Oscar working in the garden.	She
15		described him as "a bit sick".	She said "He never used to do hard work much.		he used to garden a lot."	She said he wore glasses.	She said Evan was "sometimes usually drunk."	She said that although he used to stagger in the afternoons, she never saw him drinking.
20		She agreed that the Brothers were "clean".	She said the house was clean.


She said that, after Oscar's funeral, Ah Toy told her that there was no job for her and that if she wanted
25		to leave she could do so.	She said that she said, "We pack and go - go away, come to Bagot."	A year later, she said that she and her sister and brother went to Koolpinyah station in order to visit the burial ground.


She said Ah Toy refused permission to make the visit. She said they had relatives buried at the burial ground. They left the station without visiting the burial ground and have not returned since.
5

Mrs Henry agreed that, after the death of Evan, Oscar had told her that there was no job for her.


Mrs Henry said that, when they lived at the station,
10	Oscar used to provide food which consisted of meat, bread, sugar and tea.


At the time of Oscar's death, Morgan was still living on the station.	He has since died.	Paddy and
15	Jack, old men, went to Humpty Doo to live.	They have since died.	Maggie died about 3 or 4 years ago.	She had been living at Humpty Doo.	Mrs Henry's younger brother, Robert, died after cyclone Tracy.	Her brothers, William and Samson, now live at Snake Bay.
20

Before passing on to consider the application of the law to the facts, it is appropriate to add that much of the oral testimony in the case was adversely affected by the lack of recall of witnesses because of the very long
25		time since the events being described occurred.	The danger is that long held prejudices may start to compensate for loss of true memory.	I have done my best to make due allowance for this fact.




TESTAMENTARY CAPACITY
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The criteria for determining a person's testamentary capacity at the time of making his will have been framed in various ways in a number of decided cases.	I am content to be guided by the High Court in Timbury and Another v Coffee and Another (1942) 66 CLR 277:

"The issue of capacity is one of fact (Sutton v. Saddler [1857] 3 CB (NS) 87 [140 ER 671]; 5 WR 880);
Earl of Longford v. Purdon ([1887] 1 LR Ir 75, at p.79).	The question for the jury was: 'Whether the testator was of sound and disposing mind and understanding when he made his will.	That is the question which the wisdom of ages has framed, and, which as often as the question arises in courts of justice, and is put into form, in those words it is put into form.'	The factors of competency are that the party must know what he is about, have sense and knowledge of what he is doing, and the effect his disposition will have, knowledge of what his property was, and who those persons were that then were the objects of his bounty (Frere v. Peacocke [1846] 1 Rob. Eccl. 442, at PP• 452-454 [163 ER 1095
at p. 1099], citing Lord Kenyon in 3 curt. Appendix.)": per Rich ACJ at page 280.

" 'Before a will can be upheld it must be shown that at the time of making it the testator had sufficient mental capacity to comprehend the nature of what he was doing, and its effects; that he was able to realize the extent and character of the property he was dealing with, and to weigh the claims which naturally ought to press upon him.	In order that a man should rightly understand these various matters it is essential that his mind should be free to act in a natural regular, and ordinary manner' (per Hood J., In the Will of Wilson [1897] 23 VLR 197, at p.
199.) ...	'In the end the tribunal - the court or jury - must be able affirmatively, on a review of the whole evidence, to declare itself satisfied of the testator's competence at the time of the execution of the will (Smith v. Tebbitt [1867] LR 1 P &   D 398, at p. 436;	Sutton v. Sadler (supra))' (per Rich J, Landers v. Landers (1914) 19 CLR 222, at pp. 235, 236.)": per Dixon J quoting from the authorities cited.





I accept the evidence of Professor Chynoweth and Dr Bower concerning the testamentary capacity of the
5	Brothers.	I have considered carefully the oral evidence
and the reports of Mr Wayne Reid, a senior neuropsychologist at the Royal North Shore Hospital, Sydney, and of Dr S.E. Williams.	They reach different
0	conclusions from those reached by Professor Chynoweth and
10		Dr Bower.	However, there is nothing in their reports or other evidence which causes me seriously to doubt the conclusions of Professor Chynoweth or Dr Bower.	I should add that my own assessment of the Brothers, based upon evidence emanating from them, including letters and diary
15		entries, convinces me that they were sufficiently mentally intact to possess testamentary capacity. Expressed in terms of probabilities, I would estimate the conclusions of Professor Chynoweth and Dr Bower as highly probable, and those of Mr Wayne Reid and Dr Williams as
20	unlikely.



On their face the wills are rational. They were signed and attested in the required manner.	There was no contention to the contrary.	There is nothing intrinsic
25	to the wills themselves that calls into question the testamentary capacity of either of the Brothers.


The Brothers deliberately excluded the Howards from benefit: that is to say, they did so thoughtfully.	There was never any serious question of the Brothers benefiting the Howard family.	Having regard to the relationship
5		between the Howard family and the Brothers, the former had no moral claim upon the latter: certainly none that pressed upon them.	The Brothers were influenced by the fact that the Howards, despite being "cousins", resided and had their interests in South Australia and had not
10		shown any significant practical interest in Koolpinyah Station.	It was not unreasonable for the Brothers to have been influenced by this consideration.	Any claim created by their being cousins was negligible.	But, regardless of the strength of their claim, the evidence
15		shows that the Brothers were aware of it and rejected it. Their choice of Ah Toy was based on their belief that he would honour their trust that he would maintain the station for as long as possible.	It was a rational 9nd tenable belief, and whether their trust was in fact
20	misplaced (and I do not suggest it was) is not to the point.


There is nothing in the evidence to suggest that the Brothers were not aware that they might leave bequests to
25	the Anglican Church, to charities, or to individual persons like B or Yates.	It is possible that a lack of liquidity might have decided them against such a course. They may well have believed with justification that,


although it was a valuable property, Koolpinyah Station would probably continue to need the investment of all available cash to ensure its practicability as a pastoral enterprise.	They are likely to have foreseen that parts
5		of it would have to be sold from time to time to get such cash.	If the Brothers in fact decided that such cash as could be found was not available for specific bequests, such a decision was not illogical or irrational.	The absence of such bequests does not suggest to me a
10		relevant lack of understanding.	On the contrary, it is arguable that it shows the Brothers to have been aware of the realities.


Nor is there anything that raises doubt that the
15		Brothers were aware of the extent and nature of their property.	The inference from all the facts is to the contrary.	As far as possible, they wanted it to continue as it was after their deaths.	An expressed reason for rejecting the Howards as beneficiaries was the not
20		irrational fear that the latter would allow the property to be broken up and sold.	Whether such fear would have been realized is not relevant, but it does suggest that the Brothers were aware of the nature of their estate.


25		Dr Bower expressed the opinion that the Brothers understood the nature and extent of their property and had a very clear understanding of the persons who could be their beneficiaries.	There were other relevant


matters about which Dr Bower thought the Brothers would have had an understanding, such as the transfer of assets from themselves to the company.

5		There was nothing about the Brothers' decision itself to suggest anything irregular or unnatural or extraordinary in the workings of their minds, or that they did not know what they were about.


10		With the possible exception of B, no-one who knew the Brothers during their lifetimes has asserted that they were mentaJly defective.	The only serious contention to that effect has arisen posthumously through the agency of the Howard family who have not exercised
15	any restraint in their attempt to degrade the Brothers by highlighting their physical disabilities and Evan's alcoholism to the end that they should both seem so
(	mentally deficient as to lack testamentary capacity.



20		I am satisfied that, despite their infirmities, neither of the Brothers suffered any such lack of normality of mind as would detract from their testamentary capacity.	The effect of considering their letters and diaries, their interview with Spillet, and
25		the testimony of witnesses, both lay and expert, is overwhelming.	Of the lay witnesses, there were some like James and Cox (whom for this purpose I regard as lay) who affirmed that they thought the brothers were quite normal


mentally, and there were others who could have been expected to testify to some deviant, aberrant or abnormal behaviour if there had been any, but who did not.	I have already said of the experts that I accepted Professor
5	Chynoweth and Dr Bower as reliable witnesses.	There is
no reason to say more of them.





5	KNOWLEDGE AND APPROVAL

(
The High Court (Nock v Austin and Another (1918) 25 CLR 519 at p.523) approved what was laid down by Lindley LJ (Tyrrell v Painton [1894] Pat p.156) about a will
10	executed under suspicious circumstances:


11	••	the proper question for a Judge to ask himself in view of such elements of suspicion is this: 'Do the defendants affirmatively establish to
15		my satisfaction that the testatrix knew what she was doing when she executed this will ? 1 11 :	per Barton and Gavan Duffy JJ.

(--
20		Their Honours (ibid, at p.542) quoted with approval from another authority in probate relevant to this case:


11     •••	we may as well quote the terse statement of the principle by Sir Samuel Evans in the case of In
25		the Estate of Osment, [1914] Pat	p.132: 'It is well established that if a party writes or prepares a will under which he takes a benefit, that is a circumstance that ought generally to excite the suspicion of the court and cause it to be vigilant
30		and jealous in examining the evidence in support of the instructions for the will; it ought not to pronounce for the document unless the suspicion is removed, and it is judicially satisfied that the
paper propounded does express the true will of the deceased.	That is the principle ...	'"

5	In Nock, instructions were taken by one executor, the will was drawn by the other, both of whom were large beneficiaries in proportion to the whole of the estate.


Isaacs J (ibid, at p.528) said:
10
"The relevant law is not doubtful.	It may be thus stated: -
	In general, where there appears no circumstance exciting suspicion that the provisions of the instrument may not have been fully known to and approved by the testator, the mere proof of his capacity and of the fact of due execution of the instrument creates an assumption that he knew of an

20	assented to its contents (Barry y .Butlin 2 Moo PCC at p.484; Fulton v Andrew LR 7 HL 488)
	Where any such suspicious circumstance exists, the assumption does not arise, and the proponents

25		have the burden of removing the suspicion by proving affirmatively by clear and satisfactory proof that the testator knew and approved the contents of the document (Baker v Batt 2 Moo PCC 317 at p. 321; Tyrrell v Painton [1894] P 151; Shama Churn Kundu v
30	Khettromoni Dasi LR 27 Ind App 10 at p.16)
	If in such a case the conscience of tne tribunal, whose function it is to determine the fact upon a careful and accurate consideration of all the

35		evidence on both sides, is not judicially satisfied that the document does contain the real intention of the testator, the Court is bound to pronounce its opinion that the instrument is not entitled to probate (Baker v Batt 2 Moo PCC at p.320; Fulton v
40	Andrew LR 7 HL 448)
	The circumstance that a party who takes a benefit wrote or prepared the will is one that should generally arouse suspicion and call for the

45		vigilant and anxious examination by the Court of the evidence as to the testator's appreciation and approval of the contents of the will (Barry v Butlin 2 Moo PCC 480, and Fulton v Andrew LR 7 HL 448; per Lord Shaw in Low v Guthrie [1909] AC 278 at p.284)
50
	But the rule does not go further than requiring

vigilance in seeing that the case is fully proved. It does not introduce a disqualification (per Lord James in Low v Guthrie [1909] AC at pp.282-283)
5		(6)	Nor does the rule require as a matter of law any particular species of proof to satisfy the onus (Barry v Butlin 2 Moo PCC at p.484)"

10
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It is clear that Ah Toy was himself involved closely in bringing into existence the wills from which he would benefit.	He spent much time in the company of the Brothers before the making of the wills;	he was their accountant and financial advisor; the Brothers had become reliant on him in many ways; from time to time he urged them to make wills; he was the channel through whom instruction passed for the first time to the Brothers' solicitors that he, Ah Toy, was to be their beneficiary, although he did not draw the wills; he was present at the station when the wills were signed and attested, although not present at the signing.	These	circumstances and those appearing form the facts generally, on their face, must raise a prudent person's suspicion.	With respect to the learned authorities, common sense itself would demand a careful examination of the facts to see whether the continuation of that suspicion is justified.	The question now to be answered is whether, having considered the whole of the evidence, that suspicion persists.	The suspicion is that the testators might not have known what they were doing when they executed their wills or that the wills might not express the true will of the
testators.	Mr Downes submitted that any suspicion that either of the Brothers might not have known what he was doing or approved of it disappears entirely when all the circumstances of Ah Toy's involvement are known anq taken
5		into account.	ln substance, he says that the suspicion that arises on the face of the facts is dispelled when all the relevant facts are known.


Having observed Ah Toy in the witness box for several days, for much of which he was most searchingly cross-examined, and having since read several times and considered his evidence, and having related it to the evidence of other witnesses, I am confident not only that he did his best to answer questions honestly but also
15		that, during the happening of the relevant events, he behaved properly according to the measure of his understanding of his obligations in the situations in which he was placed: an understanding that was in truth somewhat limited.	It is easy to be critical now, but I think it wrong, when considering his credit generally, to use as a yardstick sophisticated rules of conduct devised by the legal profession for lawyers.	He must be judged in this respect by ordinary standards.		Such persons not unreasonably expect to be guided by legal practitioners
25		of good repute.	Ward Keller and Rorrison, and its member James, were such legal practitioners.	The actions of Ah Toy giving rise to suspicion were largely the result of his not having been told that it was inappropriate for
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''
 him to involve himself in the Brothers' affairs at certain critical times.	I have already referred to James' behaviour in this regard.	However, it is proper to say that, having observed James in the witness box, I have no doubt of his personal and professional integrity in the matter.	He was truthful, and I rely on him in respect of matters he could remember and matters he said he was sure about.	Because James was not in the habit of taking notes, there are matters which he had forgotten: in such cases his lack of memory was manifest by his show
of confusion and his expressed lack of recollection.	Cox and Watson-Brown were clearly honest and reliable witnesses.
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Of course, these considerations do not themselves remove the suspicion reflected from the face of the facts.	But, they are a starting point.	The question I must ask relates to the understanding and intention of the Brothers.	The state of mind of Ah Toy and other witnesses has an important but indirect bearing on that question.


Ah Toy advised the Brothers that they should get James' independent advice, and he informed James
25		accordingly: see page 102, line 24.	I would add to my earlier comments on this evidence that it was not unreasonable for Ah Toy to assume that the Brothers would wish to be advised by James.	He was a member of Ward
Keller and Rorrison, the firm of solicitors who had advised and acted for the Brothers for years.	It was Ward's firm.	Ward had himself been seriously considered by the Brothers as their principal beneficiary.		James
5		had been introduced into the Brothers' affairs by Ward, thus tacitly, at least, suggesting to the Brothers as well as to Ah Toy that James was a man in whom the
Brothers could place their trust.


It must not be overlooked that Ah Toy was not the only source of instructions to James as to the contents of the wills.	Nor, in any significant respect, was he the latest source of instruction in point of time.	Final instructions, with an exception to which I shall again
15		refer, came directly to James from the Brothers. Notwithstanding Ah Toy's own involvement, the Brothers' solicitors, Ward Keller and Rorrison (in particular, James) advised them and took instructions for their wills
directly from them.	Consider the meeting between James
(;
and the Brothers on 10 August 1972, the letter of advice from James to the Brothers of 11 August 1972: see page 88 lines 17 et seq.	It is clear that the Brothers were capable of a fair general understanding of that letter and its implications.	The Brothers instructed James
25	directly on 30 August 1972, in private and away from the
presence of Ah Toy, that they wished Ah Toy to be their ultimate beneficiary: page 104 et seq.	James, the Brothers' solicitor, thereafter drew a will for Oscar and
a management agreement referred to at p.111 1.7.
It is true that Ah Toy was later involved in the transmitting to James of instructions to amend the draft prepared by James, but those amendments were not
5	favourable to Ah Toy; they were rather against his interest.		The fact that the Brothers directed those changes and that Ah Toy acted to implement their directions tends to show both that the Brothers were alert to the significance of the wills and also that Ah Toy carried-out their wishes even when they did not favour him.	Those alterations concerned an executor, additional to Ah Toy, and the insertion of the precatory clause.	The latter had the effect of putting on record the very reason for making Ah Toy the residuary
15		beneficiary.	These instructions were contained in the letter to James dated 28 September 1972, a copy of which was furnished to the Brothers and not removed from the homestead till after the Brothers' deaths:	see page 119 and 250.	The wills in final form were drafted by James.


Due to the very long time between the date of the signing of the wills (1 October 1972) and the time of the hearing (late 1988), memories of what occurred at the signing have faded.	In particular, there was uncertainty
25		on the part of witnesses whether the Brothers read the wills or whether the wills were read to them.	But one piece of objective evidence shifts the balance of probabilities in favour of a finding that the Brothers
read the wills themselves, namely, the certificate written by Cox on 5 October 1972, only 4 days after the signing: see page 136.

5		Copies of the wills were given to the Brothers to keep. They had them in their possession to be read at leisure. They were literate men, of at least average
intelligence, quite capable of reading and understanding them.	They might have, had tney so wished, consulted other persons (eg Ward or Edwards) about them.	Ah Toy was not to know that they would not.	The lack of evidence of any such consultation tends to support the contention that the Brothers well knew what was the effect of their wills and had no concern about them.	It
15		would have been remarkable if Ah Toy, having acted with devious motives and having procured the Brothers to sign wills which they did not approve, had left copies with the Brothers possibly to be shown to such intimate friends as Ward and Edwards.	The copy wills remained at the homestead from 1 October 1972 until after the deaths of the Brothers.	The death of Evan did not occur till 28 January 1974.	There is evidence that the wills were located in a place frequented by the Brothers, namely, in the pigeon-hole desk on the verandah of the homestead.
25
In addition to the copy wills, other documents referring to the wills and Bray transactions were given to the Brothers for their records: eg, the letter from Ah
Toy to James of 28 September 1972 (see page 119, line 15) a copy of the opinion of Mr Adams QC: see page 147.	The furnishing of copy wills and other relevant documents to the Brothers tends to negative any suggestion of fraud on
5		the part of Ah Toy. It tends to show frankness on the part of Ah Toy and Ward Keller & Rorrison that was not fearful of the Brothers' friends knowing what was
transpiring during the Brothers' lives.	Remember, no-one could have predicted such an early demise for Evan: another 10 years of life for Evan would not have been an unreasonable expectation from Ah Toy's point of view.


Once it is accepted that the Brothers were looking for someone to carry on the property as a going pastoral
15		concern, the wills can be seen to be not inappropriate. Ward had for some reason slipped out of consideration for that purpose.		In any event, he had nothing like the intimacy of involvement of Ah Toy with the operations of the station.	The Howard family had not shown any practical interest in the Brothers or in Koolpinyah Station.	The Brothers, not unreasonably, would have perceived it to be unwise to rely upon them to carry on the station.	Indeed, if the Howards had not left a vacuum of disinterest for Ah Toy to fill in the years
25		before the Brothers' deaths, the situation might well have been different.	It was not unreasonable for the Brothers to have turned to Ah Toy as the person who would be more likely than any other to carry on Koolpinyah


be more likely than any other to carry on Koolpinyah Station.


I have no suspicion that the Brothers either did not
5		know the effect of the instruments they were signing, or that they did not fully approve of them: in short, I am left with no suspicion that the instruments do not represent the true wills of the Brothers.
5



COERCION AND UNDUE INFLUENCE


In response to the allegation that Ah Toy had used
10		coercion or undue influence to induce the Brothers to make their wills on 1 October 1972, Mr Downes submitted that there was no positive evidence that such influence had been used.	A,s I understand it, the expression "undue influence" is more properly a term of art in equity applicable to dispositions inter vivos.	But rather than bog down in a quibble as to whether there is any distinction between the terms "undue influence" and "coercion" in the present context, I shall ask myself whether I satisfied, on the balance of probabilities,
20		that Ah Toy's relationship with or conduct towards the Brothers did not so influence their testamentary actions [leading up to and including the execution of the wills] that those actions were not done in the exercise of a free choice to do them as they in fact did them, or to do
otherwise.	I have answered that question in the affirmative: ie, I am satisfied that Ah Toy did not exercise undue influence or coercion in the relevant sense.
5

Mr Downes submitted that there was no positive evidence of such influence.	I take him to have meant that there was no direct evidence of such influence and that there was no acceptable circumstantial evidence of it.	James, under cross-examination, said that he had no concern that it was possible that Ah Toy had unduly influenced the Brothers.	He said he never saw "any evidence at all of it."


15		I have already said that I cannot rely on the evidence of B.	I reject his evidence of circumstances from which it is suggested I should infer that Ah Toy deliberately plied Evan with liquor.	A fortiori, I reject the inference.

Ah Toy himself denied under cross-examination that he suggested to the Brothers that they should leave their property to him.	I do not disbelieve him.

25		It is true that Ah Toy readily complied with the Brothers' requests to provide services outside of his professional discipline; indeed, he volunteered many services to them from time to time. It is always
possible for conduct such as Ah Toy's to be improperly motivated.	It is no doubt wise to suspect a benefactor: The Trojans suffered the cost of failing to entertain healthy suspicion.	But, having entertained such a
5		natural suspicion, indeed a strong one, throughout the hearing and for some time after it, and having considered all the evidence, I am convinced it should be put aside. I am confidant that Ah Toy was providing service to the Brothers from ordinary motives of enlightened self interest spiced with the satisfaction of knowing that his efforts were helping two old men who were having great difficulty helping themselves and whom no-one else was readily available to help.


15		It is not possible to divorce the factors that caused the dispositions inter vivos to be made from those that led to the making of the wills.	They were essentially the same factors.	The considerations that influenced the Brothers to choose Ah Toy as their testamentary beneficiary are the very same that persuaded them to make all dispositions necessary to effect the Bray Scheme.	Neither was done for the ultimate purpose of benefitting Ah Toy although each, incidentally, did so.	The making of wills favouring Ah Toy and the giving
25		of effect to the Bray Scheme were means to the end desired, namely, the carrying on of Koolpinyah station as a pastoral enterprise for as long as possible after the death, first, of one brother, and then after the death of
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15
 the other.	It was not enough that their property should go to a person who was ready and willing to execute the Brothers' wishes in that respect; it was also necessary that the conditions should exist to make it possible for that person to do so.	Those conditions included the existence of sufficient capital to carry on the enterprise.		A major threat to the fulfilment of that condition was the possibility of having to pay a considerable sum of money in duties.

Therefore, when considering whether the dispositions inter vivos were made as the result of undue influence, this exceptional circumstance should be kept in mind, namely, that those dispositions were essentially subordinated to the desired end that the pastoral operations of Koolpinyah station should be enabled to be carried on for as long as possible after the deaths of the Brothers.	In this respect the dispositions differ from one made for no other reason than to benefit the donee either out of gratitude or for some similar purpose.

In the course of the hearing, I commented upon Ah Toy's propensity for taking care of the Brothers'
25	slightest need.	I remarked that Ah Toy was either motivated by the most extreme charitable disposition or alternatively, I said, "it's possible to argue that it was an insidious way of worming himself into the favour
of those men by making them, as it were, psychologically and, to some extent, physically dependent on him in almost every area of their lives."	It is clear from these reasons that I have come a long way from my initial
5	impression.


A preliminary question is where the onus of proof lies.	As I understand the cases, if a certain kind of fiduciary relationship existed between Ah Toy on the one hand and the Brothers on the other at the material times, the burden rests upon Ah Toy to show that the gifts were "the pure voluntary and well-understood act of the donor's mind": "the independent and well-understood act of a man in a position to exercise free judgment based on
15	information as full as that of the donee".


The fiduciary relationship referred to is one whereby, at the material time of the gift, the donor reposed complete trust and confidence in the donee and thereby placed the donee in positions to exercise ascendancy or dominion over the will or mind of the donor.		I have already said that I do not think that the Brothers were the least subservient to or dominated by Ah Toy.	Although Ah Toy may have exercised influence over
25		the Brothers in the way they managed their business, the evidence persuades me that there was no dominance by Ah Toy or servience on the part of either brother.	I am convinced that, if there was a servi nt party in that
relationship, it was Ah Toy: the Brothers indeed looked to him, as to others, for advice, but, after considering it carefully, they made the decisions and gave the orders.	They were given explanations of the nature and
5		purpose of the Bray Scheme, they attended meetings, they were given and retained relevant documents.	They were advised by their own solicitor and, through him, by counsel.	In fact, leaving aside any moral or legal questions as to whether such schemes are in society's best interests, having regard to the reason for choosing Ah Toy as beneficiary, the implementation of a scheme such as the Bray Scheme was logical and beneficial for the furtherance of the Brothers' wish.	Without such a scheme it is likely that the carrying out of the
15		Brothers' wishes would have been frustrated by death duties.
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In general, there is no doubt that the Brothers were influenced by the advice that Ah Toy and their solicitors gave them.	However, I am satisfied that that influence was confined chiefly to the means for achieving ends that seemed to them desirable.	The Brothers took advice to adopt the Bray Scheme as a means to an end which they, themselves, saw as desirable, namely, the minimization of death duties in order to enhance the chances of the pastoral enterprise continuing after their deaths.

I have kept in mind the relative intelligence of Ah
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15
 Toy and the Brothers.	I should say that there is no basis for suggesting that the former was more intelligent than the latter.	Although Ah Toy had more education in respect of commercial and accounting matters, there is nothing to lead me to think that he was significantly
better educated.	Ihdeed, while there is evidence of
those who were impressed with Oscar's cultured manner, Ah Toy did not appear to have more than average general education.	The Brothers were educated at a school of considerable reputation.		Neither of the Brothers was of a weak or subservient personality or character.	The evidence suggests they were stronger in these respects than Ah Toy.	I have not lost sight of the fact that they were old men compared with Ah Toy and in poor physical health by any standard.	But, against these considerations, it has to be remembered that the Brothers had the benefit of access to their solicitor from whom they received advice and to whom they conveyed instructions.


Although Ah Toy stood to benefit from the wills and the disposition inter vivos, neither the wills nor the dispositions were made with the aim of benefiting Ah Toy: there was no question here of rewarding Ah Toy's faithful
25		service or of expressing gratitude to him.	In the latter event, serious questions indeed might arise.		Even if Ah Toy were now to betray the trust placed in him - and he has not so far done so - the considerations at the
material times would not be altered.


Notwithstanding the great body of evidence relating to Ah Toy's conduct, and an attack by the Howard family
5		of great thoroughness and efficiency, apart from a few instances of behaviour falling short of what one might expect, there is no credible evidence suggesting impropriety in any relevant sense.	In some respects in which his conduct fell short of the ideal, he was acting with the knowledge and acquiescence of the Brothers' solicitors.	Who could deny that it would have been better for Ah Toy to withdraw completely from negotiations with the Brothers concerning their wills once they had expressed their intention to make him their
15		beneficiary?	However, the fact that he did not, in the circumstances, does not suggest to me that he was acting improperly in any significant sense.	The consequence of his not withdrawing at the critical times has been to create a more difficult evidentiary task for him.	There is no indication that his failure to withdraw completely at that time relevantly affected the Brothers' intentions.
5

A decision having been made not to benefit the Howards, it became inevitable that a stranger or strangers be chosen.	The first choice was to be Ward. The draft wills drawn by Kemp in Ward's favour showed
10	that he was in no doubt that the Brothers intended to
dispose of the whole of their estate, not merely some part of it.	It would have been truly incomprehensible if, as was suggested, the Brothers. made wills intending to dispose of only part of their estate.	Their
5		testamentary capacity might well have come under question if it could be shown that they had deliberately created a partial intestacy. Some criticism was levelled at Ah Toy for engaging Kemp to advise the Brothers concerning their wills without a request from them. Considering the
10	undesirability of an intestacy for persons with such
r
considerable estate, and having regard also to the fact that Kemp worked for Ward, the Brothers' solicitor, I think the action of engaging him was reasonable in the circumstances.
15
James testified that he thought both Brothers (certainly Oscar) initially instructed him to proceed with the implementation of the scheme.	James also testified that the Brothers were fully aware of the advantages of the scheme.


Without a finding as to where the onus of proof lies, I am affirmatively satisfied by the evidence that Ah Toy did not unduly influence the Brothers either by
25		reason of his relationship with them or by reason of his conduct.	Such a subtle exercise would be superfluous because of my conviction that, even if the onus properly rests upon Ah Toy, it has been adequately discharged.	In
relation to the question of undue influence, I have been guided by Whereat and Duffy Duff (1973) 1 ALR 363 and the cases giving rise to that appeal, and Union Fidelity Trustee Co. of Australia Limited v Gibson [1971] VR 573
5	and the cases therein cited.



It follows from all of the foregoing that decrees of probate in solemn form of law of the wills of Oscar and Evan will be made, and there will be a verdict for the
1	defendants in action number 211 of 1985.	I will invite
Ah Toy's counsel to submit minutes of the appropriate orders.	Before making orders as to costs I shall invite the parties to make submissions.


15

